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EnlightenNext magazine is published by a nonprofit educational organization of the
same name.

DJGB>HH>DCHI6I:B:CI/
EnlightenNext is dedicated to catalyzing evolution in consciousness and culture. We strive
to be leaders, examples, and pathfinders in the emerging field of integral and evolutionary
spirituality, and to stand for the ultimate relevance of spiritual enlightenment in our time.
Through our integrated annual cycle of programs and events and our award-winning
publications, we are awakening, connecting, and cultivating a global movement of
“evolutionaries”—individuals who feel personally responsible for creating the future.

Atman is a
true spiritual leader
who refuses to be
called one.

“Anyone who doesn’t pick up
this book and read it - or who
merely picks it up - will lose
out on a very powerful and
emotional experience.
This experience is personal
and may save their sorry
state-of-affairs life.”
Sharon Crafford - editor

Available at all major
online bookstores.
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Mondo Zen™ 7-Day Sesshin
Classic Rinzai Zen training consisted of Koan and intensive sitting practice (Zazen), designed to
reveal Satori – deep, unconditional awareness. Mondo Zen™ training is an evolution of the Rinzai Zen
School. It is a 21st Century practice that has added emotional Koan work to this classic form.

Discover How Your Angst is Your Liberation

Retreat Benefits:

A well-trained Zen student’s life expresses the marriage of wisdom (meditative
mind) and compassion (unconditional love). The cultivation of wisdom is only half
of the work. To transform our negative emotional reactions into compassionate
responses we must ﬁrst change our philosophical understanding. Without this
change in understanding, we will continue to react negatively to our emotional
energy even if we have the wisdom of meditative mind.
Mondo Zen™ conditions us to have a new, enlightened, and compassionate
response. In this way, “Our angst becomes our liberation!”
Mondo Zen™ was created by Jun Po Kelly, Roshi of Hollow Bones Zen. At this
retreat you will experience our twelve Koan dialog dialectic practice, and face your
own emotional Koans.

- Liberates you to experience deeper insight,
and a more joyful compassionate spirit.
Samadhi!
- Allows you to take another seat…
a more enlightened seat, a fearless seat.
- Provides a correct “under”-standing rather
than an egocentric “over”-standing.
- Transforms your emotions.
“Your angst becomes your liberation.”

“Mondo Zen training is one of the most important, creative, and novel additions to the
meditation pantheon, highly recommended for the accelerated effect it has on spiritual
growth and development. Definitely check it out!” - Ken Wilber, The Integral Vision

2009

October 17 ~ 24
Nov. 28 ~ Dec. 5

2010

January 16 ~ 23
March 20 ~ 27
May 1 ~ 8

Loveland, Colorado
Green Bay, Wisconsin
Sonoma, California
Green Bay, Wisconsin
Loveland, Colorado

Come Awaken With Us
Mondo Zen™

Mondo Zen™ is a program of the Hollow Bones Zen Order / Friends of Zen.
To ﬁnd out more about our retreats, contact retreats@mondozen.org September
or visit www.mondozen.org.
– November 2009
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The Guru and the Pandit

The Second Face of God
@ek_\`icXk\jkZfem\ijXk`fe#k_\>lilXe[k_\GXe[`k
[`jZljjk_\dXepÈ]XZ\jÉf]>f[Ç>f[XjJ\c]#>f[
XjFk_\i#Xe[>f[Xj:fjd`ZGifZ\jjÇq\if`e^`e
fek_\fe\k_XkXcfe\_fc[jk_\gfn\ikfYi`e^k_\
gfjkdf[\ie\^fkf`kjbe\\j%
ANDREW COHEN AND KEN WILBER

54 Spirit Is Higher
N_XkËj`kc`b\kfY\Xjg`i`klXck\XZ_\ikf[Xp6
<mfclk`feXip<ec`^_k\ed\ekg`fe\\i8e[i\n:f_\e
Xe[Q\eDXjk\i>\egfD\iq\c\ogcfi\k_\[peXd`Zj
f]jg`i`klXckiXej]fidXk`fe#k_\]lkli\f]9l[[_`jd#
Xe[k_\ifc\f]k_\dXjk\i$[`jZ`gc\i\cXk`fej_`g`e
Xgfjk$kiX[`k`feXcnfic[%

++

ANDREW COHEN AND DENNIS GENPO MERZEL ROSHI

63 The Soul Is Already Illumined

,+

An Interview with Sufi Teacher Aliya Haeri
N_Xknflc[Zfdg\cXdf[\ie8d\i`ZXenfdXekf
Y\Zfd\k_\k_`i[n`]\f]XkiX[`k`feXcJlÔdXjk\i6
8c`pX?X\i`k\ccjk_\kXc\f]_\ilec`b\cpgXk_kf
c`Y\iXk`feXe[_fnk_\dpjk`Z`jdf]@jcXd_Xj]fi^\[
`e_\iX[\gk_f]jg`i`klXc[\mfk`feiXi\cp]fle[`e
N\jk\ieZlckli\%
BY ELIZABETH DEBOLD

68

Beyond Limits

The Making of a
Modern Zen Master
With Jun Po Denis Kelly
=ifdk_\gjpZ_\[\c`Z_\`^_kjf]?X`^_k$8j_Ylipkf
k_\d\[`kXk`m\[\gk_jf]XI`eqX`9l[[_`jkdfeXj$
k\ip#Q\eDXjk\iAleGf;\e`jB\ccp_Xj[fe\`kXccÇ
Xe[[fe\`kkf\oki\d\j%@ek_`jZfdg\cc`e^eXiiXk`m\#
k_`jj\c]$[\jZi`Y\[ÈQfiYXk_\9l[[_XÉi\^Xc\jlj
n`k_jkfi`\jf]Xc`]\[\[`ZXk\[kf^f`e^Xcck_\nXp%
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A New Breed of Bodhisattva
Q\eDXjk\i9\ie`\>cXjjdXe`jYi`e^`e^_`j`eefmXk`m\#
e`kkp$^i`kkp#`e$k_\$jki\\kj[_XidXkfXn_fc\e\n
^\e\iXk`fef]jg`i`klXcXZk`m`jkj%
BY JOEL PITNEY

*- MF@:<J=IFDK?<<;><
What Do Women Want? Again . . .
8Yfc[Z_Xcc\e^\]finfd\ekfi`j\lgXe[kXb\
k_\]lkli\`ekfk_\`ifne_Xe[j%
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))

BY ELIZABETH DEBOLD

+' Bystanders to Suffering
8pfle^8d\i`ZXeaflieXc`jkÔe[j_\ij\c]
Zfe]ifek\[n`k_k_\jkXibi\Xc`k`\jf]Ji`CXebXËj
Ycff[pZ`m`cnXi%
BY MAURA R. O’CONNOR

0' E8KLI8CJ<C<:K@FE1I\m`\njf]YffbjXe[Ôcdj
Gclj19ffbj]fi<mfclk`feXi`\jn`k_:fee`\9Xicfn2Xe
`ek\im`\nn`k_hlXeklddpjk`Z8d`k>fjnXd`%

((' ?<8CK?
Your Heart, Hormones, and Emotions
BY PETER RAGNAR

(() <MFCLK@FE8IP<EC@>?K<ED<EK
Daring to Bear Witness
BY ANDREW COHEN

FEATURES continued
77 The Narcissism Epidemic
An Interview with Jean M. Twenge
K_\i\ËjXgcX^l\jn\\g`e^fligcXe\k1D`cc`fejf]`e[`m`[lXcj
n_f^i\nlg`ek_\j\c]$i\Õ\Zk`m\X]k\i^cfnf]k_\(0-'jXi\
efn_fg\c\jjcpjklZbfek_\dj\cm\j%9lk`k[f\jeËk_Xm\kfY\
k_`jnXp#jXpj;i%A\XeKn\e^\#j_`e`e^c`^_kfek_\[`]]\i\eZ\
Y\kn\\eeXiZ`jj`jdXe[kil\j\c]$\jk\\d%
BY JOEL PITNEY

83 Cross-Training for the Soul
An Interview with Terry Patten
@e@ek\^iXcC`]\GiXZk`Z\#gif]\jj`feXcc`]\ZfXZ_K\iipGXkk\e_Xj
kXb\ek_\k\idÈjg`i`klXcYlkefki\c`^`fljÉkfk_\e\okc\m\c%
?\jl^^\jkjk_Xkk_`j`ek\^iXk\[XggifXZ_kfkiXej]fidXk`feÇ
Xjpek_\j`jf]k_\nfic[ËjY\jkk\Z_e`hl\j]fi[\m\cfg`e^d`e[#
Yf[p#Xe[jg`i`kÇdXpdXibk_\Y`ik_f]Xe\nkn\ekp$Ôijk$
Z\eklipjg`i`klXcgXk_%
BY CARTER PHIPPS
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@jjl\++
Ale\Æ8l^ljk)''0
E<M<I=<8I
A most hearty congratulations
to brothers Andrew and Ken
for articulating so concisely
and beautifully the basic
dynamics governing our
overall human predicament
in their opening comments
of the Guru & Pandit dialogue.
I have never come across a
more powerful and convincing synthesis of where we are
at and what we need to be
cognizant of in our present
existential crisis.
We must never underestimate the ability of fear abetted
by egoistic needs to undermine
our most coveted second-tier
levels of consciousness and
push us back down to firsttier levels.

Af_e?%9fp[
Kfifekf#:XeX[X

-

DFI<J8:I<;#
EFKDFI<JKL==

The Western mind does
not easily speak of concepts
like the journey of a soul,
the evolution of all things,
or the sacred. This was my
observation while reading

the excellent last edition of
EnlightenNext, an issue that
elaborated on the central
questions of the day and
could easily position this
publication as one of the premier magazines of our time.
The content was exacting, but I felt a “hardening of
the categories” as I read each
interview. I saw the Western
industrial mindset at work,
not the central questions of the
sacred you normally ask about
and strive to illuminate. There
is an absolute dearth of discussion about where we are going,
and the futurists you chose,
brilliant as their discourse was,
revealed just how much more
work there is to do to reach our
dreams.
We need to stretch to think
about our highest purpose
for the future, not just the
technologically slick tools of
the next world. Remember
Ernest Callenbach’s Ecotopia? Remember the Wizard
of Oz and the Emerald City?
These ideas invite the creative
impulse to reach deeper than
the industrial footprint we
have built upon. The footprint
that drives Americans from
subdivision to factory to mall
is a lonely and soulless journey of specialization, division,
and almost total separation
from nature. We need to
stretch toward ultimates, not
just the latest fashion. More
stuff is a dead-end road.
A`d:_Xeefe
?XnX``

B<<G@E>FLI<P<J
FEK?<GI@Q<

In “Freedom in the Face of
Fear,” Wilber and Cohen rightly
warn us against falling prey
to fear in the crises looming
ahead. This raises the question:
How can we cope with this fear
in order to avoid letting ourselves become diverted from
the path toward our evolutionary destiny? The latest book by
Ken Wilber et al., Integral Life
Practice, provides an example
of how to do this. They start by
working on the shadow, which
refers to the dark aspects of
our psyche like fear and anger,
before taking on the truly
creative tasks. So coping with
our own personal shadows can
at the same time prepare us for
the worst global nightmares
that we may face in the future.
AXe9fjjlpk
8m\c^\d#9\c^`ld
8D<I@:88J<DG@I<
Does liberation without a
face include going beyond a
national identity? I feel that
because most of your editors
are American, they bring an
“America the Beautiful and
Land of the Free” spin to a
magazine meant for evolutionaries the world over.
It would be nice to see some
reflection on the areas where
the U.S. is not doing so well. For
example, in a recent UNICEF
study, the northern European
nations were shown to be doing
the best job of providing for
the health, education, and

well-being of their children,
while the U.S. and UK were
at the bottom of the list.
I agree with Dr. Thomas
Barnett that it is very important to have a grand strategy that looks at the entire
structure of our world and how
to move it forward. But I am
not so sure that globalization
needs to happen “at the barrel
of a gun.” I am much more
comfortable with how Jim
Garrison articulates his vision
of how this global transition
could take place as paraphrased
on integrallife.com:
The central paradox of the
world is the fact that America
has become the most powerful nation-state in the history
of civilization, at precisely a
time when the forces of history
are demanding that we move
beyond the very concept of
nation-states, into a new era
of truly world-centric global
governance. And herein lies the
ultimate challenge for America:
to consciously view itself as a
‘transitional empire,’ leading the
human species away from political fragmentation and economic
isolation, toward a genuinely
integrated world governance. In
this way, America can guarantee
that it will indeed be history’s
very last empire, by helping
to make obsolete the need for
imperial powers altogether.*
Jl\NXc`:ffb
MXeZflm\i#9:
!J\\fli=\YilXipÆ8gi`c)''+`jjl\
]fiXe\oZ\igk]ifdk_`jYffb.
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Editorial: An important message from the founder of EnlightenNext

A^`Z_jhiVWdjiZkZgndcZ
ZahZi]ZhZYVnh!lZVi
:ca^\]iZcCZmiVgZjcYZg\d^c\
VeZg^dYd[ZcdgbdjhigVch^i^dc#
:^\]iZZcnZVghV\d!>XVbZje
l^i]Vc^cig^\j^c\^YZV/
Produce a second-to-none spiritual magazine that would
play a significant role in helping to make better sense
out of the complex journey that Eastern enlightenment
was taking as it slowly but surely established a small but
not insignificant niche in postmodern Western culture.
Over the years, as I and we have grown and evolved, the
magazine has become much more than what it originally
was, embracing integral theory, evolutionary cosmology,
and the all-important relationship between consciousness
and culture.
What is most deeply satisfying to all of us here is to look
back on our work over the last almost two decades and to
witness the evolution of consciousness in action and . . . in
print! Which brings me to the main point of this editorial.
For the entire time we’ve been producing this magazine,
it has been strictly a labor of love—a love of Truth, God,
Spirit, philosophy, and, above all, our collective capacity
to express a deeper humanity as we spiritually awaken.
But this labor of love also costs us lots of effort and lots of
money. You need to know that we have been producing the
magazine at an enormous loss for many, many years. As is
the case for so many other magazines today, what we have
been doing is just no longer sustainable!
Our problem is that we are so inspired by this work
that as long as we could manage it, we have been willing
to carry the shortfall in the bottom line ourselves. But we
simply can’t do that anymore. One way or another, we will
continue, but exactly how that’s going to unfold depends to
a large degree upon you, our loyal readers. It depends upon
all of you who value the care and precision that we bring to
every single word that we put on paper.
If you feel that the print version of EnlightenNext has
significant value as a powerful vehicle for the evolution of
consciousness and culture, please express that appreciation
through your generous support.

The truth is, right now we really are depending on you.
And how we are going to continue doing the important
work we are committed to depends on you and what YOU
want. We all know that print in many forms will soon
be a thing of the past . . . but we also strongly feel that
spirituality, philosophy, and serious cultural commentary
held in your hands on the printed page can travel much
more deeply into a reader’s heart, mind, and soul than
even the best online communication can. We do have plans
to significantly expand our online presence. But at the
same time, we would very much like to be able to produce
what we can’t help but feel is the best spiritual magazine
available, in print form, for many years to come.
We invite you to collaborate with us and express your
views on the direction you feel we should take—we want
to work with you in a new spirit of openness. Also, and
most importantly, please support us by sending a generous
donation. Thank you!

8e[i\n:f_\e
=fle[\iXe[<[`kfi`e:_`\]

UNDERWRITE ENLIGHTENNEXT
8dciVXidjg9^gZXidgd[9ZkZadebZci@dcV<djaZi/
`\djaZi5:ca^\]iZcCZmi#dg\dg )&(#+(,#+%(,
:CA><=I:CC:MI>H6*%&X(CDCEGD;>IDG<6C>O6I>DC
6AA9DC6I>DCH6G:I6M"9:9J8I>7A:IDI=::MI:CI6AADL:97NA6L#
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Discovery Cycle:
EnlightenNext is more
than just a magazine . . .
It’s the hub of a growing global movement of evolutionaries—
thinking people who are stepping forward to help define what
the future will be. If you’re inspired by life, turned on by what’s
possible, and want to participate in the evolution of human
consciousness and culture, then join us as we embark on the
next phase of EnlightenNext’s twenty-year journey …
The EnlightenNext Discovery Cycle is designed to awaken, connect, and cultivate a global network of evolutionaries through
a dynamic annual cycle of engagement. This cycle is organized
around two major events: the Being & Becoming Retreat and

the Conference for Evolutionaries. Both will be milestone
experiences in their own right, yet they are also much more
than that. They are the two primary elements of one integrated
process designed to explore how the evolution of our interiors—
our consciousness, values, and perspectives—affects the evolution of the exterior world we all share and create.
The Discovery Cycle is the culmination of more than two
decades of experience at EnlightenNext engaging with spiritual
leaders, cultural visionaries, and thousands of evolutionaries
around the world. Founded in 1988 by spiritual teacher Andrew
Cohen, we’ve been working ever since to awaken people to the
liberating freedom of their own highest self and the empowering clarity of an evolutionary perspective.

The EnlightenNext
Discovery Cycle

The Being &
Becoming Retreat
COLORADO
AUGUST 2010

The Conference
for Evolutionaries
MAY 2010

As part of the Discovery Cycle,
Andrew Cohen will also be leading
three weekend intensives in Fall 2009:
DXidWZg&+Ä&-LVihdck^aaZ!86
CdkZbWZg+Ä-AZcdm!B6
CdkZbWZg'%Ä''DWZgjhVa!<ZgbVcn
16Visit:lll#VcYgZlXd]Zc#dg\$ZkZcih
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Participate in a Global Movement to Consciously Create the Future
Featuring . . .

The 2010 Conference
for Evolutionaries!
BVn&*Ä&,!'%&%

A virtual journey to the
edge of cosmic evolution

God . . . Soul . . . Eros . . . Evolution . . . Everything in the
cosmos, from the first moments of the big bang to the firing of the
synapses in your brain as you read these words, has been shaped by a
mysterious creative impulse. And we’ve designed our first Conference
for Evolutionaries, the next major step in the EnlightenNext
Discovery Cycle, as a rich virtual journey through the nature and
dynamics of this universal drive to develop and evolve.
Hosted by EnlightenNext founder Andrew Cohen and the editors of
EnlightenNext magazine, this three-day virtual “foundations course”
in the emerging evolutionary worldview will feature talks, dialogues,
and discussions with many of the leading spiritual and philosophical
voices on the planet, including Ken Wilber, Brian Swimme, Rupert
Sheldrake, Deepak Chopra, Jenny Wade, Annette Kaiser, Genpo Roshi,
Don Beck, and many, many more.
Beginning with the story of the evolutionary impulse as seen
through the lens of cosmology and cutting-edge science, we’ll explore
the creative mechanics of culture and consciousness from many
different perspectives: philosophy, psychology, integral thought,
the great mystical traditions, and the evolution of contemporary
spiritual experience. We’ll ask questions like: How do we measure
higher human development? How does the soul evolve? What is the
relationship between conscious evolution and ego transcendence?
How do we build a vital movement of evolutionaries committed
to bringing a new spiritual and moral paradigm into the heart of
twenty-first-century culture?
It’s all part of the larger EnlightenNext Discovery Cycle, which
continues throughout the year with weekly webcasts, discussion
forums, and in-depth workshops—and leads up (through the next
Being and Becoming Retreat in Colorado in 2010) to our first-ever
live Conference for Evolutionaries, coming in 2011.

B\eN`cY\i
@ek\^iXcG`fe\\i

8e[i\n:f_\e
=fle[\if]<ec`^_k\eE\ok

A\eepNX[\
;\m\cfgd\ekXcGjpZ_fcf^`jk

;\\gXb:_fgiX
Jg`i`klXcC\X[\i

Ilg\ikJ_\c[iXb\
@eefmXk`m\9`fcf^`jk

8ee\kk\BX`j\i
JlÔK\XZ_\i

<c`qXY\k_;\Yfc[
<ec`^_k\eE\okJ\e`fi<[`kfi

>\egfIfj_`
Q\eDXjk\i

. . . and many, many more.
For information about the 2010 Conference for
Evolutionaries and the rest of the EnlightenNext
Discovery Cycle, visit:

enlightennext.org/discovery
September – November 2009
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Sites & Blogs

kiXej]fid`e^k_\fcf^p%fi^&Ycf^
9XZb\[Ypgfn\i_flj\k_\fcf^`ZXc
`eefmXkfijc`b\Af_e:fYYXe[G_`c`g
:cXpkfe#k_`jj`k\`j[\[`ZXk\[kf
lg^iX[`e^k_\È`ii\c\mXekXe[XYjkiXZkÉ
Xjg\Zkjf]:_i`jk`Xe`kpkfÔkXdfi\
gif^i\jj`m\#\mfclk`feXipnfic[m`\n%

Zeitgeist

news from an emerging culture

Twitter Gets Spiritualized
K_`jgXjkAle\#k_\k\ok$d\jjX^`e^g_\efd\efebefneXjKn`kk\ij\\d\[kfg\e\kiXk\
_ldXe`kpËjZfcc\Zk`m\ZfejZ`flje\jj]ifd\m\ipXe^c\XkfeZ\%=`ijk#K`d\ dX^Xq`e\c\[k_\
Z_Xi^\n`k_XZfm\ijkfip#È?fnKn`kk\iN`cc:_Xe^\k_\NXpN\C`m\%ÉK_\e\m\ipe\njflkc\k
]ifd8cAXq\\iXkfk_\99:[\ZcXi\[XÈKn`kk\ii\mfclk`fe#ÉXjk_fljXe[jgifk\jk`e^@iXeËjdfZb
\c\Zk`feY\^Xelj`e^k_\jfZ`Xc$e\knfib`e^j\im`Z\kfZffi[`eXk\Xdfe^k_\dj\cm\jXe[kf
j_Xi\k_\`i[i\Xdjf][\dfZiXZpn`k_k_\i\jkf]k_\nfic[%9pAle\)-#dfi\k_Xeknfd`cc`fe
Kn`kk\id\jjX^\j#fiÈkn\\kj#Éi\cXk\[kfk_\gifk\jkj`e@iXe_X[Y\\ej\ek#Xe[effe\Zflc[
[\epk_\gfc`k`ZXcj`^e`ÔZXeZ\f]k_\e\nfec`e\kffc%
9lkfk_\ij_X[Xci\X[pY\^le`ekl`k`e^[\\g\iZlii\ekjjn`ic`e^`ek_\Kn`kk\ijg_\i\%@e
DXp#Jk\g_\e;`eXe#\[`kfif]IX[`ZXcJg`i`k Xe[k_\]fik_Zfd`e^JXZi\[8d\i`ZX#nifk\Xn`[\cp
Z`iZlcXk\[Ycf^gfjkflkc`e`e^Xj\m\e$gf`ekXi^ld\ek]fiÈK_\Jg`i`klXc@dgfikXeZ\f]Kn`kk\i%É
@e`k`Xccpjb\gk`ZXcf]k_\gfn\if]k_\kn\\k#;`eXeZfe]\jj\jk_Xk_\`jÈefnZfem`eZ\[k_Xk
Kn`kk\i`jgXikf]k_\jg`i`klXc\mfclk`fef]flijg\Z`\j%@kj^ifnk_Zfii\jgfe[jkfk_\XZZ\c\iXk`e^
jgi\X[f]X^cfYXcZfejZ`flje\jj#fe\`en_`Z_flij\ej\f]Yfle[Xi`\jefcfe^\i\e[jXk
eXk`feXcYfle[Xi`\j#Xe[n\Xi\`eZi\Xj`e^cp`ekflZ_n`k_flij\ej\f]Êfe\e\jjËn`k_fk_\ij%É
;`eXe`jeËkk_\fecpfe\j\\`e^Kn`kk\iËjZfejZ`flje\jj$\ogXe[`e^gfk\ek`Xc%@ek_\
gXjkj`odfek_j#dXep`ek\^iXc`jkjXe[\mfclk`feXipk_fl^_k$c\X[\ij_Xm\\jkXYc`j_\[cXi^\
]fccfn`e^jfeKn`kk\i#Xe[XeldY\if]jg`i`klXck\XZ_\ij_Xm\Xcjf\ek\i\[`ekfk_\kn\\k`e^
]iXpn`k_k_\`i[_Xid`Z^lejYcXq`e^%ÈN_\epfl_Xm\k_\n`cc`e^e\jjkf]XZ\pfli]\Xi#Éni`k\j
Q\ek\XZ_\i>\egfIfj_``efe\kn\\k#È]\Xi`jefk_`e^#aljkXefk_\iY`^ZfeZ\gkÇdXpY\
fm\in_\cd`e^#YlkYXj`ZXccpaljkXe`[\X%É8dfe^k_\ljlXckn\\kjXYflkn_Xkpfli]i`\e[j_X[
]fiYi\Xb]Xjk#k_\j\Y`k\$j`q\[je`gg\kjf]n`j[fd]ifdk_\c`b\jf]<Zb_XikKfcc\#9XiYXiXDXio
?lYYXi[#Xe[;\\gXb:_fgiXXi\f]k\eXn\cZfd\i\c`\]%
Jfn_\i\n`ccKn`kk\i^f]ifd_\i\6;`eXe#]fife\#\em`j`fejk_\^ifn`e^e\knfibf]
Kn`kk\i\ijXjk_\Yl`c[`e^YcfZbjf]Xe\d\i^`e^gcXe\kXipZfejZ`flje\jj#fieffjg_\i\%
È8jflic\Xie`e^Xe[\oZ_Xe^\e\knfibjY\Zfd\\m\idfi\`ejkXekXe\flj#É_\ni`k\j#Èn\
gXik`Z`gXk\`ejfd\k_`e^c`b\X^cfYXcYiX`e#n`k_\XZ_f]ljXjjpeXgj\jY\kn\\e[`]]\i\ek
c\Xie`e^ef[\j#XccZfee\Zk\[kfk_fljXe[jf]fk_\ief[\j%ÉKf\ejli\k_Xkn\\jkXYc`j_\[fli
fneeffjg_\i`Zef[\#<ec`^_k\eE\okf]ÔZ`Xccp\ek\i\[k_\Kn`kk\ijg_\i\cXjkjgi`e^%=fccfnljXk
Kn`kk\i%Zfd&<E\okDX^Xe[kiXZbZfem\ijXk`fejXYflkk_\nfic[f]<ec`^_k\eE\okn`k_
k_\\e\ok _Xj_kX^ %

18


egi%fi^&e\nj&jg\Z`Xcj&)''0&YiX`e
K_`j]XjZ`eXk`e^EGIj`k\\ek`kc\[È@j
K_`jPfli9iX`eFe>f[6Éj_fnj_fn
k_\YiX`ei\XZkjkfXmXi`\kpf]jg`i`klXc
\og\i`\eZ\j#`eZcl[`e^e\Xi$[\Xk_
\og\i`\eZ\j#_XcclZ`ef^\e`Z[il^
ki`gj#Xe[[\\gd\[`kXk`fe%

j\\[dX^Xq`e\%Zfd
N`k_`kj_`g[\j`^e#n`[\$iXe^`e^kfg`Zj#
Xe[Zfdg\cc`e^kX^c`e\#ÈJZ`\eZ\@j
:lckli\#ÉJ\\[dX^Xq`e\Ëjn\Yj`k\`j
flig\i\ee`Xcfe\$jkfgj_fg]fi[X`cp
jZ`\eZ\e\nj%

^cfYXcjg`i`k%km
=\Xkli`e^\m\ipk_`e^]ifd]lcc$c\e^k_
[fZld\ekXi`\jXe[e\njYpk\jfe
^cfYXc`jjl\jkf`ek\im`\njn`k_
jg`i`klXcm`j`feXi`\j#>cfYXcJg`i`k
_fg\jkfÈZflek\ik_\Zpe`Z`jdXe[
i\j`^eXk`fek_XkZXei\jlck]ifdnXkZ_`e^
Zfem\ek`feXck\c\m`j`fee\nj%É
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Conferences

In Print
The Evolution of God
ÈNXj>f[YfieYX[6É`jXhl\jk`feXjb\[
YpIfY\ikNi`^_kÇaflieXc`jk#\mfclk`feXip
gjpZ_fcf^`jk#gfc`k`ZXcZfdd\ekXkfi#Xe[
Xlk_fi—`e_`je\nYffbK_\<mfclk`fef]
>f[% @efk_\infi[j#nXj`k`e\m`kXYc\k_Xk
k_\\d\i^\eZ\f]dfefk_\`jd`eAl[X`jd#
:_i`jk`Xe`kp#Xe[@jcXdnflc[c\X[kfi\c`^`fljm`fc\eZ\6
Ni`^_kËjXejn\i#Yfieflkf]k\ep\Xijf]`e$[\gk_i\j\XiZ_#
`jXe\dg_Xk`Zef. @eXjn\\g`e^_`jkfi`ZXceXiiXk`m\Zfm\i`e^
ki`YXc[Xpjkfk_\gi\j\ek#Ni`^_k#XcjfXlk_fif]k_\
XZZcX`d\[K_\DfiXc8e`dXcXe[Efeq\if#i\m\Xcjk_Xk`kËjk_\
_Xi[]XZkjf]gfc`k`ZjXe[\Zfefd`Zjk_Xk[\k\id`e\_fnn\
ki\Xkk_fj\f]fk_\i]X`k_j#efkfli[`]]\i`e^Y\c`\]jXYflk>f[%
<ogc`Z`kcpdXk\i`Xc`jk`Z`e_`jXggifXZ_#Ni`^_kf]]\ijXÈn`e$
n`eÉjfclk`fe]fiY\c`\m\ijXe[efeY\c`\m\ijXc`b\%

Something Beyond Greatness:
Conversations with a Man of
Science & a Woman of God
@ejg`i\[Ypk_\@e[`Xejg`i`klXcc\X[\i;X[`
AXeb`#Jfd\k_`e^9\pfe[>i\Xke\jj,YpAl[p
If[^\ijXe[>XpXki`EXiX`e\#\ogcfi\j
n_Xk`k`jk_XkZfdg\cjX_ldXeY\`e^kf
c`m\Xe\okiXfi[`eXipc`]\%8]k\ij\XiZ_`e^kfÔe[\o\dgcXij
f]kil\_\if`jdf]jg`i`kXe[Zfd`e^lg\dgkp$_Xe[\[#k_\
Xlk_fijkliekf;X[`AXeb`_\ij\c]#gX`i`e^_\i`e[`Xcf^l\
n`k_k_\:_`c\Xeg_`cfjfg_\i$Y`fcf^`jk?ldY\ikfDXkliXeX%
:fdY`e`e^k_\n`j[fdf]X>f[$`ekfo`ZXk\[jX^\n`k_k_\
`ek\cc\Zkf]XiX[`ZXciXk`feXc`jk#k_`jgXjj`feXk\cpXi^l\[Yffb
ZXccjljkfjlii\e[\in_Xkn\befn`efi[\ikfXZ_`\m\k_\
^i\Xke\jjk_XkZfd\j]ifdÈXZkR`e^T`ejk`eZk`m\cp]ifdcfm\%É

Tales of Wonder
N_Xk[fkXb`e^g\pfk\n`k_EXk`m\8d\i`ZXe
j_XdXej#k\XZ_`e^k_\;XcX`CXdXXYflk
k_\Y`^YXe^#giXZk`Z`e^@jcXd]fik\e
p\Xij#Xe[j\cc`e^)%,d`cc`feYffbj_Xm\`e
Zfddfe6K_\pËi\XccjdXcc\g`jf[\j`ek_\
\g`Zc`]\f]i\c`^`fljjZ_fcXi?ljkfeJd`k_#
n_fj\XlkfY`f^iXg_p#KXc\jf]Nfe[\i#_`kYffbjkfi\jk_`jgXjk
DXp%9\jkbefne]fi_`jZcXjj`ZK_\Nfic[ËjI\c`^`fej#Jd`k_
`jXe\ogcfi\iXe[XZX[\d`Zn_f_XjY\\e_X`c\[XjÈk_\dXe
n_fYifl^_kk_\nfic[Ëji\c`^`fejkfk_\N\jk%É?`jcXk\jkYffb
Z_ife`Zc\j_`jÈX[m\ekli\jZ_Xj`e^k_\[`m`e\Én`k_k_\c`b\j
f]Dfk_\iK\i\jX#DXik`eClk_\iB`e^Ai%#;%K%Jlqlb`#Xe[
K`dfk_pC\Xip#ZXgkli`e^k_\Z_Xid`e^Z_XiXZk\if]XdXe
n_f_\cg\[Yi`e^p`e#pXe^#Xe[pf^X`ekfk_\dX`ejki\Xd%

The Parliament
of the World’s
Religions 2009
K_`j;\Z\dY\i#dfi\k_Xek\e
k_fljXe[i\c`^`fljc\X[\ij#
jZ_fcXij#Xe[XZk`m`jkj]ifd
Xccfm\ik_\nfic[n`ccZfem\i^\`eD\cYflie\#8ljkiXc`X#]fik_\)''0
GXic`Xd\ekf]k_\Nfic[ËjI\c`^`fej%K_\]flik_^Xk_\i`e^`ei\Z\ek
_`jkfipk_\gi\m`fljk_i\\n\i\:_`ZX^f`e(00*#:Xg\Kfne`e(000#
Xe[9XiZ\cfeX`e)''+ #k_`jp\XiËj\m\ekn`cc]fZljfe\ogcfi`e^_fnk_\
i\c`^`fljkiX[`k`fejZXe_\cgkfX[[i\jjXmXi`\kpf]Zfek\dgfiXip`jjl\j
jlZ_XjZc`dXk\Z_Xe^\#k_\i\ZfeZ`c`Xk`fef]jZ`\eZ\Xe[i\c`^`fe#Xe[k_\
ifc\f]@jcXd`ekn\ekp$Ôijk$Z\eklipjfZ`\kp%Ilee`e^]fij\m\e[Xpj#k_\
GXic`Xd\ekn`cc]\Xkli\j\d`eXij#[\YXk\j#Ôcdj#Xe[b\pefk\X[[i\jj\j
]ifdXe`ek\ii\c`^`fljd\eX^\i`\f][`jk`e^l`j_\[jg\Xb\ij#`eZcl[`e^
?`j?fc`e\jjk_\;XcX`CXdX#\Zf$i\c`^`fljjZ_fcXiDXip<m\cpeKlZb\i#
Xe[i\efne\[jg`i`klXcc\X[\iJi`Ji`IXm`J_XebXi%Kf\og\i`\eZ\k_\
`eZi\[`Yc\Yi\X[k_f]jg`i`klXcn`j[fdgi\j\ekXkk_\j\GXic`Xd\ekj#
Z_\Zbflkk_\m`[\f`ek\im`\njn\Zfe[lZk\[Xkk_\)''+\m\ek`e
9XiZ\cfeXXk\ec`^_k\ee\ok%fi^&gXic`Xd\ek%

On Screen

N_XkËjlgn`k_>\e\iXk`feP6@e)'',#]fliZfcc\^\^iX[jÇ`eZcl[`e^
Ôcdgif[lZ\ijDXkk?\`e\dXeXe[DXkkN`^^`ejÇj\kflkfeXk_i\\$
dfek_ifX[ki`gXZifjj8d\i`ZX`eglijl`kf]XeXejn\i%=flip\XijcXk\i#
k_\pËm\Zfe[\ej\[k_\`iaflie\p`ekfXe\ek\ikX`e`e^j`okp$d`elk\Ôcd
ZXcc\[FliK`d\, n_`Z_Z_ife`Zc\jk_\`i`ek\ijkXk\X[m\ekli\`ek\im`\n`e^
\`^_k\\e$kfkn\ekp$Ôm\$p\Xi$fc[j]ifd\m\ip[\df^iXg_`Zle[\i
k_\jle%K_\`ek\im`\n\\jÇ`eZcl[`e^X`dc\jj[il^[\Xc\ij`eE\n
D\o`Zf#iXeZ_\ij`eK\oXj#Xe[\ek\igi`j`e^=XZ\Yffb]fle[\iDXib
QlZb\iY\i^Çgi\j\ekXjligi`j`e^cp[`m\ij\g`Zkli\f]>\eP#fe\k_Xk
`jdfi\Zfdgc\ok_Xek_\ljlXc`dX^\f]XeXidpf]k\Z_$jXmmp`Gf[
g\fgc\%9lkn_Xkk`\jk_\dkf^\k_\i`jk_\jligi`j`e^\Xj\n`k_n_`Z_
k_\pmf`Z\Zc\Xifg`e`fejfen_Xkk_\pk_`ebk_\`i^\e\iXk`fe`jXYflk%
Fe\nfe[\ij`]k_\`i>\e$Ogi\[\Z\jjfij#n_\ek_\pn\i\`ek_\`i
kn\ek`\j#Zflc[_Xm\Xik`ZlcXk\[k_\`i^\e\iXk`feXcgi\[`ZXd\ekjf
dXkk\i$f]$]XZkcp%P\kn_\k_\ik_`j`jXj`^ef]`eZi\Xj\[j\c]$XnXi\e\jjfi
Xefk_\ijpdgkfdf]k_\`i^ifn`e^eXiZ`jj`jdj\\g%.- i\dX`ejkfY\
j\\e%KfÔe[flkdfi\XYflkFliK`d\#m`j`kkpXg%Zfd%

September – November 2009
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Numbers

Homo Sapiens 2.0
?fdf_XY`c`jlj\[kffcj%?fdf\i\ZkljnXcb\[lgi`^_kfeknf]\\k%8e[
n\?fdfjXg`\ejjXg`\ej_Xm\k_\legi\Z\[\ek\[XY`c`kpkfÈbefnk_Xkn\
befn%ÉN_XkZ_XiXZk\i`jk`ZjXe[ZXgXZ`k`\jn`cc[\Ôe\k_\_ldXeY\`e^j
f]kfdfiifn6JkXik`e^n`k_k_\Iljj`Xeg_pj`Z`jkXe[È]Xk_\if]ifZb\kip#É
BfejkXek`eKj`fcbfmjbp(/,.Æ(0*, #n_fXjj`^e\[k_\eXd\?fdfZfjd`Zlj
kffli]lkli\jgXZ\$kiXm\c`e^gif^\ep#dXepm`j`feXi`\j_Xm\gfe[\i\[
k_\e\okjkX^\`e_ldXe\mfclk`fe%N_\k_\iZflZ_\[`ek\idj
f]^\e\k`Z\e^`e\\i`e^#]lj`fen`k_dXZ_`e\j#fijg`i`klXc
kiXej]fidXk`fe#dXep[`]]\i\ekeXd\j_Xm\Y\\ejl^^\jk\[
]fik_\jg\Z`\jk_Xkn`cc\m\eklXccpjlggcXeklj%K_\j\
Xi\k\ef]fli]Xmfi`k\j%

Oc

The
foru
tran
live
from
bui

SP

Ten Candidates for the Next Human Species
('

?fdfjXg`\ejjXg`\ejjXg`\ej1G\k\iIljj\cc#
]lkli`jk#jZ_fcXif]jZ`\eZ\Xe[ZfejZ`flje\jj

,

IfYfjXg`\ej1G\k\iD\eq\cXe[=X`k_;Ë8cl`j`f#
Xlk_fijf]IfYfjXg`\ej1<mfclk`fef]XE\nJg\Z`\j

0

:pY\ijXg`\ej1:_`gNXck\i#jZ`\eZ\ni`k\i#
[fZld\ekXipÔcddXb\i#]fid\i:EEYli\XlZ_`\]

+

?fdfef\k`Zlj1Af_eN_`k\#ZfejZ`flje\jj
i\j\XiZ_\iXkk_\@ejk`klk\f]Ef\k`ZJZ`\eZ\j

/

?fdf`ek\^iXc`j1@ejk`klk\]fi@ek\^iXc:fejZ`flje\jj$
I\j\XiZ_Xe[k_\=lkli\f]DXe#>\idXep

*

?\k\if$k\Z_efjXg`\ej19lZbd`ejk\i=lcc\i#
m`j`feXipXiZ_`k\Zk#[\j`^e\i#`em\ekfi

.

?fdfcld`eflj18cY\ikfM`ccfc[f#jg`i`klXc^l`[\#
Xlk_fif]K_\=fli@ej`^_kj

)

?fdf\mfclklj1AlXe<ei`hl\q#Y`fk\Z_
\eki\gi\e\li#Xlk_fi

-

?fdfgif^i\jj`mlj1G`\ii\K\`c_Xi[[\:_Xi[`e#
A\jl`kgi`\jk#gXc\fekfcf^`jk#\mfclk`feXipdpjk`Z

(

SE

?fdfle`m\ijXc`j19XiYXiXDXio?lYYXi[#
\mfclk`feXipXZk`m`jk#Xlk_fif]:fejZ`flj
<mfclk`fe

To
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Kudos

On Our Bookshelf
“Postmodernism is allergic to the
idea of certainty, and makes a
great deal of theoretical fuss over
this rather modest, everyday notion.
As such, it is in some ways the flip
side of fundamentalism . . . Some
postmodern thought suspects that
all certainty is authoritarian. It is

Kudoskfk_\m\e\iXYc\j\m\ekp$j`o$p\Xi$fc[K_X`
9l[[_`jkc\X[\i#XZk`m`jk#Xe[jfZ`XcZi`k`Z JlcXbJ`mXiXbjX#
n_fj\@ek\ieXk`feXcE\knfibf]<e^X^\[9l[[_`jkjÇ
Zf]fle[\[n`k_k_\;XcX`CXdX#K_`Z_E_Xk?Xe_#Xe[
DX_X>_fjXeXe[XÇZ\c\YiXk\j`kjkn\ek`\k_Xee`m\ijXip
k_`jEfm\dY\i%N_\en\`ek\im`\n\[JlcXbXkk_\
GXic`Xd\ekf]k_\Nfic[ËjI\c`^`fej`e)''+#n\n\i\
jkilZbYp_`jYfc[Xjj\ik`fek_Xkj`dgcplk`c`q`e^9l[[_`jd
XjXgXk_kfg\ijfeXc_Xgg`e\jj`jefcfe^\iXmXc`[fgk`fe
`ekf[XpËjnfic[%?`jfnenfibXjX9l[[_`jkXZk`m`jk
Zfek`el\jkf[i`m\k_\gf`ek_fd\#Xj_\gifm\jn_Xk`j
gfjj`Yc\n_\e`ee\ijg`i`klXci\m\cXk`fe`jle[\ijkff[kfY\
`ej\gXiXYc\]ifdflk\ijfZ`XckiXej]fidXk`fe%Kfc\Xiedfi\
XYflkJlcXb#j\\_`je\nYffb#K_\N`j[fdf]JljkX`eXY`c`kp1
9l[[_`jk<Zfefd`Zj]fik_\)(jk:\eklip#finXkZ_fli
`ek\im`\nn`k__`dXk\ec`^_k\ee\ok%fi^&gXic`Xd\ek%

nervous of people who sound passionately committed
to what they say. In this, it represents among other
things an excessive reaction to fascism and Stalinism.
The totalitarian politics of the twentieth century did
not only launch an assault on truth in their own time;
they also helped to undermine the idea of truth for

W

future generations. The line between holding certain
noxious kinds of belief, and holding strong beliefs at
all, then becomes dangerously unclear. Conviction itself
is condemned as dogmatic.”
Ç]ifdI\Xjfe#=X`k_#Xe[I\mfclk`fe1
I\Õ\Zk`fejfek_\>f[;\YXk\ YpK\iip<X^c\kfe

A

Huh?
@kËjY\\eXn_`c\j`eZ\n\]\Xkli\[jfd\fe\le[\ik_`jj\Zk`fe
_\X[`e^#YlkgjpZ_fcf^`jkJljXe9cXZbdfi\ËjcXk\jkYffb#K\eQ\e
Hl\jk`fej#_Xjc\]kljjZiXkZ_`e^fli_\X[j%C`b\dXepk_\fi`jkj`e
k_\e\nÔ\c[f]ZfejZ`flje\jjjkl[`\j#9cXZbdfi\Y\c`\m\jk_Xk
ÈZfejZ`flje\jj`jXe`cclj`feÉXe[k_XkXccjg`i`klXci\Xc`k`\jXi\
lck`dXk\cpi\[lZ`Yc\kfk_\dXk\i`Xcd\Z_Xe`Zjf]k_\_ldXeYiX`e%9lk
`eK\eQ\eHl\jk`fej#n_`Z_`jYXj\[fe_\ijkl[`\jf]e\lifjZ`\eZ\
Xe[knf[\ZX[\jf]giXZk`Z`e^Q\e#j_\Xi^l\jk_Xkk_\9l[[_XnXj
YXj`ZXccpjXp`e^k_\jXd\k_`e^N\Xggi\Z`Xk\_\ifg\e$d`e[\[
Xe[_fe\jk\]]fikkf^iXggc\n`k_k_\dpjk\ipf]ZfejZ`flje\jj#
Ylkn\_Xm\kfnfe[\in_p`k_Xji\Z\ekcpY\Zfd\gfglcXi`ejfd\
jZ`\ek`ÔZZ`iZc\jkfY\c`\m\k_Xk9l[[_`jdXe[dXk\i`Xc`jdXi\
jfd\_fnZfdgXk`Yc\%CXjkk`d\n\Z_\Zb\[#k_\9l[[_XXe[k_\^i\Xk
Q\edXjk\ijn\i\Xepk_`e^YlkdXk\i`Xc`jkj%È;fefkk_`ebk_Xkk_`j
Re`imXeXT`jXe\dgkpfimf`[jkXk\#Ék_\9l[[_XjXpj`ek_\9iX_dX$
e`dXekXe`bXJlkkX%ÈK_\i\`jk_`jZfejZ`flje\jj#n`k_flk[`jk`e^l`j_`e^
dXib#`eÔe`k\Xe[j_`e`e^\m\ipn_\i\2`k`jlekflZ_\[Ypk_\dXk\i`Xc
\c\d\ekjXe[efkjlYa\ZkkfXepgfn\i%É
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Pulse
Evolutionaries

John Stewart The Empiricist
John Stewart is a self-made evolutionary. As an
Australian civil servant (now retired), Stewart
pursued a career that left him ample time for his
true passions—science, spirituality, and evolution.
In 2000, he published Evolution’s Arrow: The
Direction of Evolution and the Future of Humanity,
a thoughtful manifesto on the mechanisms that
drive evolution toward higher and higher levels
of cooperation. Pragmatic and practical, Stewart
is a soft-spoken but hard-headed theorist with an
almost religious passion for following the material
facts wherever they lead—even to surprising and
controversial conclusions. Today, Stewart is a core
member of the internationally renowned Evolution,
Complexity and Cognition Research Group of the
Free University of Brussels. He makes his home in
Melbourne, where he studies, writes, meditates,
and considers the future of consciousness and
evolution in a scientific age.

N_\i\`j\mfclk`feËjXiifn^f`e^kfc\X[lj`ek_\e\okfe\_le[i\[p\Xij6
@]n\Xi\kfZfeki`Ylk\gfj`k`m\cpkfk_\]lkli\\mfclk`fef]c`]\`ek_\le`m\ij\#
n\n`cce\\[kfZfek`el\k_\knf^i\Xk[\m\cfgd\ekXcki\e[jk_XkXi\fg\iX$
k`m\`e\mfclk`fefe<Xik_%K_\Ôijk`jkfnXi[k_\le`ÔZXk`fef]c`]\`ekfcXi^\i
Xe[cXi^\iZffg\iXk`m\n_fc\j\%^%#]ifd]Xd`cp^iflgjkfYXe[jkfki`Y\jkf
Z`kpjkXk\jkf\dg`i\jkfeXk`fej#\kZ% %K_\j\Zfe[^i\Xkki\e[`jkfnXi[n_Xk
@ZXccÈ\mfcmXY`c`kp#Én_`Z_d\Xej[\m\cfg`e^_`^_\iXe[_`^_\iZXgXZ`k`\j]fi
X[XgkXk`feXe[`eefmXk`fe#Yfk_`e[`m`[lXccpXe[Zfcc\Zk`m\cp%K_`jZflc[`eZcl[\
giXZk`Z\jc`b\d\[`kXk`fe#n_`Z_]lik_\i[\m\cfgjfli`e[`m`[lXcZfejZ`flje\jj#
Xe[k_\`ek\^iXk`fef]e\nk\Z_efcf^`\j#c`b\Xik`ÔZ`Xc`ek\cc`^\eZ\#`ekfflic`m\j%
@kXcjf`emfcm\jk_\[\m\cfgd\ekf]fliZfcc\Zk`m\XY`c`k`\j#`eZcl[`e^e\n]fidj
f]Zfcc\Zk`m\ZfejZ`flje\jjXe[Zfcc\Zk`m\`ek\cc`^\eZ\%
N_`Z_\mfclk`feXipk_`eb\ij_Xm\_X[k_\dfjk`eÕl\eZ\fepflinfib6
G`\ii\K\`c_Xi[[\:_Xi[`eXe[>\fi^\>li[a`\]]%@egXikk_`j`jY\ZXlj\k_\p
gifm`[\[`ejg`i`e^\mfclk`feXipm`j`fej#Ylk`k`jXcjfY\ZXlj\k_\`im`j`fej
n\i\efkjlggfik\[YpZfdgi\_\ej`m\jZ`\eZ\$YXj\[df[\cjXe[\ogcXeXk`fej%
K_`jZ_Xcc\e^\[d\kfXkk\dgkkf[\m\cfgk_\j\jZ`\ek`ÔZle[\ig`ee`e^j%
N_Xk`jpflikXb\fek_\Z\ekiXc\mfclk`feXip[`]]\i\eZ\Y\kn\\e_ldXej
Xe[fk_\igi`dXk\j6
Fk_\igi`dXk\j[feËke\\[kfd\[`kXk\%C`b\YXY`\j#k_\`id`e[j_Xm\efkp\k
Y\\eZfcfe`q\[Ypk_`eb`e^%9lk`kXcjfd\Xejk_\p[feËk_Xm\fliZXgXZ`kpkf
lj\k_fl^_kkfYl`c[Zfdgc\od\ekXcdf[\cjk_Xk\eXYc\cfe^$k\idgcXee`e^#
Xek`Z`gXk`fe#jkiXk\^`q`e^#Xe[le[\ijkXe[`e^%K_\pZXeefkle[\ijkXe[k_\
\mfclk`feXipgifZ\jj\jk_Xkj_Xg\[k_\d%K_\pn`cce\m\iY\\mfclk`feXi`\j%
N_Xk[fpflk_`eb`jk_\]leZk`fef]d\[`kXk`fe`ek_\\mfclk`feXipgifZ\jj6
D\[`kXk`fe^\e\iXccp`emfcm\jk_\giXZk`Z\f][`j\dY\[[`e^]ifdkiX`ejf]
k_fl^_kXe[]ifd[\j`i\jXe[\dfk`fej%;`j\dY\[[`e^]ifdk_`eb`e^\e_XeZ\j
fli\mfcmXY`c`kpYp^`m`e^ljY\kk\iXZZ\jjkf`ekl`k`fe#n`j[fd#gXkk\iei\Zf^e`$
k`fe#Xe[fk_\i_`^_\iZXgXZ`k`\j%;`j\dY\[[`e^]ifd[\j`i\jXe[\dfk`fej
\e_XeZ\j\mfcmXY`c`kpYp]i\\`e^lj]ifdk_\[`ZkXk\jf]flie\\[jXe[]\\c$
`e^j%K_`j\eXYc\jljkfdfm\Xki`^_kXe^c\jkffliY`fcf^`ZXcXe[ZlckliXcgXjk#
n_`Z_`ekliec`Y\iXk\jljkf[fn_Xk\m\i`je\Z\jjXipkfX[mXeZ\\mfclk`fe%
8i\n\k_\dfjk\mfcm\[jg\Z`\j`ek_\le`m\ij\6
K_\i\Xi\jkife^i\XjfejkfY\c`\m\n\Xi\efk%GcXe\kXipjpjk\djk_XkXi\
ZXgXYc\f]^`m`e^i`j\kfc`]\n`ccc`b\cpgifm\Xjeld\ifljXjk_\^iX`ejf]jXe[
feXY\XZ_%
PflËm\jgfb\eXYflk_ldXe`kpËjgfk\ek`Xckf[\m\cfg`ekfX^XcXZk`ZZ`m`c`qXk`fe%
@jk_Xkc`b\cp68e[n_pfin_pefk6
?ldXe`kpn`cce\\[kfXnXb\ekfk_\]XZkk_Xkn\Xi\\dY\[[\[`eX[`i\Zk`feXc
\mfclk`feXipgifZ\jj#i\Xc`q\k_Xkk_\Zfek`el\[jlZZ\jjf]k_\gifZ\jj[\g\e[j
fefliXZk`fej#Xe[Zfdd`kkfX[mXeZ`e^k_\\mfclk`feXipgifZ\jj`ek\ek`feXccp%
@]n\Zfdgc\k\k_`jkiXej`k`fejlZZ\jj]lccp#c`]\fe<Xik_n`ccj\c]$XZklXc`q\XjX
gcXe\kXipfi^Xe`qXk`fe%@kn`cck_\eZfek`el\kfX[mXeZ\\mfclk`feËjkiXa\Zkfip
Ypc`eb`e^lgn`k_c`]\k_Xkfi`^`eXk\j\cj\n_\i\kf]fidX^XcXZk`Zfi^Xe`qXk`fe%
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Pulse
Kosmic Concepts
Things Every Evolutionary Should Know . . .

Eros n.
The creative energy and intelligence
that drives the evolutionary process
at all levels of existence.

@EK?<DPK?@:8CG8EK?<FE of ancient
Greek gods, Eros was commonly portrayed
as a young winged archer whose golden
arrows struck the hearts of gods and mortals alike, causing them to be overcome by
sexual passion. “Once again,” wrote Sappho
of Lesbos, “Eros drives me on, that loosener
of limbs, bittersweet creature against which
nothing can be done.”
Today he is better known by his Roman
name, Cupid. But beneath the erotic and
cherubic exterior, Eros has always possessed a deeper mystical significance as the
primordial power of creation itself. The
Pythagorean and Orphic mystery schools
invoked him as Eleutherios, “the liberator,” and Protogonos, the luminous and
genderless “first born” of the gods, who
arose out of the empty void of Khaos to
create the harmonious order and beauty of
the Kosmos. In The Passion of the Western

26

Mind, Richard Tarnas
describes this subtler
conception of Eros—
espoused most eloquently
by Plato—as “a complex and multidimensional archetype which at the physical level
expresses itself in the sexual instinct, but
at higher levels impels the philosopher’s
passion for intellectual beauty and wisdom,
and culminates in the mystical vision of the
eternal, the ultimate source of all beauty.”
When we use the term “Eros” in EnlightenNext
magazine, we’re continuing in the lineage of
the ancient Greeks but reinterpreting it in a
context of cosmic evolution. And while some
early Greek works hint at the idea of evolution, it wasn’t until the emergence of postDarwinian philosophers in the twentieth
century, such as Charles Sanders Peirce and
Alfred North Whitehead, that Eros began
to be seen as the creative force that drives

the evolutionary process. “We have to ask,”
wrote Whitehead, “whether nature does not
contain within itself a tendency to be in
tune, an Eros urging towards perfection.”
Whitehead’s ideas were a primary
influence on the contemporary integral
philosopher Ken Wilber, who defines Eros
as “the drive that takes you beyond yourself.” EnlightenNext editor in chief Andrew
Cohen calls that drive the “evolutionary
impulse,” explaining that when one begins
to consciously identify with that impulse
in oneself, a powerful new recognition
begins to emerge. “Each one of us, at our
highest level, is actually not separate from
the energy and intelligence that originally
inspired the entire creative process. You
begin to intuit, and feel directly connected
to, the very impulse that initiated this whole
event fourteen billion years ago and is driving it right now.”
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In Memoriam

Thomas Berry: Scholar, Teacher, Sage
(0(+Æ)''0

by Mary Evelyn Tucker
PXc\Le`m\ij`kp=fildfeI\c`^`feXe[<Zfcf^p

I remember the first time I met Thomas
Berry, on a cold winter day in early
February 1975. He was living along the
Hudson River, just north of New York
City, at his Riverdale Center for Religious
Research. We sat on his sun porch overlooking the Palisades and under the spreading
branches of a great red oak.
I had just returned from two years
in Japan, where I was teaching at a
university in a provincial capital five
hundred miles south of Tokyo. It was,
indeed, another world. I had traveled
through Asia on my way back home,
encountering Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
Singapore in their early phase of economic
development. I also traveled to Vietnam

28

close to the end of the war, and to India
still struggling to feed its burgeoning
population.
The immense inequities, the complex
histories, and the vastly different religions
were overwhelming to me, so recently
out of college and so woefully ignorant
of Asia. I was in need of sorting out this
disorienting experience. I came to Thomas
Berry because he was already immersed in
studying the religious traditions of Asia. He
had created a successful graduate program
in the history of religions at Fordham University and had founded his research center
in Riverdale. He had published a book on
Buddhism and another titled Religions of
India. I knew I could learn something here.

The remarkable journey of Thomas
Berry encompassed ever-widening circles
of history. Beginning as a historian of
Europe immersed in its religious, cultural,
and intellectual currents, Berry expanded
this approach to embrace Asia as well. He
read widely in world history and religion
and built a library of some ten thousand
books at Riverdale. This reading culminated
in his move beyond human history to Earth
history as he traced his way back into deep
time. He was especially influenced by the
integrating evolutionary vision of Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin.
Knowing on some intuitive level that
we humans are guided by story, Berry
ultimately called for the telling of the universe story. He felt that it was only at that
comprehensive scale that we could situate
ourselves fully. His great desire was to see
where we have come from and where we
are going amid ecological destruction and
social ferment. It was certainly an innovative idea—to announce the need for a new
story that integrated the scientific understanding of evolution with its significance
for humans. This is what he found so
appealing in Teilhard’s seminal work,
The Human Phenomenon. From Teilhard,
then, Berry derived an immense appreciation for the grand sweep and complexity
of evolution; he also became ever more
aware of the human as the self-reflexive
consciousness of this process, and thus
responsible for its continuity. To see the
human as part of the evolutionary process
also meant that we needed to stem the tide
of ecological destruction.
But how did this all begin? What was
Berry’s own evolution of ideas and influences? As a young graduate student, he was
already striving to see the whole. He wrote
his PhD thesis on Giambattista Vico, whose
philosophy posited three stages in world
history—namely, the age of the gods, the
age of the heroes, and the age of humans—
and explored the significant “barbarism of
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In Memoriam continued

K_fdXj9\iipËj]le\iXcXk>i\\eDflekX`eDfeXjk\ip`e>i\\ejYfif#MK#feAle\/#)''0%

reflection” that ended each age and gave
rise to the next. In later years he explored
other historical perspectives, such as those
of Herbert Spencer, Oswald Spengler,
Arnold Toynbee, Christopher Dawson,
Eric Voegelin, and William McNeill.
But first he studied world religious
traditions, beginning with his own
Christianity. He read the Church Fathers,
Augustine, and the medieval theologians,
including Bonaventure but especially
Thomas Aquinas. He explored the mystics,
such as John of the Cross, Teresa of Avila,

challenge of modernity. How Christianity
and other religions changed and developed
over time became a major focus of his
thinking. As a historian he was fascinated
by the rhythms of continuity and change
displayed in religions.
As his studies spread to other religions,
Berry began to identify some of the comparative patterns of religious development
from the initial classical period with the
appearance of great religious leaders such
as the prophets in Israel, Buddha in India,
or Confucius in China. With the early

9\iipnXjgif]fle[cpXnXi\f]k_\[\\g
Xc`\eXk`fek_Xk_X[Y\j\k)'k_$Z\eklip
Z`m`c`qXk`fe#kfieYpknfnfic[nXijXe[
Zfe]ifek\[n`k_Xe\o`jk\ek`XcZi`j`jf]d\Xe`e^%
and Meister Eckhart, and read literature
associated with the rise of the Beghards and
the Beguines in the Low Countries. He pored
over the twentieth-century debates regarding modernism and the Second Vatican
Council. He was seeking a way forward to
understand the power of tradition and the
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growth and spread of traditions came
various theologies or schools of thought
that began to differentiate themselves,
such as Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism. In the Middle Ages, new syntheses
arose with such comprehensive thinkers
as Thomas Aquinas in Christianity, Moses

Maimonides in Judaism, Al-Ghazali in Islam,
Chu Hsi in Confucianism, and Shankara
in Hinduism.
In many of these cases, the new synthesis was created in response to the challenge
of other religions—for example, Buddhism
for Confucianism and Islam for Christianity.
These new formulations became effective
containers of the rich symbolic and ritual
life of cultures around the world, inspiring
visions for the spiritual yearnings of modern
humans. Berry studied these historical patterns of religious development and began to
focus as well on the challenge that the modern period presented to religious traditions. In
addition, he became increasingly concerned
with the effects of rapid industrialization on
the ecosystems of the planet and the lack of
response of the religions to this growing crisis.
Berry was profoundly aware of the deep
alienation that had beset twentieth-century
civilization, torn as it was by two world wars
and confronted with an existential crisis of
meaning. He recognized that religions and
their larger spiritual visions have something
of immense significance to offer humans in
their struggle to manage the demands and
tragedies life presents. While recognizing
religions’ shortcomings, he nonetheless
hoped that religions would open up to
modernity—to reinhabit their symbol systems and enlarge their embrace to grapple
with modern culture and the environment.
Inspired by Berry, this is the work we
have fostered in the Forum on Religion and
Ecology. Thomas Berry urged the religious
traditions into a deepening reflection on
their dialogue with one another for the
good of the entire Earth community. His
vision will indeed live on.
=fiX]lcc\iY`f^iXg_pXe[jfd\f]K_fdXj9\iipËj
\jjXpj#^fkfk_fdXjY\iip%fi^%
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Sky to Street

A New Breed of

Bodhisattva
Roshi Bernie Glassman
is paving the way for a
whole new generation
of spiritual activists
9PAF<CG@KE<P
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@KËJ8I8I<8E;GI<:@FLJ>@=K to meet
a true bodhisattva—a human being who
has dedicated his own life and spiritual
liberation to something far greater than
himself. Earlier this year, I had such an
opportunity when I attended the seventieth birthday celebration for Bernie Glassman, the Brooklyn-born Zen roshi who is
considered one of the leading figures in the
“socially engaged Buddhism” movement.
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Gathered together at a quaint Italian
restaurant in Manhattan was an eclectic sangha of Zen students, Sufi priests,
Christian nuns, and others who have been
touched by Glassman’s body of work. The
guest list included leaders in Glassman’s
Zen Peacemakers order, such as awardwinning novelist Peter Matthiessen and
Prison Dharma Network founder Fleet
Maull. New York’s well-known interfaith
advocate Rabbi Joseph Gelberman offered
a heart-warming toast, and a Christian pastor who partners with Glassman’s famous
community service project, the Greyston
Foundation, gave a touching speech. Glassman’s good friend Jeff Bridges (who bears a
striking resemblance in real life to his role
as “the Dude” in The Big Lebowski) performed a rousing set of original blues tunes.
By the end of the evening, when Glassman
took the stage to respond to the string of
tributes, it was clear that his own depth of
awakening to what he calls “the oneness
of life” has been infectious. “The fact that
we are all one is not a theory,” he said,
transmitting a sense of awe and humility
that only a truly great human being can
generate. “This is what has driven me from
the beginning.”
I went to the party to learn more about
Glassman’s latest adventure—a Zen ministry program that he has created to bring
his life’s work to a whole new generation
of spiritual activists. At an age when many
are retiring to southern climes, Glassman
has partnered with the Harvard Divinity
School’s Buddhist Studies program to form
the first-ever Seminary for Socially Engaged
Buddhism, a rigorous ten-month program
that will prepare aspiring bodhisattvas to
follow in Glassman’s footsteps and start
their own spiritually inspired service projects worldwide.
Glassman, it turns out, is not your average bodhisattva. A former aeronautical engineer who became a monk after meeting his
teacher, the late Taizan Maezumi Roshi, at

the Zen Center of Los Angeles in the sixties,
“Roshi Bernie” is as likely to be seen wearing jeans with pink suspenders as he is traditional robes and is known to create koans
from his favorite Lebowski lines. Glassman
is in many ways a perfect reflection of his
time. Like many seekers who came of age
in the East-meets-West renaissance of the
sixties and seventies, he has been trying to
take the insights of the spiritual tradition
he was trained in and make them relevant
to the sensibilities of the modern West—or
as Glassman says, “to create new wineskins
for spiritual practice.” But while many of his

Buddhist ones. “My sense of the oneness
of life is that we should be taking care of
all of the segments,” he says. The experience
caused Glassman to rethink how spiritual
transformation could serve the transformation of society as a whole. As he explains,
“For a long period, Buddhism was new in
the West, so for many of us it was all about
‘me.’ But if you’re unfolding or evolving,
that sense of ‘me’ becomes bigger and
can’t be constrained to a particular body.”
Glassman’s own spiritual evolution
led him to found the Greyston Mandala,
an innovative ecosystem of nonprofit and

“The fact that we are all one is not
a theory. This is what has driven
me from the beginning.”
ÇIfj_`9\ie`\>cXjjdXe
peers have followed a more individualistic
spiritual path, Glassman’s own philosophy
could be summed up by the words of the
ninth-century Zen Master Kobo Daishi,
whom he often quotes: “The way you can
tell the depth of a person’s enlightenment
is by the breadth of their service to others.”
Much of the inspiration for Glassman’s
spiritual activism originated in the early
eighties while he was leading the first of
his now-famous “street retreats” in a rough
neighborhood of New York City. Through
these transformative “plunges,” in which
Glassman and his students live among the
homeless for ten days at a time—begging
for food and sleeping in abandoned
houses—participants are put into situations designed to shock them out of their
habitual ways of relating to life. During his
first plunge, Glassman noticed something
that disturbed him: There were many Christian organizations offering aid but no

for-profit social enterprises in an impoverished area of Yonkers, New York, that would
eventually serve as the blueprint for the
Zen Ministry. Greyston started out as a
gourmet bakery that trained unskilled
workers to make “some of the finest cheesecake in the city” and has since evolved into
a thirteen-million-dollar foundation that
includes an HIV clinic, a day-care facility,
and a low-income housing project. But
while the foundation has raised millions
of dollars and touched the lives of thousands of people, the real testament to
its success for Glassman is the spiritually charged culture that imbues all of its
projects. As one visitor commented to him
during a tour of the facilities, “You’re not
working on the individual as a practice;
you’re working on society.”
With the new Zen Ministry project,
Glassman and his dharma successor, Paul
Genki Kahn, are looking to reproduce the
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“The way you can tell the depth of
a person’s enlightenment is by the
breadth of their service to others.”
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Greyston model on an international scale
through a network of Zen Houses that will
serve as incubators for his particular blend
of spiritually informed activism. A Zen
House is not necessarily a house at all. Like
the Greyston Mandala, it is an interrelated
web of service projects tailored to the needs
of its community. As Kahn says, “They are
native to their locale and are designed to
respond to the unique conditions that any
particular area poses.” The first two projects,
for example, are quite different from each
other. The Appalachian Zen House was
started this past April by the seminary’s
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first graduate, Steve Kanji Ruhl, in his
native central Pennsylvania; the house
is focused specifically on addressing the
needs of the rural poor. Another house,
slated to begin early next year in Boston,
will be run by another of the program’s
first graduates, Cynthia Seiho Brighton,
in collaboration with a Catholic homeless
shelter and will focus on the unique challenges of an urban environment.
Running something as complex as
a Zen House will demand a lot from its
ministers. Through the seminary program,
which is held at Glassman’s Maezumi

Institute in Massachusetts, ministers-intraining will develop an entire tool kit
of necessary skills, from leading meditation to running a nonprofit organization
to teaching Zen classes (think Quickbooks
and koans). At the core of their training
will be the simple dharma that Glassman
has developed over his long career as a
teacher. Students are taught to enter into
any given situation, be it a street retreat
or a community environmental remediation program, using three tenets as their
guide: The first, to come from a position
of not knowing; the second. to bear witness
to the stark reality of the problems they
face; and the third (which he says arises
naturally out of the first two), to respond
with what he calls “loving action.” As Ruhl
explains it: “You approach each situation
with no preconceptions or prejudices, and
so when the loving action arises, it’s perfectly suitable for that unique situation.”
For Glassman, the ministry may be the
most advanced expression of his passion to
make spiritual practice meet the demands
of a new era. He and Kahn are excited by
its potential to meet a growing interest
within the world of Buddhism and beyond
in finding ways to make spiritual practice
more than just something you do on the
cushion. “Most of us, when we use the word
‘practice,’ have our own little box around
what that means. But I’m trying to enlarge
that box and develop new forms of practice
that will lead to higher consciousness in the
process of making a social contribution.”
And while Glassman claims that he’ll soon
be retiring, the fact that new houses are
being planned in Switzerland and Western
Massachusetts, and that the second generation of ministers-in-training is graduating
next spring, is a pretty good indication that
a bodhisattva’s work is never done. n
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Voices from the Edge
What Do Women Want? Again . . .
A bold challenge for women to rise up
and take the future into their own hands.

by Elizabeth Debold
@KËJJL:?8K@I<;HL<JK@FEÇÈN?8K;FNFD<E
N8EK6É When Freud first asked it, he likened women’s
consciousness to a dark continent both unexplored and presumably unknowable. Countless exasperated male writers and
far too many marketers have wondered the same thing. But
the question is popping up again. In a recent New York Times
op-ed column entitled “Liberated and Unhappy,” Ross Douthat
reports on an analysis by economists Betsey Stevenson and
Justin Wolfers indicating that across race, marital status,
economic bracket, and even country, women’s subjective
experience of being happy has declined both absolutely and
in relation to men. Interestingly, in 1970—before the women’s movement dramatically opened so many women’s life
options—women were generally more happy than men. So
in the forty years since women in the West won their freedom
to choose the lives that they want, they have become less
happy. Fascinating, isn’t it?
The authors of the report, which is entitled “The Paradox
of Declining Female Happiness,” don’t come to any conclusion as to why this is happening, and why now. Of course,
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conservatives will undoubtedly argue that this proves women
were better off in their traditional at-home roles before they
were liberated into unhappiness, and progressives will counterargue that women’s dreams of liberation have been thwarted
by institutions and customs that have not changed enough.
Douthat doesn’t really offer any conclusions either. He only
alludes to a connection between women’s unhappiness and
the rise in single motherhood, suggesting that it is a result
of living in a world in which there is no obligation for men
to stay with the women who bear them children.
But Douthat’s argument is based on his sense that
women’s lives are almost exclusively linked to, and perhaps
most fulfilled by, bearing and raising children. And, therefore,
that women’s happiness depends on being protected in that
role. Yet this doesn’t seem to be what is happening with the
younger generation. I’ve been thinking a great deal lately
about the bizarre twists our supposed sexual freedom has
brought. An April New York Times Magazine article entitled
“Keeping Up with Being Kept” presented a website that is a
“down-and-dirty marketplace where older moneyed men and
cute young women engage in brutally frank transactions.”
Many of the young cuties are co-eds, trading flesh for tuition
and shopping spree “perks.”
Then there is the beautiful young co-ed who tried to sell
her virginity over the internet to pay for school. (The bidding
apparently reached $3.8 million, although it doesn’t seem that
the “transaction” actually ever happened.) This entrepreneurial virgin seems to be saying: “Hey, losing my virginity is supposed to be a moment that I will value forever, but it seems
like what I am most valued for is my virgin body, so why not
sell it? I’ll surely remember that!” She sees herself as a smart
actor in a materialistic culture that trades human values for
cash value. She’s not wrong. Certainly, Douthat’s picture of
women raising children alone and young women selling
themselves to pay for school isn’t a very happy one.
We women are at a strange point. Since the
first hominids struggled upright, the role of
women has been to bear and raise the next
generation. Females have been charged with the
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survival of the species, and our cultures have elaborated on
that role, protecting women’s capacity to bear children (and
often prohibiting anyone but a woman’s sanctioned mate
from bearing children with her). For how many thousands
of years has a woman’s reproductive role been the source
of her value and identity?
But women no longer have this unique role to play in
culture. Bearing children has become optional—particularly
for the most privileged among us. Being a mate and mother,
which has been the source of our dignity and standing in

Nfd\e_Xm\Y\\e]i\\[f]
k_\e\Z\jj`kpkfi\gif[lZ\#
Ylkk_\Z_f`Z\jn\Ëm\nfe
_Xm\c\]kljledffi\[%
society since tribal days, is no longer an imperative. We
are freed of the necessity to reproduce—liberated from
our biological role—but the choices we’ve won have left
us unmoored. Who are we, or who should we be, now?
I’m obviously not the first person to note this. However,
most voices expressing such a view come from the right, urging
us back to the safety and familiarity of hearth and home. I’m
providing this context not to suggest that this is our God-given
role, but to explain why we would feel discontent, unease,
and even a lack of simple happiness because we don’t have a
clear, culturally sanctioned role to guide how we live our lives.
I’m arguing that we have further to go. Our ties to our
biology are being broken, so that now, for the first time in
femaledom, we can shape culture with men. It’s funny that we
often tend to see men as lustful beasts, driven by their sexuality,
when actually men as a whole are less tied to reproduction for
their identity than women are. Think about it: From one hundred thousand to about seven thousand years ago, males and
females of our species lived in kin networks and small tribes
where both shared in the work of procreation and survival.
The roles of men and women alike were tied to food gathering
and rearing children. This was not some idyllic, egalitarian state
of being as we often imagine—they didn’t have the capacity
to do anything more than survive and procreate. The demands
and needs of close cohabitation shaped their lives and options.
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But whenever life conditions changed dramatically due to such
things as rapid climate change, invasion, and food shortages,
men (because they do not suckle children and are therefore
freely mobile) stepped forward to innovate and create the new.
Women and their children were protected so that the tribe as a
whole could survive. For the past seven thousand years or so,
men by and large have continued on that trajectory and been
the primary creators of culture, thereby forging an identity for
themselves based on something other than their role in reproduction. Women, on the other hand, have continued to create
children, which is, again, our role in reproduction.
It’s only been about fifty years since we women could
control our fertility and begin to forge a cultural identity that
goes beyond our biological role. Certainly, we’ve started down
that path, but I’m speaking about something more profound
and subtle. I don’t simply mean “having it all.” As important
as that has been, what women have mostly done is to slot into
the roles that already exist in culture in terms of work and
family—usually finding themselves pulled in two directions,
neither of which is wholly satisfying. But that’s not the half of
it. It’s startling how many accomplished women who are doing
important work—work that they themselves value—still feel
that the true indication of their success as women depends on
whether they have great mates and children. I’m speaking
about really shifting our focus. Sure, we’ll continue to have
intimate partners and children. But what about holding as our
deepest priority the responsibility for embodying a new order
of relationship, creativity, and innovation that could evolve
culture to a higher level?
To me, it makes sense that women are less happy. We’re in
a huge transition. There is no one really before us. The confusion, and even degradation, that women may find themselves
caught up in are signs that the old is no longer working. It’s
actually a tremendous evolutionary opportunity—an opportunity to focus on discovering something new. And if we don’t
seriously engage with this potential, if we don’t step up to
the plate of cultural innovation with humility and energy,
too many young women will be left adrift in the marketplace,
selling themselves short. That’s enough to make any sensitive
woman unhappy.

<c`qXY\k_;\Yfc[#<[;#j\e`fi\[`kfi]fi<ec`^_k\eE\ok#`jXg`fe\\i`e^
i\j\XiZ_\i`e_ldXe[\m\cfgd\ekXe[^\e[\i`jjl\j%J_\`jZfXlk_\i
f]k_\Y\jkj\cc\iDfk_\i;Xl^_k\iI\mfclk`fe%=fidfi\]ifd;\Yfc[m`j`k
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Bystanders to Suffering
A young American journalist finds herself confronted
with the stark realities of Sri Lanka’s bloody civil war.

by Maura R. O’Connor
K?@JG8JK=8CC@KI8M<C<;KFNFIB8J8AFLIE8C@JK
in Sri Lanka, the island state known equally for its unparalleled tropical beauty and its violent protracted war. The conflict
between the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and the
Sri Lankan government that finally ended this past May was
one of the longest-running insurgencies in Asia. Despite this,
the conflict and the country’s deep ethnic crisis remain largely
off the radar of the international media. If eighty thousand
people die in an earthquake, it’s big news. But if eighty thousand die over the course of twenty five years, as they have in
Sri Lanka, it seems the world’s interest cannot be sustained.
As journalist David Rieff once wrote, it was an “inchoate idea
about witness” that sent him to war zones and places of great
suffering around the world. Similarly vague notions—of purpose and obligation, not to mention adventure—guided me
to Sri Lanka, where I thought I might be able to use my
reporting skills to cover an underreported war.
On the western edge of the capital Colombo, which abuts
the Indian Ocean, are the colonial-era hotels where wealthy
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people go to drink lime sodas and watch the equatorial sun
set on the horizon. One evening I found myself attending a
dinner at one of these hotels and seated next to a high-ranking
UN official. He asked about my work for a local newspaper and
then began to describe how enthusiastic he had been about
his job when he first arrived in Sri Lanka. A few years later,
exhausted by the bloodshed and corruption, he said he wanted
to get out as soon as possible. “Eventually, you just realize, ‘It’s
not my country. I can’t change it. It’s not my responsibility,’”
he said. His comment rattled me. Three hundred kilometers
north of where we were sitting, an estimated two hundred
thousand civilians were stranded on a small beach without
food, water, or medicine. Hundreds were dying each week
from artillery attacks. Why, I thought to myself, was the UN
in Sri Lanka if it couldn’t help them? Indeed, why were any
of us there if this man—who had decades of experience in
places of conflict—was right: We can’t change it and it’s
not our responsibility.
At the newspaper where I worked, I heard echoes of this
sentiment from my younger colleagues. To them, it was as
though I had squandered my privilege as an American to live
there. “Why would you come here?” they asked with disbelief
bordering on scorn. “Aren’t there jobs in America?” No matter
how I presented it, the idea that I would leave New York City for
crowded, militarized Colombo struck them as the dumbest thing
they’d ever heard. And, in a way, it was dumb. I left a country
that had one of the world’s strongest constitutional guarantees
for freedom of the press in order to live in a place where local
journalists were often beaten, or worse. I moved from the land
of interstate highways to a land where you can’t travel a mile
without being stopped and searched by soldiers armed with
assault rifles. Sometimes, sitting on a crowded bus in sweltering
heat, inevitable paranoid suspicions of suicide bombers creeping
around in my mind, the notion of “making a difference” seemed
both ridiculous and irrelevant, a plan that could only be hatched
by someone who knew nothing of brutality or survival.
The thing is, until I lived in a place where poverty, corruption, and violence are a daily experience for most, I was
shockingly unaware of my own inborn sense of freedom,
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opportunity, and optimism. I was naïve and spoiled, but I
didn’t know the true extent of it until I was confronted by an
utterly different reality. Being American, it now seems to me, is
like standing at the helm of a ship looking through a telescope
and seeing unobstructed sea in every direction. Blue. Beautiful.
The Future. You have to have the skill and wits to operate the
ship, but it’s yours! And you’re entitled to do with it what you
want. Before I went to Sri Lanka, I could not conceive of these
things through metaphor—even that would have been too
constricting. No matter how educated or interested I’d been
in the world’s problems, on some fundamental level I always
assumed that freedom and opportunity were the wealth of
humanity we all shared.
Over the months, I talked with Sri Lankans who came from a
radically different perspective. I interviewed a former LTTE child
soldier, a young woman who had lost her leg in combat as a
teenager and was now afraid to leave her house for fear that her
wooden prosthetic would give her away to the military and she
would be abducted. I interviewed a priest who explained that

community and witnessed every stage of the civil war. He kept
records of thousands of human rights abuses, murders, abductions, rapes. Even when his brother in the Order who had traveled
on the same boat from New Orleans was killed by a mob in 1990,
he chose to remain in Sri Lanka. This priest is a favorite source
for foreign reporters, and every time I visited his office in the attic
of an old boys’ school, he always claimed to barely remember me.
At the same time, he spent more and more time talking about
his experiences through the years. Finally, on my fourth visit,
I asked him the question that I was desperate to know the answer
to: Why had he stayed for so long? What made him different from
everyone else?
He explained that when he became a Jesuit, the decision was
rooted in the realization that he had a profound moral obligation
to do more with his life. Even at the young age of sixteen, when
he joined the Order, he knew that this was a lifelong commitment, and it didn’t matter where they sent him or how difficult
it was going to be. He had a “higher motivation.” For more than
sixty years, he said, he had seen the aid organizations, the UN, the
journalists, and the human rights people come and
go. The difference was that his allegiance was not to
an institution or a mandate or an idea. “Mine was a
bigger commitment,” he said. He never once spoke
the word “God,” but it was implicit that his relationship with his Maker was at the root of everything
he had done.
Two months later, I came back to the United
States. Save for a head full of stories and a keener
appreciation for the overwhelming complexity of
the world, I was broke, and I justified my departure
from Sri Lanka as a wise financial decision. But I
nonetheless felt guilty—guilty for leaving the heat and insanity
behind and being back in Manhattan 24 hours later, standing in
Tribeca at a coffee shop, so seamless it was almost as though I’d
never left New York in the first place. I could recognize the kernel
of hard truth in what the UN official had expressed to me: In so
many ways, we can’t change things, and it didn’t make a difference whether we stayed or went. At the same time, I can still feel
glimmers of the incredible elation I experienced when I left the
boys’ school that evening in Sri Lanka. It was a sense of conviction
that selflessness and sacrifice do exist in the world, despite the
complexity, and that I can be more than a bystander to suffering.
At that moment, I had a visceral sense of being released from
doubt and an immediate, pressing, thrilling sense of responsibility that was purpose-driven, endless, and true.

EfdXkk\i_fn@gi\j\ek\[`k#
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people who kidnapped civilians used to burn their victims on
tires to get rid of the bodies. Now, he said, they’re dumping the
bodies in the sea tied to cement posts. I met an elderly journalist
in a hospital the day after he was beaten by a group of men wielding cricket bats. In squalid displaced persons’ camps that felt like
prisons, I talked to people who had had their livelihoods, homes,
and self-determination taken away. The ship they are standing
on? They don’t control it. They can only try and survive the journey. After these experiences, I felt cynical. What could I do about
any of this? The problems were so protracted, so violent and complex, that they were beyond my control or understanding. Maybe
it was arrogant to think I could arrive and be anything more than
a bystander to suffering.
These ideas had taken hold of me when I met an American
Jesuit priest, an eighty-four-year-old man who had volunteered
to leave New Orleans and travel to Sri Lanka in 1948. Since then,
he had lived in a remote town where he championed the local
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Dialogue XXIV

The

Second
Face of
God
In their latest conversation,
Andrew Cohen & Ken Wilber
discuss why having a relationship
to a transcendent God is the only
way to bring the postmodern
ego to its knees.
Introduction by Andrew Cohen
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ANDREW COHEN: GURU
Re%#JXejbi`kT1fe\n_fk\XZ_\j
jg`i`klXcc`Y\iXk`fe]ifd_`jfi_\i
fne[`i\Zk\og\i`\eZ\fii\Xc`qXk`fe%
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mf`Z\`ek_\\d\i^`e^Ô\c[f]
\mfclk`feXipjg`i`klXc`kp#:f_\e_Xj
[\m\cfg\[Xefi`^`eXck\XZ_`e^]fi
k_\kn\ekp$ÔijkZ\eklipn_`Z__\
ZXccj<mfclk`feXip<ec`^_k\ed\ek%
?\`jXcjfk_\]fle[\iXe[\[`kfi
`eZ_`\]f]<ec`^_k\eE\okdX^Xq`e\%

KEN WILBER: PANDIT
Re%#JXejbi`kT1XjZ_fcXi#fe\n_f`j
[\\gcpgifÔZ`\ekXe[`dd\ij\[`e
jg`i`klXcn`j[fd%
J\c]$[\jZi`Y\[È[\]\e[\if]k_\
[_XidX#Xe`ek\cc\ZklXcjXdliX`#É
N`cY\i`jfe\f]k_\dfjk_`^_cp
i\^Xi[\[g_`cfjfg_\ijXc`m\kf[Xp#
Xe[_`jnfibf]]\ijXZfdgi\_\ej`m\
Xe[fi`^`eXcjpek_\j`jf]k_\nfic[Ëj
^i\XkgjpZ_fcf^`ZXc#g_`cfjfg_`ZXc#
Xe[jg`i`klXckiX[`k`fej%?`jYffbj
`eZcl[\89i`\]?`jkfipf]<m\ipk_`e^
Xe[@ek\^iXcJg`i`klXc`kp%
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When we enter
into an “I/Thou”
relationship with
spirit, the ego
suddenly has
no choice but to
bend its knee.


6C9G:L8D=:C

:F?<E1 In your book Integral Spirituality, you defined three
faces of God, or Spirit, in first, second, and third person. You
observed that while first-person expressions of God (God
as the Self, the great I AM) and third-person expressions of
God (God as the Kosmic process or the web of life) are very
popular in postmodern Western spiritual culture, notions of
God in second person, God as Other, tend to be dismissed
as outdated. People associate God in second person with the
white-bearded old man up in the sky that we freed ourselves
from back in the Western Enlightenment. As you and I have
discussed in the past, I’ve always felt that this particular face
of God does have a very important role to play in the spiritual evolution of the individual. But until Integral Spirituality
came out, I had never heard you speak about this particular
dimension. So when you wrote so clearly and with such conviction about it, I was relieved and also thrilled, as I told you
at the time. Especially for those of us who have grown up in
postmodern Western culture, the second face of God is absolutely essential. Without God as Thou becoming a living, felt
dimension of our own experience of Spirit, without that great
Other before whom we must ultimately submit, I wonder

if it’s possible for us to move beyond ego and our culturally
conditioned tendency toward extreme narcissism in any kind
of authentic way.
N@C9<I1 I agree. This is one of the things that I certainly got
an enormous amount of positive feedback on after the publication of Integral Spirituality. As I started speaking about this
idea with various spiritual teachers, it just lit them up. People
realized that they had left out Spirit in second person.
The point of what I call the three faces of God, or the
one-two-three of Spirit, is that all three of these dimensions
are true. There have been all sorts of arguments over which
perspective of Spirit is correct, but the point integral theory
makes is that all of these perspectives are important and
need to be included as part of an integral spiritual path. They
represent fundamental dimensions of reality. So in an integral
approach, you want to awaken your true or higher Self, and
you want to awaken an understanding of the web of life as
being Divine. You also need to awaken to that great Other
before which the ego is humbled—which, as you said, is a
face of God that often gets missed these days.
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Spirit in second person is an extremely important dimension because it is spirituality in its relational form, its intersubjective form. When Martin Buber spoke about the I-Thou
relationship, he was talking about God in second person.
Awakening to this face of Spirit means being in dialogue with
God, in direct communication with Goddess, face-to-face with
the Creator of everything that’s arising moment to moment.
It’s Spirit in a form that can be communicated with. I don’t
necessarily mean the little old white-bearded man sitting in
a chair in Heaven. But second person means a Being with
intelligence.
Many religions the world over conceive of spirituality in
second person. They practice it, for example, with guru yoga,
where you see your master as the embodiment of Spirit, and
you use your interaction with your master to help learn how
to interact with God or Goddess or Spirit. Your hesitations,
your avoidances, your difficulties in that relationship are
analyzed and used to help you become more in touch with
Spirit. So Spirit in second person is a very important dimension of spirituality.
:F?<E1I couldn’t agree more. While all three are essential,
this one is particularly important for our time. You have made
the point, which I’ve also observed to be true, that one can
have an experience of the first face of God as the absolute
subject or consciousness itself, but the ego doesn’t necessarily have to bend its knee. And one can have an awakening to
the third face of God as this Kosmic evolutionary process, and
the ego still doesn’t have to bend its knee. But when we enter
into the subtle or not-so-subtle paradoxical dualism of having
an “I/Thou” relationship with Spirit, the ego suddenly has
no choice but to bend its knee. That’s why, in a truly integral
expression and understanding of Spirit, unless the second
face of God is given quite a bit of importance, no matter
how many experiences of Spirit as absolute subject or Spirit
as Kosmic process an individual may have, the postmodern,
narcissistic, separate ego can remain firmly behind the wheel.
Ultimately, to become an integrally and evolutionarily enlightened individual, the ego is going to have to come down at
least on one knee, if not both.
N@C9<I1 Absolutely. It is indeed the easiest thing in the world
for the ego, the separate self, the self-contraction, to take up
practices that deal with the first perspective of I-AM-ness and
the third perspective of the great web of life, because neither
one of those ultimately demands a conscious surrender of
ego. You can fool yourself in those practices. You can look
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at the great web of life and just hold on to your ego while
you’re looking at it, saying, “Everything is one great evolutionary process, and I am one with it.” You can say all of that
but not really fundamentally submit the ego to the ultimate
Divine. The same can happen with the practice of witnessing,
interior meditation, asking “Who am I?” and so on. That can
still leave the ego in place. But when you are orienting to Spirit
in second person—to some aspect of Spirit that is Other to this
separate self—that is what really breaks the ego down, what
forces it to submit its own self-contracting ways. So the integral
approach is to include all three of these perspectives, as I know
you do. I’ve found that since I introduced that notion, so many
Buddhists in particular have come up and said guiltily, “I was
practicing and practicing, but ego was still intact because I
didn’t really think there was anything fundamentally greater
than my own ego.”

T

HE POSTMODERN
PREDICAMENT

:F?<E1 I think this applies particularly to our generation and
our generation’s children who have grown up in the Western
world in the last half-century. For many years I have been
saying that the postmodern narcissistic separate self-sense is
the most fundamental obstacle to higher development. Many
people thought that I basically didn’t get it, that this was
an outmoded way of looking at things. But you only really
discover what an enormous problem the narcissistic selfcontraction is in relationship to how profound your interest is
in transcending it. If you have no interest in transcending it,
it doesn’t seem to be a big problem. But if you authentically
want to try to get on the other side of it, you discover that it’s
actually quite significant.
This is a delicate subject because the postmodern variation of the ego is, on one hand, a great gift of the evolutionary
process, but on the other hand, it’s a significant obstacle. In a
positive sense, our ego, our capacity for individuality, is what
makes it possible to become an integrally informed, evolutionarily enlightened human being. The more profound our
individuation, the more powerfully Spirit can shine through
us. So being profoundly individuated is not a bad thing.
It’s a gift of evolution, a gift of God, if you want to put it in
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theological terms. It’s just that our narcissistic identification
with the separate self, outside of any higher context, creates a
big problem. The ego begins to see itself as the center of the
universe, and the whole process inverts upon itself. Everything
turns upside down.
When speaking about this problem, I always try to put it in
this context and to make clear that it’s nobody’s fault, because
culturally we have been conditioned to be narcissists. I grew

Spirit in second-person
is extremely important
because it is spirituality
in its relational form, its
intersubjective form. It’s
Spirit in a form that can
be communicated with.
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up in a secular family where there was no higher context for
my or anybody else’s existence. The basic message my parents
and teachers repeatedly gave me was, “Sweetheart, you should
do whatever is going to make you happy.” So I was conditioned
to see life as a vehicle for my pleasure, my happiness, and my
success—well trained to be an absolutely self-centered human
being. And I am not the only one. There are millions of us.
N@C9<I1 That’s right—the “me” generation. I’ve always gone
out of my way to emphasize what I call “the many gifts of
green”—green being a color code for the stage of development that we call postmodern, which is a relativistic, pluralistic
stage. But the downside of that relativistic, pluralistic stage is
that it doesn’t allow any truths outside of my own egoic truth.
Postmodernity says, “What’s true for me is true for me, and
you have no right to challenge it.” So the ego is supreme in
its castle of “what is true for me.”
Now this perspective has a certain relative truth to it, but it
also has a magnificent falsehood to it. Philosophers are finally
realizing that postmodernism as a philosophy has come to a dead
end. For a couple of decades, you and I and others who have been
working mightily to undercut this postmodern stance have often
been accused of being out of touch, attacked for not really understanding it. In fact, I rather fully understand it. I’ve written books

on it! And the fact is, there is a downside to it, and most people
don’t get that downside. The downside is that if nobody can say
what is truth, then nobody can correct my egoic disposition.
There is simply nothing that’s going to let me grow, that’s going
to help me get over myself, that’s going to point to a higher, truer,
or more valuable stance than whatever I just happen to hold by
whim. And this has been a problem in philosophy, in sociology,
and in spirituality. Our educational system was redone according
to this kind of relativistic “nobody can tell me what to do, because
I’m perfect the way I am” mentality. And tests now show that the
generation graduating from college is the most narcissistic generation ever tested.* That’s quite something given that it was the
boomers that were named the “Me Generation”!
:F?<E1 I know. So we’re at a very interesting point in the
evolution of culture. On one hand, Spirit has the capacity to
shine through us in ways that may be unprecedented because
of how highly integrated and sophisticated our individuated
self-sense has become. But the big problem is that our awareness has gotten stuck on and overidentified with this separate
self and lost in its own separate world of extreme narcissism.
The reason this is so tragic is that it makes it impossible for us
to participate in life in the deepest and most profound way. To
make a cultural revolution happen—which is something I’m
passionately interested in and you are obviously deeply committed to as well—awareness has to be liberated from narcissistic self-fixation so it can overflow and discover who it really
is as the Ground of Being and as the evolutionary impulse. So
we can all begin to participate in the life process in ways that
will completely change the leading edge of culture.

T

HE EVOLUTION
OF SPIRIT

N@C9<I1There are at least two major ways you can create
cultural change. One is through the religions in a culture,
and one is through the educational system. We have, unfortunately, failed at both.
In order to understand this, we need to recognize that
spirituality, or religion, is its own line of development, which
!J\\ÈK_\EXiZ`jj`jd<g`[\d`Z#Ég%..%
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has progressed over time through stages of growth. We can
use Jean Gebser’s developmental terms for the different
levels, because they’re self-explanatory: archaic, magic, mythic,
mental-rational, pluralistic, and integral.** Like individuals and
cultures, spiritual understanding evolves through those stages.
So there’s a magic spirituality, a mythic spirituality, a rational
spirituality, a pluralistic spirituality, an integral spirituality,
and beyond. At each of these stages, there are expressions
of the three faces of God, of Spirit, in first, second, and third
person. But in the West, the second-person view of Spirit
developed from archaic to magic to mythic—with mythic
being represented essentially by the Old and New Testaments—and there it got stuck. So for most people in the
West today, Spirit in second person has become stunted and
identified merely with God the Father, the old man with a
white beard in the sky giving these dogmatic mythic commands. Other aspects of religion and spirituality developed
through rational and pluralistic forms, but unfortunately, the
only Spirit in second person that we have is stuck at mythic.
So we don’t learn about this dimension of Spirit in our
educational system, and we drastically missed the chance to
have our larger cultural backgrounds of religion and education
give us a head start on ego-transcendence. Even with the influx
of Eastern traditions, people were attracted to third-person
and first-person expressions of Spirit. They didn’t go for second
person because they didn’t want to fundamentally submit.
And they didn’t know how; they didn’t have role models for it.
:F?<E1 Yes. What it actually means to embrace the second
face of God in a post-postmodern context is new territory.
I think it’s something that many of us need to get together
and talk about. The postmodern self has been so conditioned
to see its own interior experience and its own personal freedom as that which is most sacred, which makes it a delicate
and subtle process to learn what it means for the ego to
authentically bend its knee. I’ve noticed that often people
can begin to embrace some kind of feeling connection with
whatever their own experience of God as Other is, but they
still do it from the safe vantage point of the ego. Or, they may
turn to ancient practices that are not necessarily appropriate
to our time and culture. Individuals at the postmodern stage
may feel okay taking up traditional practices, but that may not
be the most authentic way to embrace a second-person relationship with Spirit at their own stage of development.
!!=fidfi\fe>\Yj\iËjjkX^\j#j\\<ec`^_k\eE\okdX^Xq`e\#
;\Z\dY\i)''/Æ=\YilXip)''0%
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N@C9<I1 And most of them, frankly, are not really embracing a second-person relationship with Spirit. You’re exactly
right. We’ve spotted the problem, but that is far, far removed
from solving it. Even individuals who’ve realized they need to
practice Spirit in second person too often go back to the only
practices that are available, which unfortunately don’t work.
:F?<E1 Because the practices are from an earlier stage of
development, they feel inauthentic.
N@C9<I1 Well, yes. They’re reinforcing inauthentic modes—
they’re pre-egoic, not trans-egoic. And that is a huge problem.
So we really have our work cut out for us. I know this is something you’ve come up against, because the fact of the matter is
that guru yoga, done correctly, is a way the student faces God
as Other. The guru is apparently other—his or her consciousness is other than mine. Therefore, I need to submit to that
guru, but I need to do it in very specific and careful ways. It
doesn’t mean slavishly groveling or anything like that.
:F?<E1 No. Obsequious behavior in the postmodern West
doesn’t look good or feel good.
N@C9<I1Exactly. In authentic guru yoga, there is a very profound way of getting deeply in touch with the root of awareness and finding that it is One, that “my master is myself,” as
you wrote, and that is a fundamental way to transcend ego.
When I realize a fundamental identity with the master, I am
liberated from the master in a certain sense. But that’s very
different from how people imagine it. They think it is a slavish,
devotional, obsequious slobbering.
:F?<E1There is no liberation in slavery!

E

MBRACING
HIERARCHY

:F?<E1 I’ve thought a lot about what it means for the postmodern self to embrace the second face of God without having
to accept some outmoded traditional structure or mythic belief.
And I think it boils down to something simple yet profound.
It means embracing the recognition that the structure of the
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entire Kosmos, all the way from its deepest interior to its furthermost exterior, is hierarchical. Hierarchy is the fundamental
nature of the Kosmos at all levels, including consciousness.
Now as we have discussed many times, the postmodern
self hates hierarchy. So we have to ask ourselves: What does it
mean for a highly sophisticated, educated individual to begin
to embrace the reality that hierarchy is inherent in the fabric
and structure of the Kosmos itself? First, we must allow that
there’s a hierarchy in terms of the evolution of life forms.
Some are higher and more complex than others. Then at the
level of consciousness, we must accept that some people are
actually more developed, more evolved than others. When we
embrace this, all we’re doing is embracing something that is
objectively true, but it does challenge the postmodern ego at
a fundamental level. That is why it’s such a powerful and
rational way to begin to work with this whole notion of the
second face of God. It’s very immediate and doesn’t require
that we entertain an outdated mythical concept to do so.
But we have to authentically embrace it and respect it. The
postmodern self has conditioned itself to not really respect
hierarchical differences, so I think teaching ourselves to recognize authentic differences—to acknowledge, honor, and respect
them—is a very reasonable and rational way to worship the
second face of God.
N@C9<I1 The biggest problem that postmoderns have is that
they confuse two fundamental types of hierarchies. I have
talked about this a lot, but there’s still a massive confusion
and people need to hear it. I’m sure many people reading
this will be shocked and will dismiss everything we’re saying
because they hear the word “hierarchy” and think, “Good God,
that’s fascist! That’s oppressive!” But there are different kinds
of hierarchy. One kind is called a dominator hierarchy, and it
is indeed oppressive; the caste system is a typical example of
this. But most forms of hierarchy are what we call actualization
hierarchies or growth hierarchies. We also call them holarchies,
because each higher level is more whole than the previous
level. A classic growth hierarchy would be atoms to molecules
to cells to organisms. Each one of those levels transcends and
includes the previous level. Each higher level doesn’t oppress
the previous level—it loves it; it embraces it. Molecules do
not go around oppressing atoms!
So the same is true in human stages of growth, which we
can characterize in broad strokes as going from egocentric
to ethnocentric to worldcentric to Kosmocentric. What we
need are more and more individuals who are at worldcentric
and Kosmocentric stages, because that means that within

themselves, they’ve overcome the dominating hierarchical
impulse. The only stages that want to dominate are egocentric
and ethnocentric. The higher the stage, the more embracing
it is, the more love it has, the more care it has, the more consciousness it has. And to get postmodernists to understand this
difference is one of the most important things in the world to
do because then, among other things, they could, as you were

The structure of the entire
cosmos, all the way from its
deepest interior to its furthermost
exterior, is hierarchical. Hierarchy
is actually its fundamental
nature at all levels, including
consciousness.
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suggesting, use that understanding of hierarchy as a springboard to the second face of God. They would understand that
when I’m submitting my ego, at whatever stage I’m at,
I’m really submitting it to my own next higher stage.
:F?<E1 Right. It’s so important, and it’s a tricky business.
This whole notion of embracing hierarchy becomes even more
difficult in a spiritual context because often in post-traditional
religion or spirituality, Spirit or God is interpreted as that
which we all share equally. And while that is always true in
terms of the first face of God, it’s also true that as Spirit takes
form and enters into manifestation, then “that which we all
share” changes. As it enters manifestation, it embraces a whole
host of different complex forms. Much of the work that we are
both doing is really about making very important distinctions
about the nature of difference in manifestation at many different levels. Because the more we are able to appreciate the real
differences that exist, the more skillful we’ll be at navigating
this process and contributing effectively to its development.
N@C9<I1 Absolutely. It is part of the paradoxical nature of
Spirit. We could say that “all things are Spirit, but some things
are more Spirit than others.” Then the goal of the spiritual
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The Guru and the Pandit

path is to get up the hierarchy of development. This hierarchical perspective is not a way to put you down because you may
be on a higher or a lower stage. It’s a way for me to understand
my own unfolding, to understand the number of perspectives
that I can take into account and, in so doing, to help me grow,
develop, evolve. That’s all these actualization hierarchies are
there for—to help communicate and understand growth and
development and to serve as maps for those of us who want
to make use of them. They are extraordinarily useful because
they point out things that we just cannot see on our own.
:F?<E1 That’s true. But to really put into practice this understanding of hierarchy and generate awareness of the second
face of God, we need to enter into relationships with individuals who have demonstrated to us that they are more evolved

This hierarchical perspective
is not a way to put you down;
it’s a way for me to understand
my own unfolding, to help me
grow, develop, evolve.
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than we are. It’s important that we begin to have committed
relationships with such individuals who we want to learn
from, because that generates many of the qualities associated
with the second face of God—things like humility and respect.
Of course it’s also important to be able to share these kinds of
perspectives with a group of individuals who have the same
higher aspirations as we do, because higher spiritual aspirations are not really part of our current cultural context. So
when we create a new spiritually enlivened cultural context
through our committed relationships with others, many of the
qualities we’re speaking about in relationship to the second
face of God will begin to emerge between us because we’re
deliberately making room for them.
N@C9<I1 Indeed. And those who don’t have the advantage
of working with a group or with a spiritual teacher can start
this practice by just using a simple phrase like “consent to the
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presence of God,” just spontaneously letting that phrase go
through their mind daily. Now of course people are going to
respond to the presence of God in the way that corresponds
to where their ego is. But if their heart is in the right place
and they’re doing this with true sincerity and humility, there
will be some higher, deeper, wider aspects of their awareness
that will kick in and that are in fact representing the Divine,
representing the second face of Spirit. Consenting to the
presence of God has a necessary component of submission,
and that’s exactly the component that the second face of God
always requires. That’s what gets it in trouble with people
who don’t understand it and who mistake it for authoritarianism. But, on the contrary, that’s actually the component that
is so deeply uprooting to the ego’s authoritarian ways. The
people who criticize these types of practices with teachers as
being authoritarian are right, from a certain point of view.
There is something that’s authoritarian, but it’s actually the
ego of the practitioner!
:F?<E1Absolutely. The practice of the second face of God is
always fundamentally challenging to the ego. But you can tell
when people authentically begin to awaken to this dimension
of Spirit. Suddenly they begin to express and demonstrate
respect, honor, reverence, love, and humility. They may even
become hesitant to assert themselves in any way that might be
inappropriate. This isn’t a false humility; it’s a natural result of
developing a certain kind of introspective capacity that’s very
rare in our culture. They begin to pay attention to their own
motives. They awaken to a sense of higher conscience, a moral
context for their own existence, which of course a narcissistic individual always has trouble grappling with. It’s a moral
awakening for the postmodern self, because what emerges is
an authentic care for a higher context and a higher purpose—
a sense of an inherent meaning and glory in life, a respect
for other people, and a fundamental respect for that which
is higher.
N@C9<I1Which, after all, is only your own highest Self. And
that is truly understood as that awakening unfolds. n
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FEATURE

A dialogue between Andrew Cohen
& Dennis Genpo Merzel Roshi

Spirit
Is

Higher
In their first dialogue together, Evolutionary Enlightenment teacher
Andrew Cohen and Zen Master Genpo Merzel explore the dynamics
of spiritual transformation, the future of Buddhism, and the role
of the teacher-student hierarchy in a post-traditional world.

8E;I<N:F?<E1 Genpo, our backgrounds are both in traditional
Eastern paths—you’re from the Zen tradition, and my final guru
was a master of Advaita Vedanta. In those traditions, the concepts
of spiritual authority, spiritual hierarchy, and spiritual attainment
are assumed and taken for granted. It’s understood that there is a
hierarchy—that an individual can go from a lower state of development to a higher one—and that the role of the spiritual master is to
facilitate this transformation.
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Deep down inside,
narcissists think they’re
awesome. Researchers
can’t find any sign of
real insecurity.

fact that the kids who do well develop high self-esteem as a
result of their achievement—not the other way around.
<E1 So you’re saying that it’s the willingness to work hard and
to make an effort to achieve goals that breeds a certain kind of
healthy self-confidence?
AK1 Exactly. And those qualities, which psychologists would label
self-control or self-efficacy, also tend to lead to success. In other
words, the willingness to work hard is self-control and believing that you can do it is self-efficacy, both of which are different
from self-esteem. Self-esteem is: “I’m good. I feel good about
myself.” But, “I can go out there and make that basket or do that
math assignment”—that’s different. That’s self-efficacy.
<E1 One of the interesting things you do in the book is challenge
the popular belief that underneath their self-obsession, narcissists are actually quite insecure.
AK1 Right. There’s a psychoanalytic theory that narcissists
actually have low self-esteem and that their narcissism is just
a cover. But the new research on this shows that narcissism
actually correlates quite positively with self-esteem, even when

you look at self-esteem in a more implicit and subtle way. It
turns out that deep down inside, narcissists think they’re awesome. We can’t find any sign of real insecurity. This has a lot
of implications. It means that contrary to popular belief, you
cannot cure narcissism with more self-esteem.
<E1 In your book, you lay out an overwhelming amount of
data to show that narcissism has become a kind of cultural
disease. What is the most significant evidence that led you to
this conclusion?
AK1 There’s evidence from a number of sources that narcissism
is on the rise. The most serious and disturbing data comes
from a National Institutes of Health study a couple years ago
that looked at thirty-five thousand Americans to determine the
lifetime prevalence of narcissistic personality disorder, or NPD.
This is the clinical form of narcissism and is more severe than
your garden-variety self-centeredness. For the study, they asked
people of all ages whether they’d experienced NPD symptoms at
any point in their lifetime. What they found was that only three
percent of people over the age of sixty-five had ever experienced
NPD while almost ten percent of people in their twenties had
already experienced NPD symptoms.
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>I1 Well, I was seeing a lack of respect. As I said, from 1978 to
1994, I was a traditional Zen teacher. I was the roshi, and there
was a lot of traditional respect, verticality, and so on, but there
wasn’t a whole lot of enlightenment happening. So I started to
look for a new approach.
An event in May 1994 actually precipitated this. One evening
after a particularly passionate dharma talk—one that I had really
given my heart and soul to—I had just shared a meal with my
students and was relaxing on my bed. But I could hear some of
my students one floor down, and they were just joking around,
having coffee, and smoking cigarettes. At that moment, something
snapped in me.
8:1 Because you felt they weren’t taking you seriously?
>I1 That’s right. And I decided that I didn’t want to put out that
kind of energy anymore, where the result of my effort was dependent on whether people took it seriously or not.
8:1 Over the years that I’ve been teaching, I have put more energy
than I can express to you in trying to get people to take me seriously, to take themselves seriously, and to take their own potential
for evolution seriously. As a matter of fact, I can’t say there’s been
anything harder for me than simply trying to get people to take
themselves seriously enough so that consciousness would be able
to evolve in and through them. I think the issue we’re speaking
about is a particular problem as it relates to the postmodern selfstructure. If you come from a traditional context and go to a Zen
master, assuming there is genuine spiritual yearning, and the Zen
master says, “Do X,” you’ll do it. Why? Because the master told you
to. Because the master knows, and you want what the master’s got,
so you’re going to do it. I know I’m oversimplifying, but compare
that to today’s hyper-individualized self who says, “Well, you know,
that was kind of a cool idea. I was really inspired to do that a year
ago. But, well, today I don’t really feel like it. I’d rather go for a walk.”
>I1 Exactly. And as I said, I realized earlier this year that a number
of my students who had only been with me since 1999 or later, during the Big Mind phase of my work, lacked a certain respect for the
vertical. With them, everything has to be horizontal friendship and
kinship, whereas the students who have been with me for twenty or
twenty-five years have a much deeper respect for me as their teacher.
8:1 And when a student doesn’t have a fundamental level of respect
for the teacher, and the teacher is supposed to be a manifestation and representation of Spirit, or the Buddha, or that which is
higher, then what happens? Obviously, different teachers represent
that role differently, depending on their own teaching style, depth
of enlightenment, and authenticity. But what happens when that
fundamental respect is not there?

>I1 What happens is that the students are not empowered. I’ll
give you a simple analogy. Think of the faucet in your kitchen sink.
You’ve got the faucet, and if you investigate further, that faucet is
connected to a pipe, and that pipe goes to a bigger pipe, and it all
goes back to the source of the water. Now, let’s say that the dharma
is the water, the teacher is the faucet, and the student is a cup.
There are several things that can go wrong. One is that the students
try to get beside the faucet and not under it. They try to have a horizontal relationship, they want to be buddy-buddy with the teacher,
they want the teacher to be their friend. So they end up right next
to the teacher, and nothing can flow through. Then there are some
of us—and I was one of these—who want to be a cup standing on
top of the faucet. We’d come into the dokusan room and arrogantly
say, “Okay, here I am. Teach me.” Well, nothing can happen in
that arrangement, either, because I’m sitting on the teacher’s
head! So we have to find a way to actually submit, to actually

Recently, I started to realize
that there was a
shadow to the work
that I was doing. It was the

lack of verticality.
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come under the teacher. We have to make a commitment to the
lineage and to the teacher where we deeply, consciously make a
choice that we are going to put our own ego aside and surrender.
8:1 Don’t you think that something profound happens at a soul
level when someone makes that commitment? Because no one
forces you to do it. It’s freely chosen. And, of course, when one
makes that commitment, one doesn’t really know what one is
committing to. One only knows, “I’m committing myself to
everything, to the Absolute.”
>I1 Yes, one doesn’t know. One can’t possibly know.
8:1 But what one does know is that it’s a commitment to that
which is absolute, to that which is non-relative, to that which is
inconceivable, to that which means everything, forever. That much
one does know. And I’ve always felt that once someone freely
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Spirit Is Higher

chooses to make that commitment, once one says yes to the Absolute, to God, there is no going back, even if one wants to reconsider
later down the line. In other words, once that free choice is made
from the depths of one’s own soul, something happens at a karmic
level that is eternal—an inner contract is signed. Yet many people,
after they make that kind of commitment, aren’t willing to follow
through on it, which leads to all kinds of problems.
>I1 It’s the struggle between submission and resistance. You
submit to the teacher, to the master, to the lineage, to the way,
to it all, to the Spirit. You fully submit to that, and then all of your
egoic resistance comes in. There’s a kind of tension, a war that goes
on. In a way, it wasn’t until 1985 that I realized that during my
previous thirteen years with Maezumi Roshi, I thought I was submitting to him when what I was really submitting to all that time
was my own true nature. But that takes the form, objectively, of
the teacher. In other words, you’re submitting to the teacher in
order to submit to your own true nature.
8:1 Right. And of course, if a spiritual teacher or spiritual master
is authentic, then they should be able to embody and manifest the
kind of humility that proves or demonstrates, for people who have
eyes to see, that they are on bended knee more than anyone else,
so to speak, because of their deeper recognition of Spirit’s true face.
In relationship to what you were saying with the faucet and cup
analogy, I’ve had similar issues when my students got closer to me
over time and became my friends. Many of them found it difficult
to sustain the relationship with me because Spirit has always come
first for me, and I’ve always been very transparent about that.
Some of my students and friends were shocked when they found
out that the personal relationship with me was actually, in the end,
irrelevant if the truth of what our relationship was really based on
didn’t come first. If that comes first, then we can be friends. But if
it doesn’t come first, then our friendship is actually inhibiting the
truth of who I am, as their teacher, and the truth of what their own
potential is—and it inhibits the potential of our relationship to
empower both of us and to potentially help enlighten the world.
But a lot of people had trouble with this.
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8:1 I guess he had good aim then!
>I1 He had terrific aim. As a Zen master, I often have the same
feelings, and it’s very painful for students to know that, in truth,
the most important thing to me is that they become a vehicle or
vessel for the dharma.
8:1 So, in other words, your love for them is not for them as
individuals but for them as potential vessels for that which is
higher.
>I1 And that is very hard for the ego to take.
8:1 Right. But from a certain point of view, we could say that it’s
not possible to love a person more than that. You love them so
much that you actually don’t care about their ego at all. What you
see, from the point of view of the dharma, is that the greatest gift
we can bring to the world is another vessel for Spirit. Because the
more vessels for Spirit there are, the more Spirit comes into the
world, and then we’re doing the greatest good. So a truly enlightened teacher sees all individuals who come to them as potential
vehicles for Spirit and doesn’t really care so much about the
personal, psychological, emotional predicaments of the particular
individuals and the predicaments of their egos.
>I1 Or their personal selves. But it is very, very difficult for
students to really get that.
8:1 Especially in our day and age. In our culture, being a highly
individuated personality is what we’ve been conditioned to believe
is most important. So it can be a shock to suddenly be told that
what we believe to be the most important part of ourselves actually isn’t what’s most important here. The real question to pose to
students is, “Are you capable of humbling yourself enough so that
Spirit will be able to move through you as it moves through me?”

>I1 Yes. I remember an experience one time in the dokusan room
with my own teacher when he said to me, “You know, I don’t
care about you at all as a person! I only see you as a potential
vessel for the dharma.” Now this was in the seventies, the socalled Me Decade, and it really hit me hard. It was like a dagger
into my heart.

>I1 I think Christ spoke to this, saying there’s no greater blessing
than to be a vehicle for Spirit. And yet the ego fights it and resists
it, asking, Why me? You know, Why me, and why this life? Because
we all have our personal agendas, our personal self, and we want
to fulfill that personal agenda. But eventually we see that this is all
totally impersonal. I’ve often said to my students, “I don’t know
why I want enlightenment more for you than you want it for yourself.” It’s almost humorous, but it’s also sad. I’m sure you find that
very same thing.

8:1 Into the heart of your ego, you mean, not the spiritual heart.

8:1 It’s heartbreaking.

>I1 Yes, but it felt like a dagger into my heart because my ego was
my heart at that moment.

>I1 It’s heartbreaking because you actually want it for them. You
want them to experience it for themselves—
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8:1 —desperately.

>I1 Well, ideally.

>I1 Desperately, right? And they—

8:1 That’s really what I’m trying to do in my work with my students. I’m trying to create a structure, or a matrix of relationships,
that would be made up of a collective of individuals who ideally
have attained some degree of enlightenment but where everyone
is at different levels of development according to their actual merit
and levels of experience. If we can do that within a sangha, or a
committed hierarchical relationship with other people, then an
intersubjective collective structure can emerge through which a
new kind of dharma can be transmitted that could never emerge
through one individual alone.
In other words, usually for a human being to be able to express
their own liberated, creative autonomy, they need to step away
from others or from their teacher or from their group. And in order
to experience communion, which means oneness with the other,
one usually has to sacrifice some or even all of one’s own creative
autonomy. But what I’m trying to teach is a form of intersubjective
nonduality, in which individuals are able to come together in seamless communion beyond ego while also experiencing no limitations
on their own individual autonomy. The autonomy does not inhibit
the communion, and the communion does not inhibit the autonomy; instead, the autonomy and communion exist simultaneously
in a context of natural hierarchy.
Natural hierarchy is very different from power hierarchy. In
a traditional context, power hierarchy is enforced from the top
down, and you just get slotted into your place. But in a context of
natural hierarchy, the structure would be an expression of genuine
degrees of actual, measurable higher development. So individuals
in that context would have an inner recognition, acknowledgment,
and respect for the authentic differences that always really do exist
between individuals, whether or not we choose to admit it.
Again, I feel that the intersubjective or collective structure that
could be created will be able to release a power of the dharma that
could never be released by any one individual, no matter how
powerfully enlightened he or she was. Why? Because it’s only
one individual. But if many individuals have sublimated the ego
enough to allow Spirit to emerge through them, and they then
come together, a kind of higher structure or matrix emerges very
spontaneously that expresses something more profound, more
miraculous, and more significant than any single Buddha could.
It’s something with the potential to truly effect change at the level
of culture. That’s what I’ve been working on with my students for
the past fifteen years, and I’m telling you, it’s the hardest thing I’ve
ever tried to do.

8:1 —they usually don’t get it. They say, Why are you so desperate
about this?
>I1 They don’t understand.

T

HE END OF ENLIGHTENMENT
AS WE KNOW IT

8:1 You were saying that in terms of your work with your students,
you went from a vertical context where you were doing traditional
Zen. And when that wasn’t working, you went into a horizontal
context with Big Mind, which also had its problems. So I’m curious
about how you’ve responded to this. What do you think is next?
>I1 Let me just say that I never completely threw out the vertical,
that I’ve always been the Zen master in relation to my students.
It’s just the shift in emphasis that I’ve felt is part of the shadow.
I’ve been emphasizing the horizontal and somehow, in the process,
negating the absolute importance of the vertical dimension. So
now I’m trying to shift it back by finding a new integration. If you
picture a triangle, you have one corner of the base representing the
vertical, or traditional Zen, and the other corner representing Big
Mind, or a more horizontal approach. The apex of the triangle will
be a higher synthesis of the two, but I don’t yet know what that’s
going to look like.
One thing I’ve tried recently with my senior students, who
are senseis, or dharma teachers, in their own right, is to cut them
loose and set them free of their dependence on me. I said to them,
“It’s no longer my dharma that you’re carrying. This is now your
dharma, and you have to take full responsibility for it.” In that, they
have the opportunity to realize how important the relationship to
the teacher actually is. It allows them to choose the vertical. There’s
no pressure from me for them to be students anymore; they have
to choose it. Because all of a sudden, you pull the teacher away, and
then you see what you’re missing, right? For me, my teacher had
to die for that to happen. Only after he was gone did I really see,
for the first time, that it’s all up to me.

>I1 I believe you!
8:1 But wouldn’t it also be possible for individuals to accept full
responsibility for the dharma and be completely independent while
remaining in a context of hierarchical relationship with others?

8:1 It’s much harder to do this with other people than it is to do it
yourself. When you want to try to do something with other people
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that you feel is more important than anything else, the difficulty
is getting everyone else to experience the same level of urgency
that you do. But if I experience the same level of urgency that you
do, and if you experience the same level of urgency that I do, then
we’re together. We’ll do anything we need to do in order to succeed.
It’s not because you tell me that I need to and it’s not because I tell
you that you do, but it’s because we both freely realize it.
>I1 And there is an urgency. My sense is that back in the time
of the Buddha, twenty-five hundred years ago, there wasn’t this
urgency. Back then, one could be patient and sit meditating quietly
for years. But we’ve evolved to the point where there are a lot of
us out there realizing that time is of the essence and that the real
battle right now is against time. How much time do we have before

If a group of people can

sublimate their
egos enough to allow

Spirit to emerge through
them, a higher matrix will
arise that expresses something
more profound and more
significant than any

single
Buddha could.
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a sufficient number of people evolve to a sense of what we might
call global consciousness? There is a race going on, and it’s a big
one for us as a species. I think that’s why all of us in this movement—no matter what our background is, whether it be Hinduism
or Buddhism or Judaism or Sufism or whatever—are realizing that
we have to join forces. We have to come together.
We took a huge step forward last November with the election
of President Obama. I really think we took an enormous step and
that in the next few years we will evolve, though we’ll probably only
know in retrospect. But I do believe we’re going to make it globally.
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8:1 I’ve been feeling that too. Of course, it’s not going to be easy,
and it might not be pretty. But I feel that we are going to make it
because the human spirit—or the inherent goodness of the evolutionary impulse that’s awakening within us—is not going to let us
all go down with the ship. It doesn’t mean that we’re not going to
have to suffer the karmic consequences of our own ignorance.
>I1 Or that things might not get worse before they get better.
And I think we all have to throw our backs into it. We all have to
be committed to this and do everything we can to ensure that we
make it. If we just sit back and be complacent, that’s not going to
work. Again, I think there is an urgency now that simply didn’t
exist when traditional Buddhism came into being.
8:1 Absolutely. The old enlightenment was only about transcendence, about letting everything be as it is, about the power of now.
It was about attaining freedom from the world process. The focus
was on the liberation of the individual, not the evolution of culture.
But now we have this postmodern understanding. We’ve realized
that the individual is a product of culture, and therefore the evolution of the individual is the evolution of culture. That perspective
changes everything.
>I1 Well, one of the things that my teacher used to say is that in
the evolution of the Buddha-dharma, first it was all about the Buddha. In the time of the Buddha in India, as far as anything called
Buddhism was concerned, the Buddha was it. Then at some point,
the Buddha’s teachings, or dharma, really became the focus. Now,
in the West, we are entering the stage of the sangha, the stage of
community. And again, to use the triangle model, we’ve got the
Buddha at one corner, the dharma at the other corner, and the
sangha—the fruition of the Buddha-dharma—at the apex. So what
we are now entering into is the development of real sangha, where
we see that actually the whole world and all sentient beings—even
including inanimate objects, from an integral perspective—are all
sangha. Right? They’re all sangha. And, you know, the Buddha
made a prediction that twenty-five hundred years after his death,
the dharma was going to die, but what I think he really meant
is the dharma as we know it. As we’ve known it up to now, the
Buddha-dharma is going to die, and something new is going to
evolve out of that, shifting the emphasis away from the individual,
from I and me, to the whole notion of—
8:1 —the Higher We.
>I1 Of the Higher We. Exactly. And I think that’s where we’re
heading right now. n
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The Soul
Is Already Illumined
An Interview with Sufi Teacher Aliya Haeri
By Elizabeth Debold

N?<E8=<D8C<:FCC<8>L<]ifd
k_\Cfe[fe <ec`^_k\eE\okZ\ek\ikfc[
d\k_Xkj_\Ë[i\Z\ekcpd\kXnfdXe
n_f]\ckc`b\Xjg`i`klXcjflcj`jk\i#@nXj#
e\\[c\jjkfjXp#`ek\i\jk\[Ç@ËdXcnXpj
`ek\i\jk\[`ebefn`e^XYflknfd\en_f
_Xm\Zfdd`kk\[k_\`ic`m\jkfJg`i`k%9lk
n_\ej_\jX`[k_Xkk_`jnfdXenXjefk
fecpXe8d\i`ZXeJlÔk\XZ_\ic`m`e^`e
Jflk_8]i`ZXYlk_X[dXii`\[_\ifne
k\XZ_\i#J_Xpb_=X[_cXccX?X\i`#Y\Zfd$
`e^_`jk_`i[n`]\`eXdlck`gc\dXii`X^\#
@Y\ZXd\Zfdgc\k\cp`eki`^l\[%I\dXib$
XYcp#dpZfcc\X^l\jki\jj\[k_\c`Y\iXk`fe
Xe[`e[\g\e[\eZ\k_Xkk_`jnfdXe#8c`pX
?X\i`#\ogi\jj\[`e_\iY\`e^%@kdX[\d\
m\ipZli`fljefkfecpXYflk?X\i`_\ij\c]
YlkXYflkk_\gXk_j_\`jfe%

8k]`ijk#@nfe[\i\[`]j_\_X[
i\klie\[kfXkiX[`k`feXci\c`^`fljZfek\ok
XjXi\]l^\]ifdfliZ_Xfk`Z#^cfYXc$
`q`e^nfic[#Xjhl`k\X]\nj\\dkfY\
[f`e^%9lkk_\dfi\@c\Xie\[XYflk_\i
c`]\#k_\c\jjk_Xkj\\d\[kfY\k_\ZXj\%
@ek_\(0.'j#?X\i`nXjXn\cc$befne
i\j\XiZ_\if]k_\gXiXefidXc%8]k\ii\Xc$
`q`e^k_Xkk_`j\e[\Xmfinflc[efk^`m\
_\ik_\[\\g\id\Xe`e^Xe[befnc\[^\
k_Xkj_\nXjj\\b`e^#j_\ZXd\lgfe
Jl]`jd%Jl]`jd#n_`Z_`jk_\dpjk`$
ZXcgXk_`e@jcXd#d\kYfk__\i_\XikËj
[\j`i\]fi[\gk_Xe[_\id`e[ËjZiXm`e^
]file[\ijkXe[`e^%8]k\iZfem\ik`e^kf
Jl]`jd#?X\i`glijl\[X[mXeZ\[jkl[`\j
`egjpZ_fcf^pÇi\Z\`m`e^_\idXjk\iËj
[\^i\\`e(00,]ifdk_\@ejk`klk\f]

KiXejg\ijfeXcGjpZ_fcf^p%8eXm`[
i\X[\if]k_\cXk\jkg_`cfjfg_`ZXcXe[
ZlckliXck_\fi`\j#`eZcl[`e^`ek\^iXcgjp$
Z_fcf^p#j_\_Xj[\m\cfg\[_\ifne`ek\$
^iXk`fef]k_\jg`i`klXcXe[gjpZ_fcf^`ZXc
k_Xk]fZlj\jfejflc[\m\cfgd\ek#n_`Z_
j_\k\XZ_\jXj[`i\Zkfif]k_\8ZX[\dp
f]J\c]Befnc\[^\`eJflk_8]i`ZX%
8j@ZXd\kfle[\ijkXe[?X\i`Ëj
`ek\i\jk`ek_\_ldXegjpZ_\#_\iXkkiXZ$
k`fekfJl]`jdY\^XekfdXb\\m\edfi\
j\ej\%Jl]`jd_Xjm\ipjfg_`jk`ZXk\[Xe[
\ohl`j`k\cpgi\Z`j\k\XZ_`e^jXYflkk_\
]fiZ\jn`k_`ek_\_ldXegjpZ_\Çk_\
c`^_kXe[[Xib`dglcj\jÇk_XkdXb\k_\
_ldXegi\[`ZXd\ekjfZfdgc\o%8e[
p\k#XjXkiX[`k`feXcdpjk`ZXcgXk_#`k
Xcjfle\hl`mfZXccp[\dXe[jk_XkJg`i`k
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Zfd\]`ijk#Y\ZXlj\efXdflekf]
gjpZ_fcf^`ZXcle[\ijkXe[`e^n`cc]i\\
k_\jflc%È@jcXdÉd\Xejkfjlii\e[\iÇ
kf>f[fikfk_\8CC%8e[`e]fccfn`e^
k_\Jl]`gXk_kf>f[i\Xc`qXk`fe#?X\i`

[`jZfm\i\[#Xe[efn\dYf[`\j#k_\dpj$
k`ZXcgXiX[fok_Xkjlii\e[\i`jc`Y\iXk`fe#
Xe[k_Xkgif]fle[jlYd`jj`feXZklXccp
i\jlckj`ekil\`e[\g\e[\eZ\%
Jf`knXjn`k_^i\Xkgc\Xjli\k_Xk

K
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<EC@>?K<EE<OK1 You converted to a Sufi order of Islam in the
1970s, which was quite unusual at the time. What was it about
Sufism that you found so spiritually compelling?
8C@P8?8<I@1 Basically, the goal of Sufism is the same as
any other spiritual tradition: direct experience of the Divine.
Sufism teaches that you already have your illumined essence
within you—you are already enlightened. All that’s veiling
this enlightenment is the conditioned mind or self. The
journey is moving beyond the conditioned self and all of the
barriers that the self puts up to battle for its autonomy and
that keep us from the enlightenment that’s already there.
In the Sufi tradition, we have a wonderful map for this
process, called the Four Journeys. The first journey involves
recognizing that what we call “life” is simply insufficient. We go
after our desires and our passions and discover that not a single
one of them will give us the long-lasting contentment, peace,
and truth that we look for. So, for example, we find someone we
love and we lose ourselves in that love to the point where we
think the world revolves around that chosen person. And then
that person’s personality changes or for some reason we lose that
person, and we taste disappointment and suffering. The everyday
events in our lives are constantly calling us to realize that all
of the material pursuits we are running after will never, at
the end of the day, give us the lasting happiness we seek. We
become disillusioned to a degree in our pursuit of those ambitions and desires. And we begin to seek in earnest.
That is the first journey: turning away from this so-called
world into the Divine or into Spirit. If we move through the
apparent duality that seems to exist between ourselves and the
spiritual reality that resides within us, we discover what we call
enlightenment. We experience that the surface of life is just
a veneer and that there is this deep ocean, this deep cosmos,
beyond. The first journey comes to an end when one’s separate
sense of self becomes inseparable with Spirit. One becomes
what we call a real or a true being.
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@jgfb\n`k_8c`pX?X\i`XYflkk_\gXk_
j_\_XjZ_fj\eÇXe[XYflk_fn_\i
\dYiXZ\f]k_`jY\Xlk`]lckiX[`k`fe_Xj
d\k_\im\ipZfek\dgfiXipe\\[]fi
le[\ijkXe[`e^Xe[]i\\[fd%

The second journey is going from Spirit to Spirit—the
stage where, as a “real” or realized being, one ideally begins
to express, through one’s actions and character traits, the love,
wonder, truth, goodness, and beauty that are the divine qualities of that depth dimension, the qualities of God or the Great
Mystery or pure consciousness.
With that experience and knowledge, we begin our third
journey, which is the return from Spirit to Creation, back to
this world. For some, this is a difficult journey because the
bliss of being in Spirit is so intoxicating that they don’t want
to return to society.
The fourth journey is being in the world, serving the
world. It means living in this world with the ethical and moral
commitment that the mystical experience gives you. It’s taking
responsibility for what you can do in this world to honor the
innate nobility of what the authentic life really is.
<E1 That’s very interesting, because some enlightenment schools
focus on that experience of enlightenment—the depth of being
that is the ever-present “now”—and regard the world as unreal
or as play or illusory. But you are saying that Sufism teaches
that this experience is not the end of the path but the beginning
of a deeper engagement with life.
8?1 Yes, Sufism teaches that enlightenment is the beginning
of living authentically. I would consider the experience of being
in the timeless now as a state experience. That is why it seems
static; there is neither time nor space in that state, because you
have transcended this conditioned world of space and time.
But if you do not come back into the world and do what we
might call your service or your contribution or your work, the
whole journey is completely static and actually regressive. It’s
as though you were given a glimpse of paradise and you didn’t
enter it. You see, we are guests in this universe, and we have to
honor that and not say, “Oh well, it’s all maya and illusion.” No,
we are brought here for a reason—to bring forward into the
relative realm the divine qualities within us. We are the project
in the theater of this universe.
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<E1@eglijl`e^k_\JlÔgXk_#
pfl_Xm\dX[\XZ_f`Z\k_Xk`j
m\ipleljlXc]fiXZfek\dgfiXip
N\jk\ienfdXeÇpflËm\\ek\i\[
`ekfXdlck`gc\dXii`X^\n`k_
pflik\XZ_\i%@`dX^`e\dXep
g\fgc\nflc[jXpk_Xkpfli
Z_f`Z\kfY\Zfd\k_\k_`i[n`]\
f]J_Xpb_=X[_cXccX`jXjk\g
YXZbnXi[]finfd\e%?fnnflc[
pfli\jgfe[kfk_Xk6

8?1RCXl^_jT @Z\ikX`ecp[feËk
]\\cXj`]@Ëm\kXb\eXjk\g
YXZbnXi[Çhl`k\k_\fggfj`k\
@k`jleljlXc#Xe[`kËjefk\Xjp
]fig\fgc\kfniXgk_\`i_\X[j

Xifle[XZfeZ\gkc`b\k_`j%@
Z\ikX`ecpZXele[\ijkXe[k_Xk%
C\kd\jXpXcjfk_Xkdlck`gc\
dXii`X^\nXje\m\id\Xek]fi
\m\ipfe\2`kËjXcnXpjY\\ek_\
\oZ\gk`fen`k_`eJlÔjdXe[k_\
@jcXd`Zi\c`^`fljkiX[`k`feXjX
n_fc\%@_X[`eZi\[`Yc\i\jg\Zk
]fiJ_Xpb_=X[_cXccXXjX_ldXe
Y\`e^#XjXj`eZ\i\Xe[^\el`e\
k\XZ_\i#Xe[Xjjfd\fe\n_fd
@_X[j\\e]fiXZflgc\f]p\Xij
c`m`e^n`k__`jfne]Xd`c`\jXe[
c\X[`e^XZfddle`kp%@kiljk\[
k_Xkk_`jg\ijfe#n_f`jefndp
_ljYXe[#nXek\[]fid\n_Xk
@Xcjf_X[dX[\XZfdd`kd\ek

kf#n_`Z_`jkfc`m\`e_`^_\i
ZfejZ`flje\jj%Pflj\\#Z_ffj$
`e^jfd\k_`e^XjleljlXcXj
\ek\i`e^`ekfXdlck`gc\]Xd`cp
j`klXk`fe`jXZ_f`Z\kfc`m\
`eXefk_\ic\m\cf]ZfejZ`flj$
e\jj%K_Xk`jn_Xk\eXYc\j`k
kfnfibflk%

<E1@en_XknXp`jc`m`e^`eX
dlck`gc\]Xd`cpXYflkZ_ffj$
`e^kfc`m\`eXefk_\ic\m\cf]
ZfejZ`flje\jj6

8?1K_\Y`^^\jkZ_Xcc\e^\]fi
dXepf]ljn_fkilcpnXekkf
c`m\`eXlk_\ek`Z`kp`jk_\]XZk

k_XkfliXkkXZ_d\ekj[`jkiXZk
lj]ifdk_\gXk_Xe[b\\glj
Zfee\Zk\[kfk_\flk\infic[f]
j\gXiXk`fe%Flii\cXk`fej_`gj
Xi\f]k\eXjfliZ\f]^i\Xk
XkkXZ_d\ek2dfjkf]lj_Xm\
k_\`cclj`fek_Xkn\fnefli
gXike\ij%@n\ekk_ifl^_#Xj[`[
k_\fk_\in`m\j#Xccf]k_\ljlXc
]\\c`e^jf]a\Xcfljp#]\Xi#Xe[
`ej\Zli`kp%K_\pËi\m\ipefidXc%
K_lj#`kZXeY\Xm\ipgfn\i]lc
nXpkffm\iZfd\k_\j\YXj`Z
k\e[\eZ`\jf]k_\j\c]k_XkXi\
iffk\[`eXkkXZ_d\ek%
I\Xccp#k_\jflcdXk\n\Xcc
j\\b`jXZklXccpk_\jflcn`k_`e
lj%K_XkËjn_Xkn\Ëm\XcnXpj
Y\\ecffb`e^]fi%FeZ\n\i\Z$
f^e`q\k_Xkn_Xkn\Ëi\i\Xccp
j\\b`e^`jle`feÇk_\le`fe
f]k_\j\c]n`k_k_\jflcn`k_`e
flij\cm\jÇk_\ek_XkËjm\ip
c`Y\iXk`e^%Jfn_\e\m\ig\i$
jfeXcZ_Xcc\e^\j_Xm\Zfd\
lg#@Ëm\nXek\[k_`jle`fe
n`k_k_XkJfliZ\dfi\k_Xe
k_\j\ej\f]fne`e^Xefk_\i
_ldXeY\`e^fiY\`e^k_\fecp
n`]\%K_XkdXb\j`kXccgfjj`Yc\%

<E1Cffb`e^Xkk_`j]ifdk_\
Zfek\okf]k_\gXjk]fikpp\Xij
f]Ô^_k`e^]finfd\eËji`^_kj#
[f\jeËkdlck`gc\dXii`X^\`e_\i$
\ekcpY\e\Ôkd\edfi\k_Xe
nfd\e6

8?1@k_`eb@_Xm\\m`[\eZ\
k_Xk`k`jeËkjfj`dgc\%@edp
fYj\imXk`fe#`]XdXe_Xjfe\
n`]\#j_\j\im\j_`d%K_Xk`j
_fnn\_Xm\Y\\eZfe[`k`fe\[#
Xe[`k`jjk`cccXi^\cpk_`jnXp%
9lk`]XdXekXb\jfedfi\k_Xe
fe\n`]\#_\j\im\j_`jn`m\j
Y\ZXlj\_\]\\cji\jgfej`Yc\
]fik_\d%Jf`ejfd\nXp#@
]\\chl`k\]fikleXk\%
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<E1 Which teachings have you found to be most important on
your path?
8?1 What instantly comes to mind is that you must want the
truth more than anything else. That truth is a sense of knowing that I am only a full human being when I am listening
to the call of my soul. When you have that truth as a living
reality within your breast, then you have an unchanging inner
constancy from which to deal with the constant changes in
this outer world. Accessing that inner constancy comes from
the recognition that you already contain light and spirit within
you; the soul is already there, illumined.
Never be complacent—that’s another really good reminder
for me. Never think that you’re safe from yourself. As long as
you’re breathing in this world, you can
never, ever be safe from yourself. There was
a time when I would fall into a hole, so to
speak, and I might wallow for days. But
now whenever I fall into distraction or forgetfulness, it’s for a shorter time. It doesn’t
take me as long to come back to that place
of inner constancy. Consciousness is evolving. We do change; we do grow. But it takes
constant vigilance, and no one can say it
does not.

become enlightened?” My teacher remained without speaking. Then, with deliberation, he raised his hand and lifted his
forefinger to his forehead, then reached down and placed his
finger on the prayer mat before him, signifying prostration.

E

FK8=C8N@E
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<E1 Can you speak about how you became a teacher?
8?1 In our tradition, as soon as you learn something, you are
obligated to share it with someone else. Even if you learn one
little aphorism or verse in our scripture, it is incumbent upon
you to go and pass that on to someone else, because unless

Never be complacent. As

long as you’re breathing in
this world, you can never,
ever be safe from yourself.

<E1 When you say that you can never be
safe from yourself, the self you’re speaking about is what we
might call ego. In your tradition, I believe you call this “the
tyrannical nafs.”
8?1 Yes, in Sufism, the tyrannical nafs is the first or lowest
of the seven stages of the self. We often describe this stage as
the “terrible twos”; one is totally self-centered. It’s said in the
sacred tradition that the further you mature on the path, the
more vigilant you have to be, because in the cloak of spirituality, you will find a lot of undesirable qualities—like pride and
hypocrisy—disguising themselves.
<E1 The forms that the egoic self takes evolve along with us.
8?1 Yes. In fact, at the start of my spiritual training, I asked
my teacher with all the exuberance of a novice: “How can I
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you empty out, you can’t be filled up with new knowledge.
But you become a Sufi teacher by being granted permission
from the Shaykh of the Order, who recognizes the degree
of your readiness.
I had been teaching informally in circles of women, and
later men, within our own community, as well as in other Sufi
groups. One day I awoke feeling overwhelmed with gratitude
for the generosity of life. I recall how everything struck me as
perfect—not a flaw in the universe. You see, my husband,
my teacher, has unshakable trust in a perfect Creator and the
perfection of all things. By perfection, he does not mean “good”
as we normally use it, as the opposite of “bad.” Perfection is
what is, beyond duality. From him I have learned to see with
the eye of unity that there is no fault in this universe. On that
particular morning, I remember thinking, “If I were taken from
this world at this very instant, it would be perfect.” This was July
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3, 2004. That evening, my husband, Shaykh Fadhlalla, and
I were sitting in the living room of my home. He became
extremely quiet, reflective, and sober. Then he spoke: “You
must take authority. You have the idhn [permission] for this
work with Haqiqat [Reality]. You will heal and be the voice. In
a few years’ time, people will want the truth of the prophetic
way. They will tire of terrorism and the
political onslaught. They will want to go
beyond religiosity. People want hope. Take
any opportunity, openings, that come to
you. You have the idhn.”
<E1 As a Sufi teacher, do you think the
spiritual work required today is different
than it was in the past?

<E1 Do you see any differences between men and women on the
spiritual path?
8?1 Yes, I do. There was a time when I saw women as being
much more spiritually ahead. My husband always used to
say that some of his best students were women. I remember

I have learned to see with
the eye of unity that there
is no fault in this universe.

8?1 I think it can be harder today. The onslaught from
material culture is much heavier. Yet because of this, people
are deciding more quickly that they want more from life than
what’s being thrown at them. I see more people today actually
expressing an interest in committing to the cultivation of their
inner spirituality. To reach the minds and hearts of today’s
seekers, we need to make available the spiritual teachings
stripped of cultural accoutrements and habits.
<E1 My observation is that there’s a great deal of interest, but
a deep soul-level commitment is still a very rare thing, which
probably has always been the case. Particularly given that today
we have so many spiritual options. We can choose to engage in
Sufism this week, and then next week try Kabbalah, and then
the following week try a little bit of Buddhist meditation.

visiting enlightened teachers in India, and one said, “Why is it
that the only people who come asking for spiritual practice are
women?” But there is a biological factor that hinders women
up until the age of menopause. Although I’ve seen young girls
doing dhikr [Sufi meditation] really beautifully, there’s a point
where hormones and childbearing come into the picture. That
takes them away from formal Sufi practice, although childbirth
can be very spiritual because you have to be in utter surrender to give birth. But once the children arrive, even with
the best intention to treat the raising of the children and the
maintenance of the home as a spiritual path, it’s not that easy
to maintain. For a period, women get quite caught up in the
material world, having to see to the children and such, whereas
men, even if they are dutiful and support the family, can go off
and do meditation all night.
<E1 What do you think the secular West could learn from Sufism?

8?1 Yes, I agree with what you’re saying one thousand
percent. When my husband’s in a novel frame of mind, he’ll
say, “One day we’ll hold a bazaar and every spiritual master
will have his own booth, and people could come and shop!”
There have always only ever been a few who are prepared to
make a full commitment. I’ve been exposed to three different
Sufi communities, and there are never more than a handful
of individuals who really have that loyalty to truth. But even
if people are swimming around the different retreats and the
different meditation camps, that’s better than simply being
lost out there. At some point, hopefully before they’re on their
deathbed, they will awaken to the fact that this is life. It’s not a
game, and they’re using up their allotted time. So something
positive can happen.

8?1 One of our great masters has said, “You were not created
at random or in jest, but marvelously made and for some great
end.” I think in this postmodern age we need to remember
who we are and to know that we actually are, on this earth,
representatives of the Divine. We have to bring the light of that
highest consciousness into this world, to practice bringing into
the relative realm all of the absolute qualities within us, such
as love, compassion, gratitude, forgiveness, justice, and true
power (not force). If we do it with awe and wonder and genuine
humility and gratitude, it’s a priceless gift. As my husband, my
teacher, says, “Enlightenment has become yet another project.
People are running after it. But you cannot get enlightenment. It has got you!” n
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BEYOND LIMITS

The Making of
a Modern-Day
Zen Master
With Jun Po Denis Kelly
by Ross Robertson

[I am] a man among men, dedicated to a life of meditative awareness. I am a man
of Argentine tango, a man of organic wine, a man who makes his own biodiesel, a
man in love with a beautiful woman, a man of intense passion, a man who harvests
and eats wild mushrooms, digs clams, and collects seaweed at the ocean, a man
who feels and loves deeply, a man devoted to the idea of Zorba the Buddha, a man
mending relationships, a man with a lot of opinions, a man growing and learning.
A man whose heart aches and soars . . . an ordinary man, a man like you.
Jun Po Roshi, interviewed by Doshin M.J. Nelson for the ManKind Project
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?8;DP=@IJK<OG<I@<E:<of nondual consciousness
when I was only one or two years old. I think I was still in
diapers. I was raised in the 1940s and ’50s in northern
Wisconsin, and my father came back from the war with an
alcohol problem. So it was a difficult childhood, with a lot of
drinking and violence. One day when he was home on leave,
I was hiding under the bed in a state of absolute terror—
not from physical violence but from the emotional violence
between my mother and father. I was backed up into a corner,
lying in a little pool of my own urine, and whatever structures
or emotions had been formed in my tiny egocentric brain
simply dissolved. There was this blur of fear, anger, and confusion. It became so intense that I just disappeared back in,
back in, back in, into a pristine silence and clarity.
I had no idea what it was, of course—not until I encountered lysergic acid diethylamide [LSD] many years later and
had the same experience of moving into that causal space.
I had no language for it at the time, but I think that moment
was really the motivation for my whole spiritual path. To be
able to suddenly find myself, simply because of stress, in this
experience of nondual mind . . . There was just nowhere to
place it. The idea of traditional religion certainly didn’t line
up with that deep insight. Growing up, it just created this
huge question of What? If you asked me, “What do you
mean, what?” all I could say was, “What?”
To experience nondual mind is to transcend ego, and in
transcending ego at that age, I had the sudden intimation
that there’s nobody here. That in truth, mind is empty. Mind
is pure. I didn’t understand it, but it deconstructed me. It
left me nowhere, and I desperately had to try to figure things
out. That was the beginning.

@
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certainly couldn’t find any help in the 1950s and ’60s in northern Wisconsin. So I went to the West Coast and discovered
that there was this whole other universe, a whole other way
of being and looking at things. I got into a relationship with
70
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a woman who introduced me to mescaline, and I began to
have these extraordinary subtle experiences—vivid hallucinations, that whole classic experience of the subtle realm. When
I looked through those eyes at the world, I could not believe
America. I could not believe how people behaved or how they
understood the nature of their emotional body or intentions.
I went on to experiment with other compounds like ayahuasca
and dimethyltryptamine [DMT], but it wasn’t until I encountered LSD in San Francisco that I finally penetrated back into
that causal state again and slowly began to understand and
realign for myself that experience I’d had when I was a child.
I was in my early twenties at the time. 1965. The kids
were younger than I was; they were all teenagers, it seemed.
Eventually, I got invited within the psychedelic community in
San Francisco to consider getting involved in manufacturing
LSD, and I thought of it as a vehicle for bringing deep and
profound insight to our culture, so I agreed. I became the
head of a “family”—an extended community in the psychedelic world—that produced a product called Clear Light, and
then later Windowpane. There were twenty-eight people
spread out around the world, mostly in the United States,
and we made around thirty million doses over ten years.
We gave away large, large quantities at concerts. This was
very common during that time, with the Grateful Dead and
Janis Joplin and the Airplane. We’d go to the parties, the big
concerts, which were the gatherings of the tribes, you know,
the psychedelic music fairs, and the different families would
come and give their LSD away.
I was the one who built up our distribution network.
I hung out with the Grateful Dead. Took a few drum lessons
with Bill Kreutzmann, as a matter of fact. I had a backstage
pass, meaning I’d just walk in and out of the place. We called
ourselves the Order of the Golden Toad. I melted down a
seventeenth-century French Roman Catholic chalice and had
it cast into golden frogs. We’d have a ritual initiation after you
were with the family for a while, and everyone got a golden
frog. So we all wore these frogs on chains. That was our
symbol. I still have it on a necklace that I wear occasionally.
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N8J8ELI98EJ?8D8Efor about ten years.And I learned
that the whole chronology of subtle states and hallucinations, practices
and visualizations, were all extraordinarily interesting, but they were
all just products of mind. That’s what a hallucination is. It’s more real
than our conversation right now, but that doesn’t mean it exists. Subtle
states exist intersubjectively only as temporary products of mind. Mind
is what exists. And to experience that in ritual form, so to speak, was
my next step in seeing and directly understanding the nature of mind.
It was the chronology of seeing through the myth of ego, of
experiencing one’s surface or relative mind as only a superficial
flickering of identification, and experiencing that not as a self but as
a function of mind. Once I really learned how to do that, I stopped
the investigation because I realized that if I continued, I would die.
I mean real death, not just ego death. It was becoming obscene and
unreasonable; all I could find were a few gossamer threads with
which to pull existence back together again. I don’t recommend
it to anyone, but this was my particular path: to take massive and
more massive quantities in order to establish a kind of absolute
death and absolute certainty. In that realization, one experiences
the mind in which all experience is taking place. It still has a sense
of self to it, but now it’s the Self seeing through the self.

In the great
void, there’s
no one here;
there’s no
there there.
But what
is there is
potentiality.
And it goes further. You can actually lose that sense of self,
where there is no reference in awareness, no direction or weight
in any way. Then, finally, you lose that, and there’s only the great
darkness, the great void. There’s no one there; there’s no there
there. But what is there is potentiality. I like that in physics now
they say that before the big bang, there was nothing except potentiality. I always laugh when I hear that, because of that experience.
You’re gone, absolutely gone, and nothing of you remains.

<
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and structure to all of this. Instead of just being a reasonably
enlightened urban shaman in our culture, I needed to know what
was going on. So I looked into various schools of thought, and
eventually I went to Zen because it was the most interesting to
me, the cleanest and tightest system. I wanted to find out whether
or not the samadhi and the insight with the pure psychedelic,
with LSD, would be the same as or similar to that of meditation.
My first experience with formal training and practice was with
Shunryu Suzuki Roshi at the San Francisco Zen Center in 1965. A
friend of mine who was a pothead, drug addict, alcoholic, and
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Beat poet-philosopher said to me, “You’ve got to come to this
Zen lecture!” This was when Suzuki Roshi was still ministering
to the Japanese Buddhist community, down at the Bush Street
Temple, before the Beats discovered him and he became popular.
So I went and sat through this lecture given in Japanese, and
my friend said to me, “Wasn’t that great?” I said, “Great? I didn’t
understand a word!” He said, “Who cares? Just listen.” And I went,
“Oh boy, I’m in trouble now.” That got me. That’s what opened
the door to Zen training, and I just went off into practice land.
But I never really connected with Suzuki Roshi. You know, I’m
a wild person, and they were Soto. They were just a little too
puritanical for me.

9
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go underground. For the next ten years, I was actively being sought
by the Drug Enforcement Administration, with a fifty thousand
dollar cash reward for information leading to my arrest. So I
disappeared into the forests of Oregon. My partner took over the
distribution network, and I joined my other partner in the lab in
actually synthesizing LSD.
I remember having several arguments around the issue of purity
with Owsley Stanley—the Bear. We didn’t want anyone to adulterate
our LSD; it had to be 250 micrograms. of 100 percent “D-normal” so
that you could have a nondual experience. It had to be perfectly dry
and absolutely pure, and we were quite dedicated to that. To control
the purity, we’d cast it in a thin layer of gelatin. Then we’d cut it into
tiny one-tenth-of-an-inch squares that you could look right through,
which is why it came to be known as Windowpane. So you could no
longer adulterate the product. But now it would be subject to light,
and LSD will equilibrate when light hits it. It flips from the D-normal
to the “isomer,” and that makes LSD speedy. This was the argument
I had with Owsley. He felt strongly about not subjecting it to light,
and I was more interested in preventing people from polluting the
product. Who leaves their LSD lying around in the sun anyway?
During that time, I also traveled around the country a lot. I went
off to various spiritual retreat centers for training. I went to India and
studied Ashtanga yoga with Pattabhi Jois a few times, and eventually
did my teacher training at the Iyengar Institute in San Francisco. I
studied Tibetan Buddhism with Trungpa Rinpoche and the Karmapa,
but it was way too baroque for me. It’s like the Roman Catholicism
of Buddhism, and there seemed to be no exit strategy. I saw how
people were just helplessly bound to abhisheka [devotional practices
and rituals] and this whole idea of the guru–chela [student] relationship. It never ends in that system. You’d have to live ten lifetimes
sequentially to get through it all. So I always stayed on the periphery.
I did a few retreats, cooked a few Japanese meals for Trungpa and the
Karmapa, but eventually I had to return to my Zen roots.
72
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=@IJKD<K<@;FIFJ?@ through an article that he wrote.
You know how you can “meet” someone before you meet them?
He was talking about students coming to see him, and he said,
“Don’t send me any more PhDs. They already know everything.”
I found that enormously interesting—his understanding that a
little too much knowledge can be a huge barrier. This is why in
Zen we say, “Just shut up and empty your mind and turn to the
wall.” So I went up to his monastery in New York, Dai Bosatsu,
and sought him out. I moved in for three months and started
my training. That was in 1978.
Over the next nine years, I trained intermittently at Dai
Bosatsu. To clean up my past, I eventually spent ten and a half
months in federal prison in 1981. In 1984, I was ordained, and I
opened the Kanzeon Zen Yoga Center in Marin County, California.
I loved threes, sixes, and nines, so I taught three hours in the
morning and three hours at night, 6:00 to 9:00, 6:00 to 9:00, six
days a week for four years. It was one of the most extraordinary
periods of my life. When you’re practicing six hours a day, everything just works. But I was still having problems with my own
ethical interpretation of reality, and that pulled me to return to
the monastery for classical training. I’ve always been a reasonable,
kind person, but occasionally I would do something really stupid,
and I needed to know how I could integrate the deepest nondual
insight I’d had into my life 24/7. How did all of that work?
When I asked Eido Roshi if I could be trained, he just grinned
and said, “Jun Po, I think you’re worth civilizing.” So I went back
to Dai Bosatsu and spent six years at the wall. First I was head
monk, and then vice abbot until I resigned in 1993.

Q
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absolutely exquisite. There’s nowhere to go. You turn everything
back in, and you penetrate, finally, to nondual mind. And it’s
guaranteed. We can’t say when, but it’s hour after hour, day after
day of relentless returning inside your koan practice of concentrating the mind. Let that concentration be absolutely perfect,
and in the perfection of that moment of concentration, we find
stillness.
Zen does that exquisitely. It authenticated my whole life—my
search and my drive and my psychedelic period as well. It really
did, because the states were identical, but one is biochemically
induced and the other is discipline induced through volitionally
holding the mind still. They are different gateways. The place is
the same, but one is “going, going, gone,” and the other is “very,
very slowly slowing down, slowing down, slowing down.” You’ve
done one. The other was done to you. But the states are identical.
Of course, the question then is, So what? Why bother? I’m
not above it all, you know. Unfortunately, you have to come back
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Zen authenticated
my whole life—
my search and
my drive and
my psychedelic
period as well.
It really did.
from that nondual state. You think this tremendous insight experience is what transforms the ego, but seeing through my habitual
tendencies to react from an egocentric perspective is not the same
thing as reorganizing, redefining, and reconditioning them. If
you don’t do that, your habitual tendencies will just represent
themselves again as a reactive pattern. Something happens, and
all of a sudden you realize, “I’ve forgotten. I’m no longer awake.”
And what I discovered was that although my insight into nondual reality was deep enough, the depth of my ability to behave
ethically and compassionately, particularly around my sexuality,
was still quite lacking. That promiscuousness caused this pain
in other people’s lives that, as a conscious ethical being, I found
unacceptable.
In the traditional model, the arhat [enlightened one] is basically above ethical or moral consideration. “I can do exactly what
I want to do.” And from an absolute point of view, that’s perfection
itself. There is only karma unfolding, and any idea of evaluating it
exists only in the mind of man. But having that insight puts you in
a difficult situation, because the solution to a philosophical quandary or emotional dilemma like this is not “back to the Zendo.”
That’s the tradition—go back to the Zendo and sit through it. You
can get to this exquisite state of denial where you’re above it all
and it doesn’t matter, but that’s not true to the human condition,
or the Mahayana. The Mahayana is the marriage of wisdom and
compassion, not just isolated wisdom where you’re above everything and nothing matters.

@

EF:KF9<I(00)# Eido Roshi made me his first dharma heir.
I was going to take over the monastery. He and I had discussed this
in detail: He would be around for another decade or two, but I was
going to take that burden off him after thirty years. But I couldn’t
go through with it.
Receiving inka from Eido—transmission of mind and recognition as a master—was a huge shock. It was like a wake-up call, an
experience of overwhelming responsibility and chilling humility.
Now all of a sudden I’m supposed to be a Zen master? What does
that mean? I knew I could not embody the negative aspects of
the ethnocentric Japanese perspective; I did not want to perpetuate those cultural forms. What I wanted to know was how do we
accomplish what we need to accomplish? Why do we practice? What
is enlightenment? What is dhyana? What do these terms mean, and
how do I see them manifesting through myself and my culture?
Eido Roshi would say there is no Zen outside of Japanese
culture, and I’d say, well, that’s partially true, but help me out
here! I’m an American. I’m not Japanese. How is this going to
work? And he wouldn’t say it, but he’d look at me like, well, it’s
easy, you just become Japanese! But I couldn’t pass that on to my
culture. I couldn’t pass on my responsibility either. He is unquestionably one of the best Zen teachers of this century, and this
was not a casual relationship. To break it was really quite wrenching—we wept together. But I couldn’t rely on Eido anymore; I
couldn’t rely on the Buddha. I realized I have to do this, and I
have to do it my own way. It was a different kind of insight.
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N<EKKF9FLC;<I#:FCFI8;F# and entered a twoyear program of bioenergetic Buddhist-oriented psychotherapy
called the Alaya Process, with Thomas Huffman and Reta Lawler.
They were Gestalt therapists, and they’d both been with Osho
Rajneesh for years. We went through classical psychotherapy,
a lot of expressive work—catharsis, gestalt, shadow revealing,
looking into the foundations of one’s psychological structure.
It was a small community, and it allowed me to study all the
patterns and shadows of my own psyche. I’m a recovering
narcissist; I think that’s the best that a so-called spiritual
teacher can hope for.
Meanwhile, I was converting all the Rinzai teachings and
forms from Japanese into English. Later, I joined the ManKind
Project, where I felt like I had found my family, my tribe, and I
realized I’d been preparing my whole life to bring this treasure
of Zen training to the Western world.

K

?<;@==<I<E:<9<KN<<EJFKF8E;I@EQ8@ Zen is in
the style of practice. The Soto school has a primary practice called
shikantaza—just sit. Just sit, just sit, just sit. Do nothing; just sit.
It’s like Dogen said: “Think no-thinking.” In Rinzai we say: Okay,
you must sit, but you must also penetrate and awaken. You must
awaken, you must awaken now! Show me, demonstrate, awaken
now, with enormous passion and effort and energy in your sitting
practice. But we also do koan practice. We say: Hold that koan
constantly, continually, relentlessly, with the idea that this will
allow you to awaken. If you talk to teachers in both traditions,
they’ll say both Soto and Rinzai are correct. If you ask them how
long it’s going to take in either school, they’ll tell you about
twenty years. So the difference is in style. Some Soto teachers
use koans too.
My form—Mondo Zen—is really Rinzai for our time. It’s
not an ethnocentric structure but a worldcentric/kosmocentric
one. I’ve created a path that has five training elements: sacred
stewardship, philosophical reindoctrination, emotional maturity
and integrity, conscious embodiment, and genuine insight. And
that’s just a modern way of looking at path, or marga, in the
yogic or the Buddhist tradition. It begins where Rinzai training begins, with a koan—in our case, a dialectic dialogue where
you sit down for a couple of hours and have a conversation that
takes you through twelve koans. Rinzai was a radical. We love
him because he was a table flipper, and he really challenged
everything, in every way. He was a little bit rude in my opinion
at times, but he was unshakable, fierce, direct, confrontational.
And that’s the koan process. It’s eyeball to eyeball. All I’m doing
is going back to the old “dharma combat” public debate forum
from the Chinese tradition where a new teacher would show
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up in town, he’d come to the monastery, he’d debate with the
abbot, and then the monks would vote. If he won the debate, the
abbot would leave and the new guy would take over. That’s the
origin for the Mondo process, and I find that this sort of public
dialogue works extremely well to deepen everyone’s insight and
understanding.
Mondo Zen also modernizes and updates the classical Rinzai
koan system with emotional koans that can be utilized and
practiced daily. At one point, Ken Wilber said he thinks that this
is the first serious innovation in Rinzai Zen in a thousand years.
With classical Rinzai, the solution to emotional problems is the
martial attitude of subjugation and control. It’s not awakening
and seeing through them and transforming them, but developing
such a degree of discipline and will that you are no longer
subject to them. The problem is that then they become shadow
states. You can try to control them through will, but you’re just
using violence to prevent violence, and I discovered I couldn’t
do that.

K

?I<<P<8IJ8>F#@N8J;@8>EFJ<; with stage IV
throat cancer. Through deep meditative practice, I’ve had the
so-called classic insights. Through psychedelics, I’ve had the rocketride insights. But cancer added an element of death that really
surprised me. The cancer itself is easy. It’s the radiation and the
chemo that are the problem. Chemotherapy actually dissolves
the neural connections in your brain. You start to die in a very
different way—slowly, physically. They really march you right
down towards death’s gate.
During four months of treatment, I watched myself slowly
die and go into states of dissociation and confusion. By the time
it was done, the chemo fog and the radiation burn had actually
changed my psychology. I became seriously depressed, which
was a very interesting experience. I would try to practice. I’d
drag myself to the cushion or try to do my yoga or something,
and I would fall over and just lay there. And then slowly, slowly,
you know, I came back out of it. I had actually seriously considered suicide. Not out of self-pity, but just because it felt totally
unacceptable for an intelligent man to continue dragging a
carcass and half a brain around. If you had any character,
you’d kill yourself.
That actually frightened me. But out of it came a new degree
of compassion and empathy and a real letting go, hopefully, of
the last remnants of my arrogance. Through moving in and out
of this death pattern, I had the realization once more: There’s no
there there. After everything I’ve been through, to watch my little
ego and all my temporary self-referencing dissolve away all over
again was something quite exquisite. n
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<EC@>?K<EE<OK1 What is your definition of narcissism?
A<8EKN<E><1 Narcissism is an inflated sense of self. If selfesteem is confidence, then narcissism is overconfidence. It’s
human nature for people to want to preserve self-esteem and
feel good about themselves, but someone who’s narcissistic
takes that to the next level and thinks that they’re better than
they actually are. They don’t have a realistic view of themselves
or their abilities.
Because they think they’re great and the world revolves
around them, narcissists have trouble with relationships. They
lack empathy for others, they have difficulty taking somebody
else’s perspective, and they tend to get angry and aggressive
when they’re insulted. It’s a trait that causes a lot of problems
for other people and for society.
<E1 It’s important to be clear here that normally when we
speak about having self-esteem, it’s considered a positive thing,
whereas narcissism tends to be a negative trait.
AK1 Yes. Self-esteem is a good thing in some situations. It has
a lot of benefits. It’s correlated with happiness. It’s correlated
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with perseverance. These are obviously both very good things.
But it’s also not the be-all and end-all that a lot of people
thought it was twenty or thirty years ago. In fact, new research
seems to show that in most contexts, self-esteem is actually
neutral—it doesn’t hurt you, but it doesn’t really help you that
much either.
<E1 Why is that?
AK1 There are a couple of studies that have come out on this.
When you look at performance in the workplace or at school,
there is a correlation between self-esteem and performance,
but a lot can also be explained by other variables. Take academic performance, for example. Coming from a middle-class
household tends to lead to both higher self-esteem and higher
academic performance. But you can’t necessarily conclude,
as many do, that it was the self-esteem that led to higher
performance because there are many other factors that come
along with being from a middle class home that could account
for the improvement. If you take those variables out, then the
relationship between self-esteem and academic performance
is a lot smaller, and what’s left can mostly be explained by the
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Deep down inside,
narcissists think they’re
awesome. Researchers
can’t find any sign of
real insecurity.

fact that the kids who do well develop high self-esteem as a
result of their achievement—not the other way around.
<E1 So you’re saying that it’s the willingness to work hard and
to make an effort to achieve goals that breeds a certain kind of
healthy self-confidence?
AK1 Exactly. And those qualities, which psychologists would label
self-control or self-efficacy, also tend to lead to success. In other
words, the willingness to work hard is self-control and believing that you can do it is self-efficacy, both of which are different
from self-esteem. Self-esteem is: “I’m good. I feel good about
myself.” But, “I can go out there and make that basket or do that
math assignment”—that’s different. That’s self-efficacy.
<E1 One of the interesting things you do in the book is challenge
the popular belief that underneath their self-obsession, narcissists are actually quite insecure.
AK1 Right. There’s a psychoanalytic theory that narcissists
actually have low self-esteem and that their narcissism is just
a cover. But the new research on this shows that narcissism
actually correlates quite positively with self-esteem, even when

you look at self-esteem in a more implicit and subtle way. It
turns out that deep down inside, narcissists think they’re awesome. We can’t find any sign of real insecurity. This has a lot
of implications. It means that contrary to popular belief, you
cannot cure narcissism with more self-esteem.
<E1 In your book, you lay out an overwhelming amount of
data to show that narcissism has become a kind of cultural
disease. What is the most significant evidence that led you to
this conclusion?
AK1 There’s evidence from a number of sources that narcissism
is on the rise. The most serious and disturbing data comes
from a National Institutes of Health study a couple years ago
that looked at thirty-five thousand Americans to determine the
lifetime prevalence of narcissistic personality disorder, or NPD.
This is the clinical form of narcissism and is more severe than
your garden-variety self-centeredness. For the study, they asked
people of all ages whether they’d experienced NPD symptoms at
any point in their lifetime. What they found was that only three
percent of people over the age of sixty-five had ever experienced
NPD while almost ten percent of people in their twenties had
already experienced NPD symptoms.
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Another piece of evidence is the work that my coauthor
Keith Campbell and I have done to measure narcissism in a
normal population where this tendency toward self-centeredness hasn’t reached a clinical level but still causes problems.
We used nationwide results from a questionnaire called the
Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI), which includes forty
pairs of statements—one narcissistic and one non-narcissistic—asking people to choose the statement from each pair
that best describes them. We looked at the results from two

Everybody thought that if
you raised your kid’s selfesteem, it would be good for
them. But when parents
and teachers try to increase
self-esteem, they usually end
up increasing narcissism.
groups of college students who completed the NPI in 1982
and 2006—a total of sixteen thousand people—and found a
significant increase in the scores over that time. In 1982, about
one out of seven answered the majority of the questions in a
narcissistic direction; in 2006, that number nearly doubled to
about one in four.
The other interesting thing is that the data showed
women’s scores on narcissism increasing at a much faster rate
than men’s scores.
<E1 Why do you think that is?
AK1 I think a lot of the cultural changes that have happened
in the United States and other Western countries in the last
few decades can be explained by an increase in individualism.
Individualism has an upside and a downside. The huge upside
is more freedom and autonomy for women, more opportunities for minorities, and more tolerance of alternative lifestyles.
That’s the upside of focusing on people as individuals rather
than applying arbitrary social rules. But every cultural system
also has its downside. The problem with this trend toward
individualism is that it’s gone too far and has resulted in the
self-centered narcissistic culture that we have today.
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<E1 So did this rise in narcissism start with the cultural ferment
of the sixties?
AK1 We found that it probably did have its origins in the
sixties, because that’s where this increasing individualism
really got started. But back then, there was much more of a
sense of higher purpose. It was much more about creating a
social movement. It didn’t have quite as much of the selfcenteredness and the “I’m in this just for me” element that we
see today. It also focused much more on looking inward and
self-exploration. These are different from narcissism, because
they’re focused on learning about oneself rather than just saying “I’m awesome. I already know it. Now let’s show the rest
of the world.” In the sixties and seventies, people saw the baby
boomers as more narcissistic than the previous generation.
But then their kids took it to the next level. It’s almost like that
sense of higher purpose boiled off and left us with this empty
narcissistic shell in most of the culture.
<E1 One of the most fascinating things about the book was
your chapter on parenting, in which you show some of the ways
that the ideals of the boomers helped to shape the narcissism
epidemic that we’re experiencing now.
AK1 Yes. The saddest part is they did it with such good intentions, and I don’t mean that sarcastically. I’ve spoken to a lot
of parents and have done a lot of reading, and I found that
everybody thought that if you raised your kid’s self-esteem, it
would be good for them. It would be good for their psyche. It
would be good for their success, and so on. So everybody just
ran with that idea before the research data came in.
But what we’ve found since then is that when parents
and teachers and media sources try to increase self-esteem,
they usually end up increasing narcissism. These self-esteemboosting strategies create more of a narcissistic overconfidence
than true self-esteem, because they’re often not based
on reality. Take, for example, telling children things like
“You can be anything you want to be.” Well, it usually takes
a lot more than just wanting something to succeed in life.
You need to try hard, and you need to have the talent for that
to happen.
The same is true with overpraising. When a child does
something, it’s important to praise them. But a line is crossed
when it seems like everybody gets rewarded no matter how
well they perform. We want to encourage effort, especially
among young kids, but the “everybody gets a trophy” mentality basically says that you’re going to get rewarded just for
showing up. First of all, that’s not how the real world works.
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Second, that won’t build true self-esteem; instead, it builds
this empty sense of “I’m just fantastic, not because I did
anything but just because I’m here.”
<E1 What are some of the differences in the way narcissism
expresses itself in the older generations like the boomers versus
their children in Generations X and Y?
AK1 That’s a great question because it points to something
really important. The truth is that there’s narcissism in every
generation. It’s showing up more among the young because
this is the only world they’ve ever known. But there’s plenty
of narcissism among older people too. The increase in plastic
surgery is one interesting example; a lot of that increase is
attributed to things like Botox, which of course is not very
common among twenty-year-olds. We see the same with
overconfidence. It wasn’t the wild overconfidence of young
people that bankrupted the economy. It was people in their
thirties, forties, and fifties who were running the banks and
taking out the mortgages. That’s one of the reasons we ended
up in this recession.
So narcissism definitely manifests itself differently in
different age groups. Among the eighteen-year-olds you see
it more in their obsession with appearance and with a lot of
what’s happening online. Take Facebook, for example. My
colleague Ernest Gradstein did a great study showing that narcissists thrive on Facebook: They have more friends, and they
put up more attractive pictures of themselves. It’s a venue
that is great for keeping in touch with friends. But if you go
on there you notice there is also a minority of people who are
trying to seek as much attention as possible for wearing as
little as possible. Even the people who are clothed are emphasizing the narcissistic parts of their identity instead of anything
about deep relationships or intellectual interests.
What you also see among young people is a strong sense
of entitlement. This is what older people complain about
to no end. There was a survey done last year asking college
students about their academic experiences. To the question
“If you explain to your professor that you’re trying hard,
should he or she increase your grade?” two-thirds of college
students said yes. I’m a professor and I study narcissism, and
I was still shocked by that number! So how is all of this going
to play out in the workplace? This is what makes me worry.
Most of my students are fantastic—they really are—but this
attitude of entitlement is just not going to serve them well in
the future.
<E1 How has your research been received?

AK1 When I talk to college students, either in my own classes
or during speaking engagements at universities around the
country, I always cringe a bit when I tell them the results of
my research: that their generation is more narcissistic than
college students of past generations. But to my surprise, they
almost inevitably say, “You’re right. You got us. We see it in the
culture. That’s definitely the case.” Then they say something
like, “But we have to be narcissistic because the world is so
competitive.” Of course the problem with that argument is that

To the question “If you
explain to your professor
that you’re trying hard,
should he or she increase
your grade?” two-thirds of
college students said yes.
narcissism doesn’t actually help them succeed. This is where
they are genuinely shocked because they have been told their
whole lives that being confident, self-centered, and self-promotional will lead to success. When I tell them that putting themselves first doesn’t always work out and that even self-esteem
isn’t really correlated with success, their jaws completely hit
the floor. They just can’t believe it.
<E1 So what is the cure for the narcissism epidemic?
AK1 Obviously, the first cure is just raising awareness that this
is a problem and that it’s actually possible to have too much
self-regard. The other thing I think we need to do, based on
my conversations with students, is to dispute this notion that
you have to be self-centered to succeed. Not only is it not true,
but getting along well with other people, having empathy for
them, and being able to take their perspective are actually
more likely to lead to success. People do talk about this point,
but it isn’t being emphasized nearly as much as it should be.
So this is something we need to be teaching people, and we
need to emphasize how truly important it is. n
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Integral Life Practice stakes its claim as the best
new method for developing mind, body, and spirit
An interview with Terry Patten
by Carter Phipps
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Xj`]j\\b`e^kf[Xp`jdfi\XYflkj`]k`e^#
jfik`e^#Xe[jliÔe^#XYflkj\gXiXk`e^k_\
kilcpgif]fle[]ifdk_\d\i\cp`e]fidXk`m\%
@ek_`je\nnfic[f]fe\jXe[q\if\j#n\
e\\[dfi\k_Xejg`i`klXc^l`[\j%N\Xcjfe\\[
jg`i`klXc^Xk\b\\g\ij#k_fj\n_fZXe_\cglj
m\ekli\`ekfk_\n_`icn`e[f]`e]fidXk`feXe[
\d\i^\n`k_ZcXi`kp#[`i\Zk`fe#Xe[gligfj\%

@ek\^iXcC`]\GiXZk`Z\@CG #[\m\cfg\[
Ypjg`i`klXcgiXZk`k`fe\i#k\XZ_\i#Xe[ZfXZ_
K\iipGXkk\e`eZcfj\ZfccXYfiXk`fen`k__`j
Zf$Xlk_fij#g_`cfjfg_\iB\eN`cY\i#jZ_fcXi
DXiZfDfi\cc`#Xe[\[lZXkfi8[XdC\feXi[ 
Xjg`i\jkfY\\oXZkcpk_`jb`e[f]kn\ekp$Ôijk$
Z\eklip^Xk\b\\g\i%@kjZlkk`e^$\[^\d\k_f[j
Xi\flkc`e\[`eXe\nYffbk`kc\[@ek\^iXcC`]\
GiXZk`Z\18)(jk$:\eklip9cl\gi`ek]fiG_pj`$
ZXc?\Xck_#<dfk`feXc9XcXeZ\#D\ekXc:cXi`kp#
Xe[Jg`i`klXc8nXb\e`e^%;\m\cfg\[le[\i
k_\ldYi\ccXf]N`cY\iËj`ek\^iXcg_`cfjf$
g_p#n_`Z_`j`kj\c]Xgfn\i]lcXggifXZ_kf
fi^Xe`q`e^Xe[`ek\^iXk`e^k_\nfic[ËjdXep
befnc\[^\jpjk\dj#@CGnXj[\j`^e\[n`k_
Xj`e^lcXigligfj\ÇkfYi`e^k_\[\\g\jk
`ej`^_kjf]k_\<XjkXe[N\jkkf^\k_\iXe[
dXb\k_\di\c\mXek]fi`e[`m`[lXcjj\\b`e^

kfc`m\Xdfi\\ec`^_k\e\[c`]\%È@ek\^iXcC`]\
GiXZk`Z\`j@ek\^iXcÇn_`Z_d\XejZfdgi\$
_\ej`m\#n_fc\#Xe[YXcXeZ\[#Éni`k\jGXkk\e
`ek_\`ekif[lZk`fe%È@kËjXjpek_\j`jf]k_\
ÊY\jkf]k_\Y\jkËk_XkflikiX[`k`fej_Xm\kf
f]]\i#ZfdY`e\[n`k_k_\dfjkjkXk\$f]$k_\$Xik
kiXej]fidXk`feXck\Z_e`hl\j%É@k`jjli\cpX
Yfc[ZcX`d#YlkX]k\ig\ilj`e^k_\e\Xicpk_i\\
_le[i\[Xe[Ô]kpgX^\jf]n\cc$fi^Xe`q\[Xe[
ZXi\]lccpZ_fj\egiXZk`Z\j]fiZlck`mXk`e^d`e[#
Yf[p#Xe[jg`i`k#fe\Y\^`ejkfXggi\Z`Xk\k_\
`dgi\jj`m\XZ_`\m\d\ekf]k_\j\`ek\^iXccp
d`e[\[Xlk_fij%
GXkk\e`jn\ccjl`k\[kfY\k_\jgfb\j$
g\ijfe]fi@CG#Xj_\_`dj\c]`jefjkiXe^\i
kf_`^_\i_ldXegfk\ek`Xcjfik_\j\i`flj
nfib`kkXb\jkfXZ_`\m\k_\d%@e[\\[#_\_Xj
Y\\eXZk`m\cpglijl`e^kiXej]fidXk`fej`eZ\
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k_\\Xicp(0.'j#Y\^`ee`e^n`k__`jk`d\XjX
jkl[\ekf]k_\i\Z\ekcp[\Z\Xj\[8d\i`ZXe
jg`i`klXck\XZ_\i8[`;X%;Xglj_\[_`j
jkl[\ekj_Xi[#Xe[n_`c\GXkk\enflc[
\m\eklXccpc\Xm\k_\Zfddle`kp`ek_\(0/'j#
k_\`ej`^_kj_\^X`e\[fm\ik_\dXepp\Xij
f]i`^fifljgiXZk`Z\Xe[\og\i`\ek`Xc`ehl`ip
Y\ZXd\k_\]fle[Xk`fe]fi_`jcXk\infibXj
ni`k\i#\eki\gi\e\li#Xe[k\XZ_\i%
@ek_\(00'j#GXkk\eklie\[_`jXkk\ek`fe
kfYlj`e\jj#nfib`e^n`k_Xe[j\cc`e^e\n
k\Z_efcf^`\j]fig\ijfeXckiXej]fidXk`fe%?\
dfm\[kfDXi`e:flekp#:Xc`]fie`Xn_\i\
_\jk`cci\j`[\j #Xe[gXik`Z`gXk\[`ek_\cfZXc
@ek\^iXcKiXej]fidXk`m\GiXZk`Z\@KG ^iflg
]fle[\[Xe[]XZ`c`kXk\[Ypknfc\^\e[Xip
Ô^li\j`ek_\_ldXegfk\ek`Xcdfm\d\ek#
D`Z_X\cDlig_pXe[>\fi^\C\feXi[%K_`j

efik_\ie:Xc`]fie`X@KG^iflgnXjfe\f]k_\
ÔijkkfXZk`m\cpglijl\Xe\og\i`d\ekXcjpe$
k_\j`jf]giXZk`Z\jXe[kfZfe[lZkjZ`\ek`ÔZ
i\j\XiZ_`ekfk_\eXkli\f]kiXej]fidXk`m\
giXZk`Z\jXe[k_\`i\]]\Zkj%K_\jlZZ\jjf]
k_\`i\e[\Xmfi_\cg\[`ejg`i\N`cY\i#GXkk\e#
Xe[fk_\ijkfaf`ekf^\k_\ikf[\m\cfgk_\`i
fnejpek_\k`Zjpjk\d#Xe[X[\ZX[\cXk\i
@ek\^iXcC`]\GiXZk`Z\nXjYfie%
N`k_k_\)''/i\c\Xj\f]@ek\^iXcC`]\
GiXZk`Z\#GXkk\e`jiXg`[cpY\Zfd`e^Xk\XZ_\i
Xe[`ek\^iXcc\X[\i`e_`jfnei`^_k#Xe[`ek\i$
\jk`e@CG`j^ifn`e^%9lkk_\j\c]$[\jZi`Y\[
ÈiX[`ZXccp`eZclj`m\ÉeXkli\f]k_`je\njpjk\d
gi\j\ekje\nZ_Xcc\e^\jXjn\cc%=fi\oXdgc\#
_fn[f\jXjpjk\df]giXZk`Z\jn`k_jlZ_
n`[\$iXe^`e^Yi\X[k_jk`ccdX`ekX`ek_\[\gk_
\jj\ek`Xc]fii\XckiXej]fidXk`fe6:Xek_\

<EC@>?K<EE<OK1 First of all, congratulations on the book Integral Life Practice. Can
you describe in broad strokes what you are
trying to communicate with this book and
what distinguishes it from other books about
self-development and spiritual practice?

We don’t have to believe in any metaphysical presuppositions in order to be
interested in cultivating wholeness, health,
and fullness of being. A Christian who is
devoted to Jesus Christ can express that
through an Integral Life Practice. So can a
Zen or Tibetan or Theravadin Buddhist. So
can a devotee of any particular teacher or
guru. So can a conscious agnosticIntegral
Life Practice is not meant to be an alternative path; it expresses the universal principles of every path, every conscious way of
life. So it should not be mistaken for the
latest, greatest approach to self-improvement.
ILP draws on the lesson that’s been
articulated by human-potential-movment
pioneers George Leonard and Michael
Murphy—there is no quick fix. They
offered hundreds of short transformational
experiences at Esalen. But no matter how
transformational and successful, after the
weekend, or the weeklong or the monthlong or yearlong, at a certain point—a few
days, a week, a month, a season later—people would crash. No high state, no insight,
no far-out enlightenment experience is

K<IIPG8KK<E1 Integral Life Practice
is not about practices. It’s about practice itself. It’s something that begins to
spontaneously manifest at a certain stage
of human development—when individuals notice that they’ve grown in awareness,
that they’ve become capable of caring
in a way that they could not before, and
they appreciate how healthy that is. It’s
when they realize, “Awareness and care
are important. I want to be more fully
present, more caring, more aware, more
of the time.” There’s a spontaneous impulse
toward wholeness and growth. It’s a little
like the urge we have when we’re hiking
to get to the top of the next hill, to get that
big panorama. Well, there’s a similar interior panorama, in a sense, that emerges as
we evolve.
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K\iipGXkk\e`jX
gif]\jj`feXcc`]\ZfXZ_
Xe[X]fle[`e^d\dY\i
f]k_\@ek\^iXc@ejk`klk\%

[f$`k$pflij\c]eXkli\f]@CGgifm`[\k_\
jkilZkli\Xe[[`jZ`gc`e\e\\[\[kfdXb\
giXZk`Z\kilcp\]]\Zk`m\6@i\Z\ekcpm`j`k\[
GXkk\eXk_`j_fd\`ek_\^fc[\eifcc`e^_`ccj
aljkX]\nd`c\jefik_f]JXe=iXeZ`jZfXe[
Xjb\[_`dkfj_Xi\n`k_d\_`jm`j`fef]
c\X[`e^$\[^\jg`i`klXcgiXZk`Z\Xkk_\[Xne
f]k_\`e]fidXk`feX^\%

sufficient. Sustained transformation requires
a life of sustained practice—waking up
every day and bringing as much awareness
and care and presence to every moment of
living in order to have the capacity to do
that more fully in the next moment and
the moment after that. It’s a lifestyle choice.
That’s how to understand Integral Life
Practice.
<E1 Can you explain to me what the word
“integral” means in Integral Life Practice?
KG1 The spirit of Integral Life Practice is
integral in both key senses of the word.
First, we mean integral as related to the
word “integrating,” which connotes the
inclusion of all important parts, so that
they are rightly related to one another.
Second, we mean “integral,” like the words
“integer” and “integrity,” which point to a
single, seamless whole. But the essence of
that whole is not expressed through busily
sorting through parts. It’s experienced and
known directly as a seamless unity. So the
wholeness of the spirit of practice needs
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CHANGE OUR CONSCIOUSNESS.
CHANGE OUR WORLD.
to be captured if one is to have a right
relationship to ILP. Then all of the very
valuable, discriminating distinctions that
we make are contextualized in a way that
doesn’t have you nosing through the details
and losing sight of the forest for the trees.
<E1 You’re saying that it can’t be just this
smorgasbord of wonderful practices that one
is choosing to fit into one’s life. There has to
be some deeper context, an almost singular
orientation that is informing it all.
KG1 Yes, that’s the great thing about ILP. It’s
founded on an intuition of non-separation.
But individuals can begin ILP with many different motives. In fact, the first chapter asks,
“Why practice?” And the answer might be
“to get over yourself” or “to be true” or “to
give your gifts more fully.” There’s a whole
list of possible motivations. The honest truth
is that some people take up practice because
they want to be cool or maybe because they
want to lose weight or be thought of as a
conscious person by others. People can begin
with very basic, egoic motivations. But if they
really practice, they will experience transformative changes. As practice transforms them,
their motives will naturally evolve. You don’t
have to begin with a motivation at the top
of the developmental scale. Any entry point
is valid. And the nature of sincere, sustained
practice is that it will, eventually and inevitably, evolve you.
The highest motive for ILP is a fusion
of two bottom lines. We have a self-actualizing impulse. “I want to be all of what I
can be. This acorn wants to become an oak.
I am urged organismically, almost biologically, toward my fullest expression.” And
then we have another impulse to serve, to
contribute, to make a difference. “I have a
connection to the whole, a knowing of my
non-separate identity with this larger world
and I hear a call asking for my service, my
contribution, my gift.” There is a sense, you
might say, of both nobility and duty that
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merge as a seamless motive. I think that
the practice evolves to that higher motive
spontaneously and naturally for those who
stick with it over time.
<E1 That’s certainly the ideal, but it also
seems like people can do spiritual practice
for years and years in all kinds of ways, and
it doesn’t necessarily reach that level. That
kind of motive doesn’t seem to be an inevitable result of just continuing to do spiritual
practice over time.

Loneliness and Lament
A Journey to Receptivity
PATRICIA JOY HUNTINGTON

KG1 Yes, I agree. Some practitioners don’t
grow. Some practitioners work at the edges
and essentially stay narcissistic and selffocused. So I would concur. But I would
also say that the reason the practice does
not naturally and inevitably lead further is
because this is condoned by immature cultures of conversation that surround them.
Some individuals are part of communities
that express and preserve cultic attitudes
that limit growth. If they were practicing
in a truly integral context in which much
more positive voices were present, I think
it would naturally and spontaneously lead
to a different result.
<E1 So the collective or cultural context of
your practice is incredibly important.

In this conceptually rigorous and
warmly poetic book, Huntington
reflects that loneliness does not only
consist of the heartfelt absences of a
friend or family member, but rather
stems from a radical breach in one’s
life journey, offering a nuanced view
of religious experience, providence,
and transcendence.

KG1 It may even be determinative. Truly
transformative practice, by its very nature,
will draw you to serve and contribute to the
world, but that emergence can be severely
retarded if it is not reinforced by your
sangha—your teachers, the coaches, the
people who are affecting your view. Your
view is going to determine it. And your
view is culturally co-created.

1BQFSt$MPUI
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<E1 In the book, you identify a number of
different modules that people can engage
with, including everything from artistry to
community service to nutrition to sexuality.
But there are four core modules that form
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the foundation of Integral Life Practice—
Body, Mind, Spirit, and Shadow. How did
these emerge? Can you take me through
each one?
KG1 The core modules provide a foundation of regular practice that anchor, order,
structure, and help create a healthy integral
life. These core modules are core because we
have to cultivate them all in order to be able
to respond in all the indefinable, nuanced,
spontaneous, unpredictable ways in which
practice must show up in every moment.
The core modules are about your body,
mind, spirit, and shadow. The additional
modules rest on the foundation of these
core modules.
<E1 In terms of the body module, I noticed
that the bodybuilding author Shawn Phillips
was on your team as well.
KG1 Yes, Shawn teaches Focused Intensity
Training, a highly-effective, conscious
approach to strength training, which is core
to Integral Life Practice. But structurally, we
also emphasize cardiovascular exercise and
neuromuscular conditioning (like basketball, soccer, and certain kinds of dance,
that require split-second neurological,
brain-to-muscle coordination.) And that’s
just the gross body. Then there are all kinds
of important exercises which address the
subtle body and the causal body.
<E1 Can you give me short definitions of
the subtle body and causal body?
KG1 The subtle body could even be called
the subtle bodies, because it includes all
the gradations of subtlety that are subtler
than the physical. Every single one of the
chakras reflects a level of subtle energy. That
includes energies that are very close to the
physical, such as the etheric energies that
are addressed by acupuncture. Then there
are the finer subtle energies (sometimes
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described in a spectrum that corresponds
to the seven chakras) which have names like
“emotional,” “mental,” “astral,” “psychic,”
and the “bliss body.” We can develop our
awareness of these energies and harmonize
them using practices like yoga, chi gong,
tai chi, and shamanic arts. Developing a
conscious relationship to subtle energies
is an important part of practice.

you have to be able to relax and let go of
those perspectives. You need the flexibility
to meet a moment without any preconceptions, and to be able to generate a framework for understanding and seeing it in a
way that’s appropriate to the context. Our
ability to be that flexible is the fruit of the
practice of the Mind Module. Someone
who’s not actively practicing that process

Shadow was not fully understood in the
ancient spiritual traditions. They didn’t
understand repression and the unconscious.
The causal body is the origin even of
the subtle. In the esoteric traditions, it’s
often said that all form in every moment is
constantly manifesting out of the Unmanifest and returning to the Unmanifest. The
causal is the still, silent aspect of manifestation which is next to the Unmanifest,
just barely manifest; it has no motion or
content. It is embodiment prior to any form
or movement. That’s why it’s called the
“extremely subtle” in the Tibetan tradition.
<E1 Can you tell me about the Mind Module?
KG1 The Mind Module is the practice of
taking more and more nuanced, flexible,
and accurate perspectives. One valid Mind
Module practice is the intellectual study
of Ken Wilber’s integral theory (which
can certainly be psychoactive; it can wake
you up to a more complete and more
dimensional view of reality). But there are
many Mind Module practices. The module
includes any activity (reading, studying,
writing, etc.) that expands your ability
to take more adequate perspectives. Life
moves fast; it’s like whitewater rafting.
Sometimes you have to be able to take very
complex, nuanced perspectives. Sometimes
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of taking and releasing perspectives misses
something core in their whole life. It’s a
core module of individual practice.
<E1 What about the Shadow Module?
KG1 Shadow was not fully understood in
the ancient spiritual traditions. They didn’t
understand repression and the unconscious.
Freud’s core insight came later. He saw that
the human psyche represses feelings and
drives that seem to threaten its survival, and
that these feelings and drives live outside
of our awareness, often subverting our
conscious intentions.
When a child has powerful emotions
that create conflicts, the dilemma is resolved
through repression. For instance, there
are times when a child might feel, “I hate
Mommy, but Mommy is my link to food,
warmth, comfort, and nurture. I’m furious
with Mommy: I want to kill her. But that
would threaten my survival!” The psyche
just can’t deal with feelings that threaten
survival. The anger is repressed into the
unconscious. The child grows up with
repressed fury, showing up sometimes
as depression or terror. We lay down
these basic fault lines when we’re very
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“An extraordinary achievement.
The searing clarity of the integral
perspective leaps off every page of
this manual for personal evolution,
clearly illuminating what it means to
be fully alive.”—Andrew Cohen

integral
life
practice
A 21st-Century Blueprint for
Physical Health, Emotional Balance,
Mental Clarity, and Spiritual Awakening
Ken Wilber, Terry Patten,
Adam Leonard & Marco Morelli

young, and we keep doing it throughout
our lives. So shadow practice is necessary
throughout life.
That doesn’t mean that we should
indulge endless narcissistic self-obsession
in the name of “shadow work.” I’ve had
some interesting conversations with members of the EnlightenNext community about
how, justifying it as shadow practice, people
can indulge their preoccupation with their
own inner content in a way that actually
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KG1 For most people, the Spirit Module
is the center of their practice, the source
of the rocket fuel that powers everything.
People practice because they want to
awaken to higher levels of consciousness.
They want to awaken to reality more fully.
This is what we mean by spirituality. But
what is Spirit? It’s a mystery — the deepest
and most irresolvable and most essential

What is Spirit? It’s a mystery—the
deepest and most irresolvable and
most essential mystery of all.
prevents growth. I acknowledge that there’s
a potential for abuse. But there’s a fruitful,
honest way of looking at what you can’t see.
The shadow is what you can’t see, but it’s
not just that you can’t see what you can’t
see. It’s deeper than that. It’s that you can’t
see that you can’t see it. You’re committed
to not seeing it. So shadow work requires
not just insight but courage.

 

<E1 What about the Spirit Module?

<E1 How does shadow relate to the more
traditional conception of the ego or pride or
even narcissism? What’s the connection there?
KG1 When life reflects to me some new and
unflattering dimension of myself, I always
have a choice either to pretend I didn’t see
it and avoid that opportunity for growth or
to take it in, let it change me, and work with
the cognitive dissonance that it produces.
The reasons that I will make one choice
or another are often hidden from my own
view. Avoidance is egoic, yes, but it is not
just a present-time affair; it often expresses
early life patterns. So transcending negative ego and doing shadow work are deeply
interrelated; they cannot be separated.

mystery of all. Spirit is, by definition,
beyond definition. It is That which we
cannot know, see, or touch.
Nevertheless, we can identify three basic
forms of spiritual practice: third-person,
second-person and first-person. Third-person
spirituality involves a relationship to divinity
as an object of one’s attention. When we’re
contemplating some expression of Spirit over
there and we are simply viewing or noticing
it, dealing with it as a third person, that’s
third-person spirituality. And there are two
basic types of third-person spirituality that
most of us engage with. One of them is
nature mysticism. Right now we’re sitting
outdoors in California looking at God’s body
in some sense. We’re hearing the bird calls
or seeing the luminous intelligence in the
eye of a deer. That’s the body of Spirit. The
second type of third-person spirituality is
philosophical or theological mysticism.
When we do philosophy, we notice “patterns
that connect” our inner and outer worlds,
and this also draws us into a deeper intimacy
with the mystery of existence. Theology is
third-person spirituality. We’re contemplating It. We’re seeing It.
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Most contemporary spiritual paths are
actually forms of first-person spirituality.
This includes Advaita Vedanta, many
Buddhist paths, and many popular nontraditional teachings like those of Eckhart Tolle
and Byron Katie. Successful practitioners of
first-person spirituality wake up, at least for
moments, as the Self, the “I AMness” of all
things. They arrive at a causal, or nondual,
awareness, realizing non-separation from
all of their experience. There is no subject
and object; there is no other at all. Firstperson spirituality is rich, it’s essential, it’s
radical. In fact, all radical spirituality tends
to be first-person spirituality.
Many contemporary practitioners
are pretty familiar and comfortable with
third-person and first-person spirituality, but most are much less comfortable
with second-person spirituality. Secondperson spirituality is problematic because
all the monotheistic traditions focused on
a conception of God that was metaphysical and mythic. And as people rejected a
mythic conception of God, we became
confused. “If the white-bearded guy in the
sky doesn’t really exist, who am I praying
to?” The sense that there was an “Other” to
pray to became suspect. For most people,
second-person spirituality simply had to be
let go of because the only way that we could
practice it was to reassert some metaphysics
about a Divine Other that we didn’t really
believe in. So we threw out all secondperson relationship with Spirit, and this has
left us with profound spiritual wounds.
<E1 In the second face of God, at least in the
traditional sense, there’s a vertical element.
One looks up to something, to a “You.” There’s
a spiritual hierarchy built into the system.
KG1 Yes, but you’ve got to remember
who that “You” is. That You is the entire
universe. That You is so much bigger.
The me-ness is tiny. The You-ness is vast.
Second-person spirituality is not about
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a relationship of two equals. This is a
relationship to the One from whose loving
arms I was birthed, into whose arms I will
die, who is determining, through processes
incomprehensible to me, all the apparent
accidents of fate and luck that shape my life.
This is the One on whom I’m dependent
for every blessing and every grace, the One
who knows me best and who has always
been present in every moment of my life,
the One to whom every sincere gift I give is
given. This One sees through all the games
I might play. Second-person spirituality is
my relationship to my deepest Beloved,
my Divine Companion. This is the most
primal relationship of Other-ness possible.
It transcends and includes every archetype
of relationship.
<E1 What is the difference, if there is one,
between the panoply of practices that have
come to us from all different traditions at
different stages of cultural history, and
practices that are native to integralism itself?
The book seems to contain practices that are
native to integral consciousness, practices
that simply couldn’t have been conceived
of in earlier stages of culture. So how do
you distinguish those practices from the
ones that came to us from earlier times and
places and are now being embraced in an
integral context?
KG1 We’ve thought a lot about this. Many
traditional practices presume obsolete metaphysics, so there’s a value in doing practices
that express a trans-rational, contemporary, integral perspective. In the book, we
identified certain “Gold Star” practices that
are expressions of integral consciousness.
We also indicated “One-Minute” modules,
because not only do we need native integral
practices, we also need time-efficient practices appropriate to our busy lives.
Now we’ve taken great pains to make
sure that Integral Life Practice is compatible
with every tradition—not necessarily as an
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Cross-Training for the Soul

alternative but as a fuller expression of existing paths. At the same time, I think a new
school of native integral spirituality is developing. This integral path will be a church
without a pope, a new open-source tradition.
My work as an integral coach and a teacher
of Integral Life Practice does not root itself in
one of the traditions. It roots itself in integral
consciousness itself. Integral is the first full
religio-spiritual path that cannot be called
a “faith.” It’s beyond believing in anything.
It’s about living and practicing consciously in
ways that produce results. This is a form of
spirituality that can stand up to the critiques of rational agnostics, atheists, and the
deconstructive critiques of postmodernists.
I think integral spirituality offers a skeleton

everyone. So in an integral context, where the
individual is usually still at the center of their
own integral life project, how do we find the
much-needed hierarchy that transcends the
narcissistic self and supercharges our practice?
KG1 I have two responses. First, if somebody
discovers Integral Life Practice and as a
result they bring more order to what they
do and practice in the ways suggested and
adopt a more integral perspective, then I
think it is positive, even if they generate
everything themselves. Something might be
missing, but they will still grow in important ways. I agree, however, that there’s a
structural design problem, because you are
the one person in the world with the least

I think a new school of native integral
spirituality is developing. This integral
path will be a church without a pope,
a new open-source tradition.
key that can cut through the barriers that
tend to divide the balkanized communities
of practice. That’s why we emphasize integral
approaches to all paths, as well as a standalone integral path. The fact that it can cross
all those boundaries is just as important as
the fact that it represents a brand new tradition all by itself.
<E1 One of the challenges presented by any
post-conventional system of practice such
as this is: How do we transcend the self who
is at the center of it all and is picking and
choosing the different ways in which we are
engaging with these practices? Is there some
larger orienting context that we can follow? I
have a spiritual teacher, and that provides a
hierarchical context for practice that is quite
powerful, but that’s not going to be true for
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insight into your blind spots. We address
that in the book; we suggest that people get
feedback, that they get a coach or a support
group or find a sangha or a teacher. We
don’t recommend that everyone function
as their own teachers with no checks or balances. We point out that the path is fraught
with pitfalls and people tend to delude
themselves. You rightly have pointed out
places where it can and probably will be
subverted, but to my way of thinking these
are not flaws in the design of Integral Life
Practice. There’s no way to guarantee that
individuals won’t find ways to undermine
their practice. None of the traditional paths
have eliminated delusion either. Integral
Life Practice is not idiot-proof. But I think
it is as close to idiot-proof as anything that
has come before. n
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books + film + other media

The Goode Family
D`b\Al[^\#Af_e8ckjZ_lc\i#
Xe[;Xm\Bi`ejbp
89:#=i`[Xpj#/1*'gd<K

Earlier this year, I could hardly believe my
eyes when I watched the season premiere
of The Goode Family, a new animated
sitcom on ABC by Mike Judge (along with
John Altschuler and Dave Krinsky). The
show, which chronicles the trials and tribulations of an environmentally responsible,
culturally sensitive middle-class American
family, was absolutely hilarious. But it
wasn’t Judge’s usual sense of wry cultural
commentary that got me (see his other creations like Beavis & Butt-Head, Office Space,
and Idiocracy for that). My amazement had
more to do with the culture that he was
commenting on. Let me explain.
Comedy shows, from Saturday Night
Live to The Daily Show to Judge’s own King
of the Hill, have made a habit of satirizing
the views and values of conservative America. But this new show has targeted a whole
new demographic: the vegan, eco-conscious,
politically correct, ever-concerned-aboutthe-global-impact-of-their-every-choice
crowd that has made Whole Foods one of
the most successful companies in the world
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and played a significant role in electing
America’s first African-American President.
And while I found the show to be ingenious
(I’m a green, Barack Obama–idolizing kind
of guy), it has received some pretty scathing
critiques from reviewers of the more liberal
persuasion who may not be able to handle
it when the joke’s on them.
The premise is fantastic. Helen Goode,
a middle-aged activist who sports a “Meat
Is Murder” T-shirt for most of the episode,
and her husband, Gerald, an administrator at a local community college who rides
his bike to work (of course!), are trying to
navigate the contradictions inherent in raising their family according to the less-thana-decade-old moral philosophy of WWAGD?
(or “What Would Al Gore Do?”).
They adopted their sixteen-year-old
African son, for example, in an effort “to
fight racism and inequality in the world.”
But much to their bleeding hearts’ dismay,
during the adoption process they forgot to
check a box on a form and received a child
from South Africa—a blond-haired Afrikaner baby whom they named Ubuntu.
Their daughter, Bliss, is a classic case
of Gen-Y cynicism, tech-savviness, and
sarcasm (not to mention her perfectly
slumped text-messaging posture), and she
is constantly poking holes in her parents’
worldview. Last but not least is the family
dog, named “Che,” after the South American
revolutionary and countercultural icon.
Che has been put on a strict vegan diet
and—unfortunately for the neighborhood
pets—is constantly looking to supplement
his protein-deficient, organic golden-flaxseed chow with a parakeet, cat, or goldfish.

While the premiere episode was
chock-full of penetrating one-liners and
awkwardly insightful scenes, one moment
in particular stood out from the rest. Helen
decides it’s important for her and her
daughter, Bliss, to be more open with each
other about sexuality. But her plan backfires
when Bliss, who is creeped out by the idea
of talking sex with her mother, rebelliously
joins a Christian-sponsored chastity group.
Infuriated by the idea of a Goode family
member fraternizing with “those abstinence
people who wear American-flag pins,”
Helen voices her concerns to her husband,
hoping for sympathy. But Gerald’s response
presents her with one of the hilarious
contradictions faced on the path to perfect
political correctness: “Maybe we shouldn’t
be so judgmental,” he says. “Don’t we
always try to celebrate people’s differences
and learn from them?” To which Helen
responds, “Sure, if they’re, like, Native
Americans or backwards rainforest tribes.
But not these people!”
Ouch! With scenes like this, which are
so implicating for a dyed-in-the-wool liberal
that one can’t quite decide whether to
laugh or squirm, it’s no wonder that many
reviewers have claimed that the show is a
conservative attack on progressive values—
another battle in the culture war in which
liberals are finally getting a dose of the
ridicule that they’ve been dishing out for
years. But in actuality, the show’s creators
are anything but anti-green. In fact, their
own ability to perfectly convey the mood
and subtle contradictions of this worldview stems from the fact they themselves
grapple with and embody everything that
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Books for
Evolutionaries
with Connie Barlow

Q: What are the most important books on evolution
that you’ve read in the last decade?

The View from the
Center of the Universe:
Discovering Our
Extraordinary Place
in the Cosmos
YpAf\cI%Gi`dXZbXe[
EXeZp<cc\e8YiXdj)''8i\efne\[Xjkifg_pj`Z`jk
Gi`dXZb Xe[ZlckliXc
_`jkfi`Xe8YiXdj Z\c\YiXk\
\c\^XekXe[d\Xe`e^]lc
`ek\igi\kXk`fejf]dX`ejki\Xd
le[\ijkXe[`e^jf]Zfjd`Z
\mfclk`fe%K_\i\`jefdfi\
[\c`^_k]lcnXpkfelikli\
Xj\ej\f]k_\ZfjdfjXj
Y\cfm\[_fd\ÇXe[X
j\ej\f]fe\j\c]Xjlkk\icp
n\cZfd\_\i\%

Evolution for Everyone:
How Darwin’s Theory Can
Change the Way We Think
About Our Lives
Yp;Xm`[JcfXeN`cjfe
)''.
K_`j`jXjlg\iYcffbXkk_\
Y`fcf^`ZXc\ogi\jj`fef]
\mfclk`feXe[n_ple[\i$
jkXe[`e^`k`j\oZ\\[`e^cp
i\c\mXekXe[m`kXckfflic`m\j%
Fe\f]k_\c\X[`e^\mfclk`fe$
XipY`fcf^`jkjf]flik`d\#
N`cjfe`jXcjfXc\X[\i`e
kiXejcXk`e^\mfclk`feXip
n`j[fd`ekf\[lZXk`feXc
Xe[ZlckliXci\]fid%

appears on the screen. Watching interviews
with the writers, animators, and actors
reveals a familiar and sophisticated sort of
insight into the postmodern condition that
could only come from their being tortured
by it themselves and thus searching for
some way to gain objectivity on it all. As
Altschuler said in a recent CNN interview,
“The whole show is about the knots we’ve

8Y`fcf^`jkYpkiX`e`e^#
:fee`\9Xicfn`jY\jk
befneXjXni`k\if]
gfglcXijZ`\eZ\Yffbjk_Xk
\ogcfi\k_\`ek\ij\Zk`fef]
\mfclk`feXe[\Zfcf^pn`k_
g_`cfjfg_pXe[i\c`^`fe%

Q: What’s the best book
you’ve read this year?

Collapse: How Societies
Choose to Fail or Succeed
YpAXi\[;`Xdfe[)''+
K_\_ldXeg_Xj\f]k_\
\g`Zf]\mfclk`fef]k_\gXjk
kn\ekpk_fljXe[p\Xijdljk
Y\le[\ijkff[`]n\Xi\kf
jkXe[XZ_XeZ\f]cXjk$
`e^\m\eXk\ek_k_Xkcfe^
`ekfk_\]lkli\%Gif]fle[cp
[\gi\jj`e^p\kXkk_\jXd\
k`d\jligi`j`e^cp_fg\]lc#
k_`jYffb[\c`m\ijgf`^eXek
kilk_jm`Xle]fi^\kkXYc\
jkfipk\cc`e^%

found ourselves put in.” (Che, for example,
is based on his friend’s vegan dog.)
The show’s creators believe that The
Goode Family is a perfect response to the
cultural zeitgeist in which moral dilemmas like those faced by the Goodes (Paper
or plastic? Organic or local? What should
we call minorities?) have become commonplace. But a flurry of reviewers—most

Remarkable Creatures:
Epic Adventures in the Search
for the Origins of Species
YpJ\Xe9%:Xiifcc)''0
@ek_\j\i`m\k`e^jkfi`\jf]k_\
^i\Xk[`jZfm\i`\jk_XkY`ik_\[
Xe[_fe\[Xele[\ijkXe[`e^
f]\mfclk`feXe[k_\[\\g$k`d\
]iXd\k_Xk`ki\hl`i\j#fe\Zfd\j
kfm`jZ\iXccple[\ijkXe[n_pk_\
fg\ee\jjf]jZ`\eZ\kfe\n`[\Xj
k_\c`Y\iXc`dglcj\ `je\Z\j$
jXi`cpk\dg\i\[Ypk_\jb\gk`$
Z`jdf]k_fj\n_f_Xm\XjkXb\
`ek_\e$Zlii\ekle[\ijkXe[`e^j
k_\Zfej\imXk`m\`dglcj\ %K_`j
Yffb^`m\jk_\i\X[\iXgif]fle[
Xggi\Z`Xk`fef]Yfk_%

notably those from National Public Radio,
the San Francisco Chronicle, and the New
York Times—have begged to differ. The
Times’ Ginia Bellafante called the show
“aggressively off-kilter with the current
mood” in her review, suggesting that poking fun at wind power and organic food is
oh-so-mid-nineties, and wondering why
anyone would want to criticize ideals that
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Speaking of Books
with Amit Goswami, author of Creative Evolution
Interview by Carter Phipps

In the mysterious world of
quantum physics, nothing
is quite as it seems. And for
those unschooled in the
ways of tangled hierarchies,
retrocausality, and collapsing
wave functions, it can be a
rather disorienting place.
But this complex and subtle
territory is where theoretical physicist Amit Goswami
(best known popularly for his role in the film What the
Bleep Do We Know!?) is most at home. In the following
interview, Goswami speaks about his new book, Creative
Evolution: A Physicist’s Resolution between Darwinism
and Intelligent Design. Weaving together his usual blend
of quantum insights and Eastern dharma and adding
a touch of intelligent design, he proposes an original
theory of evolution that accounts for both the material
and spiritual dimensions of reality.

<EC@>?K<EE<OK1N_p[f
pflY\c`\m\`k`jjf`dgfikXek
k_Xkn\[\m\cfgXgfjk$
;Xin`e`Xek_\fipf]\mfclk`fe6
8D@K>FJN8D@1

Hl\jk9ffbj#)''/#
gXg\iYXZb)-%0,

C`jk\ekfk_\]lcc`ek\im`\n
n`k_8d`k>fnjnXd`Xk
\ec`^_k\ee\ok%fi^&^fjnXd`
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Dfjkg\fgc\Zfej`[\i
\mfclk`fekfY\jpefepdflj
n`k_;Xin`e`jd%;Xin`e
dX[\X]XekXjk`Z
[`jZfm\ipÇ_\]fle[k_Xk
c`m`e^Zi\Xkli\j_Xm\X[Xgk\[
fm\ik`d\`efi[\ikfjlim`m\
ki\d\e[fljZ_Xe^\j`e
k_\\em`ifed\ek%N`k_flk
k_\j\`ej`^_kj#n\nflc[eËk
befnXYflk^\e\jXe[
;E8#n_`Z__Xm\_\cg\[lj

kfle[\ijkXe[_fn]fid`j
XZklXccpdX[\%9lk;Xin`eËj
k_\fip[f\jefk`eZcl[\
ZfejZ`flje\jj#Xe[XjX
i\jlck#dXep;Xin`e`jkj_Xm\
ki`m`Xc`q\[\mfclk`feYpjXp`e^
k_Xk`k`jd\i\cpXdXk\i`Xc
gifZ\jj^l`[\[YpZ_XeZ\
Xe[e\Z\jj`kp%K_\n_fc\
`[\Xk_XkiXe[fddlkXk`fe
Xe[eXkliXcj\c\Zk`feXcfe\
Zflc[^\e\iXk\d\Xe`e^fi
`[\XcjjlZ_Xjcfm\#Y\Xlkp#
Xe[aljk`Z\`jgi\gfjk\iflj%
D\Xe`e^ZXeefkY\
gifZ\jj\[YpdXk\i`Xc
`ek\iXZk`fe%
;Xin`e`jd`ji\XccpX
k_\fipf]X[XgkXk`fe#efk
\mfclk`fe%CXk\i`e_`jc`]\#
X]k\iglYc`j_`e^K_\Fi`^`e
f]Jg\Z`\j#;Xin`ejkXik\[
kfZ_Xe^\_`jk_`eb`e^
XYflkk_`j#Xe[_\Y\ZXd\
m\ipglqqc\[XYflk_fnX
Zfdgc\ofi^Xec`b\k_\\p\
Zflc[Y\gif[lZ\[d\i\cp
YpiXe[fd^\e\k`ZZ_Xe^\j%
?\nXjglqqc\[XYflk_fn
k_\fYm`fljgligfj`m\e\jj
`e\mfclk`feZfd\jXYflk%
@d\Xe#Xepc`kkc\b`[ZXe
cffbXkk_\]fjj`c[XkXXe[
ZfeZcl[\k_Xkk_Xkk_\i\`j
XZc\XiY`fcf^`ZXcXiifnf]
k`d\%DXepjZ`\ek`jkjXi\
XnXi\f]k_`j#\jg\Z`Xccp
efeY`fcf^`jkj#YlkY\ZXlj\
f]k_\_`^_cpgfc`k`Z`q\[
]\l[Y\kn\\eZi\Xk`fe`jkj
Xe[`ek\cc`^\ek[\j`^e

k_\fi`jkj#dfjkZfej`[\i`k
_\i\jpkfjg\XbflkX^X`ejk
;Xin`e`jd%
@eX[[`k`fekf;Xin`e`jd#
k_\Yffb`eZcl[\jfe\f]
k_\YXj`Z`[\Xjf]`ek\cc`^\ek
[\j`^e%9p`ek\cc`^\ek[\j`^e#
@[feËkd\Xek_\kpg\glk
]fik_YpdXep:_i`jk`Xe
k_\fi`jkj#Y\ZXlj\k_\pdXb\
k_\d`jkXb\f][`jZXi[`e^
\mfclk`feXckf^\k_\i%9lk
`]pflkXb\\mfclk`fekfY\
mXc`[#k_\e`ek\cc`^\ek[\j`^e
aljkd\Xejk_Xkk_\i\`jX
[`i\Zk`fe`ek_\\mfclk`feXip
gifZ\jj#eXd\cp#]ifd
j`dgc`Z`kpkfZfdgc\o`kp#
Xe[k_\[\j`^e^\kjY\kk\i
Xe[Y\kk\i%K_\Y\Xlkpf]
\mfclk`fe`jk_XkjkXik`e^n`k_
m\ipj`dgc\Zi\Xkli\jc`b\
Xdf\YX\#n\Ëm\[\m\cfg\[
Zfdgc\oY\`e^jc`b\_ldXej#
n`k_YiX`ejk_XkZXedXb\
i\gi\j\ekXk`fej%@efi[\i
kfXZZflek]fiXcck_`j#pfl
_Xm\kf`ekif[lZ\ZfeZ\gkj#
n_`Z_Xi\dlZ_dfi\k_Xe
aljkdXkk\iXe[dXk\i`Xc
`ek\iXZk`fe%Pfl_Xm\kf
`ekif[lZ\k_\ZfeZ\gkf]
ZfejZ`flje\jjk_XkZXe
Z_ffj\Xe[k_XkZXeZi\Xk\%
Jfdpk_\fipZfdY`e\j
`ek\cc`^\ek[\j`^en`k_
;Xin`e`jdXe[hlXekld
g_pj`Zjkf^`m\ljXk_\fip
f]Y`fcf^`ZXcZi\Xk`m`kpk_Xk
`jYXj\[fek_\gi`dXZpf]
ZfejZ`flje\jj%
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have become broadly accepted. Others
have said that the premise is too easy a
target and that the jokes will soon get old.
But I think that the reviewers miss a
pretty significant point when they write the
show off as merely outdated and tired. (Perhaps the show makes fun of a world that,
for them, hits a little too close to home.)
What is most interesting to me about The
Goode Family is that it shows how the once
countercultural values of the sixties have
become so popular that an entire network
TV show is dedicated to poking fun at them
(much like King of the Hill poked fun at the
older and much more established “barbecue
and Jesus” culture of Middle America). In
other words, it seems that what we consider
mainstream has evolved, and now those
who are pushing the mainstream edge may
no longer be progressives who are dissing
conservatives but those who are starting
to see through the progressive worldview
itself—from the inside out. As Variety
magazine’s Brian Lowry points out, “Assuming liberals can laugh at their own foibles,
ABC might just have TV’s first true Obamaera sitcom on its hands.”
The premiere episode’s final scene
perfectly sums up The Goode Family’s fundamental mood. When Ubuntu takes the
family Prius out for a ride and apologizes
to his father for wasting gas, Gerald offers
some fatherly advice: “That’s okay, Ubuntu.
The important thing is that you feel guilty
about it.”
The show may not offer any grand
solutions, and it will no doubt ridicule
some pretty noble causes. But the fact that
it dares make fun of a worldview that, as
Mike Judge says in the trailer, often leaves
its adherents feeling “forever guilty about
being a human being on the planet” gives
it a five-star rating in my book.
Joel Pitney

Integral Philosophy
Jk\m\DZ@ekfj_n`k_A\]]JXcqdXe
Xe[D`Z_X\cQ`dd\idXe
)$;M;j\k#gif[lZ\[Yp9flc[\i@ek\^iXc#
glYc`j_\[YpEfnQ\e#(0%0, 

Boulder-based integral philosopher Steve
McIntosh is fond of saying that rigorous
philosophical inquiry has, in many ways,
become a lost art form. Gone are the days
of Socrates dialoguing with his students
on the streets of Athens. And you’re
pretty unlikely to walk into the local
Starbucks and find yourself in the midst
of a fiery debate over the finer points of

two passionate dialogues with Boulder
Integral founder Jeff Salzman and University of Colorado philosophy professor
Michael Zimmerman. Titled, respectively,
Foundations of Integral Philosophy and
A Conversation on Evolution, the DVDs
are intended both to convey the fundamental pillars of the integral worldview
and to explore how this emerging new
perspective helps solve many of our most
nagging philosophical dilemmas, from
the hard problem of consciousness to
the question of whether evolution has
direction. But even more than providing an overview of integral thought, the

Fe\f]k_\dfjk`dgfikXekk\e\kjf]k_\
`ek\^iXcnfic[m`\n`jk_\`[\Xk_Xk\mfclk`fe
`jefkXiXe[fdgifZ\jjYlk_XjX[`i\Zk`fe%
Voltaire’s latest treatise, as might have
been the case in an eighteenth-century
Parisian coffeehouse. But this kind of
high-level relentless creative pursuit
of the truth is exactly what McIntosh
brings to the table with his new DVD
set, Integral Philosophy, published
earlier this year.
Shot against the black Charlie Roseesque backdrop of Boulder Integral’s
beautiful new recording studio, the
DVD set features McIntosh engaged in

DVDs offer a glimpse of philosophy-inthe-making, as these three thinkers push
the margins of their own understanding
in what ends up being two very creative
conversations.
In the first session, Salzman interviews
McIntosh about the foundational insights
of integral philosophy—most notably,
that consciousness evolves. McIntosh,
who authored Integral Consciousness
and the Future of Evolution (2007), starts
by laying out a historical context for the
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emergence of the integral worldview.
He explains how it represents the next
step in human consciousness and culture
beyond the traditional, modern, and postmodern worldviews that currently shape
the lives of most people on the planet. He
then goes on to explore the rich “internal
ecosystem” of values and perspectives that
peering through the integral lens reveals.
One of the most important tenets of
the integral worldview is the idea that
evolution is not a random process but has
a direction—namely, from simpler forms
of matter, life, and consciousness to more
complex ones. In the second DVD, McIntosh and Zimmerman discuss how this
teleological understanding of evolution
will define the twenty-first century and
radically change the way we think about
spirituality, science, and morality. Laying
out a fascinating history of evolutionary theory, McIntosh and Zimmerman
explore the true essence of evolution and
make the case that any future theory
must, at its core, include an appreciation
for consciousness.
Conveying something as subtle and
ephemeral as a new worldview, which has
its own assumptions, terminology, and
ways of making sense out of reality, is no
small task—especially in two hours. And
the concept-rich, stream-of-consciousness
nature of both conversations will likely
make it hard for the uninitiated to keep
up. But for anyone familiar with basic
integral concepts, that fluidity is also part
of the charm, and the DVDs transmit the
dynamic co-creative nature of the process
that these philosophers are engaged in. I
wouldn’t necessarily give this to my grandmother as an integral primer, but I would
highly recommend it to anyone who wants
to see for themselves what the leading
edge of philosophy looks like today.
Joel Pitney

Postsecularism
The Hidden Challenge
to Extremism
YpD`b\B`e^
AXd\j:cXibXe[:f%#)''0#gXg\iYXZb,)%,'

Mike King is that rarest of breeds: an original thinker. An artist, graphic designer, and
animator, he is also a self-proclaimed jnani
or knower of Truth, a Reader at London
Metropolitan University, and a director of
the Scientific and Medical Network, a UK
group that combats scientific materialism. Postsecularism is King’s sequel to his
acclaimed first book, Secularism, which
traced the historical roots of the rise of secular society. In his new book, he unites the
strands of his diverse interests, making a
powerful analysis of the rise of extremism—
from the fundamentalist right in Christianity and Islam to an increasingly vitriolic
atheist elite. Carefully argued, erudite, and
often dense, Postsecularism holds out hope
for a way to move beyond this polarized
extremism to a post-secular world that King
sees emerging.
King’s take on extremism, observed in
both the traditional religious right and in
the secular liberal atheists, is fascinating
and perceptive. He claims that we are at a
cultural impasse, where each side of the
debate is blind to or rejects out of hand the
assumptions of the other. Western culture
moved out of medievalism into modernity, he explains, by creating a “détente”
between science and religion, viewing
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them as “non-overlapping magisteria,” or
parallel domains that never meet. Yet, since
9/11, there is an increasing urgency from
each side to prevail over the other. Some of
this, he suggests, comes from the fact that
there are fundamental epistemological and
spiritual questions that are unresolved in
Western culture, creating a dualistic split
between mind and body, spirit and matter.
In fact, one of King’s most unique
points is that the Western Enlightenment—from Voltaire through the German
idealists—was a failed “religious revolution . . . rather than the success of a secular
revolution [which intended] to destroy
religion.” [28] The true goal of the Enlightenment philosophers, according to King’s
reading of their work, was to move Western
culture from a devotional religious context
that denied the world to a context that
emphasized direct knowledge, or mysticism, and embraced the life process. But the
project failed, resulting in a split between
devotional traditionalists and an “autistic”
secular scientific community that cannot
discern the sacred or deeper dimensions
of experience. King argues that the way
forward is through a rational mysticism
that would both validate the sacred depth
dimension and encourage true intellectual
rigor in engaging with it. Through a series
of chapters in the last part of the book, he
points to evidence for such a perspective in
the domains of physics, consciousness studies, transpersonal psychology, the New Age,
the arts, and more.
King’s opus is often difficult, demanding
familiarity with his complex and multidimensional terrain, but is always worth
the effort. Every few pages there is simultaneously a revelatory shock of recognition
and the realization of how new King’s view
is. Postsecularism offers a transformative
analysis that doesn’t simply revisit the
calcified positions that have contributed
to our cultural lockdown but illuminates a
potential integration that could contribute
significantly to resolving the entire debate.
Elizabeth Debold
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Letters continued from page 12

N?<I<8I<K?<NFD<E6
How many of your “brightest
minds” envisioning the future
are female and how many are
male? As usual, it seems the
ratio is about three women to
eighteen men.
If enlightenment is supposed to change reality, how
about starting with your own
magazine? That would be an
evolutionary revolution of major
proportions. Why not set a
deadline for December 21, 2012,
to have fifty percent female and
fifty percent male contributors?
Imagine waking up on January 1,
2013, to a world where equal
numbers of women and men
contribute to your magazine
on enlightenment and sit on
the top floors of office buildings or in parliaments. Can you
imagine that?
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I enjoyed your thought-provoking and sophisticated issue
on sexuality enormously, especially the comparison of David
Deida to Tarantino! I would
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describe the artist Damien
Hirst in the same way: shocking, clever, and meaningless.
What interested me the
most in the issue was the
orgasmic community One
Taste, because it sounds to
me like the women there are
becoming empowered through
exploring their sexuality. As
Maura O’Connor states in her
article, most women in the
West are still relatively sexually
repressed. For six thousand
years the feminine has been
devalued, desecrated, and
shamed. Women have been
subjugated to meet men’s
needs, sexual and otherwise.
At best we’ve been treated as
chattel; at worst, burned, hung,
stoned, or drowned for daring
to own our power.
Since the sixties, feminine
sexuality has been on the
menu, and there seems to be an
expectation that women should,
by now, have gotten over six
thousand years of subjugation
by the patriarchy. But fifty years
out of six thousand is nothing,
especially since only a tiny percentage of women are engaged
with this issue. Where we are
now in the collective psyche, in
terms of feminine sexual power,
is just the tip of the volcano.
And I believe that once women
heal their wounds and own
their sexual power, then sex can
truly be a path to God.
JXgg_`i\[\cXK\ii\
Kfke\j#;\mfe#LB
K?@J@JPFLI9I8@E
FEFI>8JD

In “Their Stroke of Insight,”
Maura O’Connor asked if the
practice of orgasmic meditation

(OMing) and regular meditation have the same effect on
the brain. While I would first
offer that OMing, as I understand it, is not really about
spiritual evolution (which
implies we have a place to get
to other than here), I was curious enough to investigate this
question myself.
What I found was that
while many different areas of
the brain are activated (and
deactivated) during orgasm and
meditation, there is at least
one similar effect reported: a
deactivation of the amygdala,
which is the region involved
with fear and anxiety. Neuroscientist Gert Holstege and
colleagues have reported this
effect during orgasm from clitoral stimulation. Dr. Paul Ekman
at the UCSF Medical Center
has referred to meditation as
“taming the amygdala.” In
Zen-Brain Reflections, Buddhist
neurology professor James Austin noted that “the great death”
is a phrase often applied to
the total loss of self that occurs
acutely during kensho-satori
and is often likened to “the
little death” (la petite mort)
of orgasm. Given what we are
learning about how immensely
interconnected our bodies and
brains are, there will surely be
a lot more light shed on how
different forms of meditation
or mindfulness practices affect
our whole beings in the future.
Pm\kk\G`Z\ef
FXbcXe[#:8
9@IK?@E><EC@>?K<ED<EK
As someone who values discussions of evolutionary consciousness and enlightenment,

I found your Sex issue to be
oddly sterile, airless, and very
Male/Menopausal. Where are
the children? How can you talk
about sex without at least hinting at childbirth?
Y’all seem to be modern
Gnostics in that your enlightenment is sealed away from
the messy, sensual, authentic
realities of childbirth and all its
inherent potential for meaning and expanded consciousness. There is something so
mind-blowing about choosing
to bring souls into the world
and then, more importantly,
choosing to raise them with
empathy, according to the
evolutionary continuum of
experience.
My experience is that
childbirth is a continuation of
sexual pleasure that morphs
into a world of constant
sensual pleasure and warmth,
from the smells of salty sweat,
blood, milk, and sweet baby
skin, to the comfort, years
on, of feeling one’s children
snug in the family bed. I
can’t help but feel pity for the
“One Tasters” with their latex
gloves and tick-tick-ticking
clock. I agree that most
adults were raised in a state
of sensual deprivation, but
I strongly disagree that the
limbic approach is the ideal
answer, as opposed to mature,
attached, empathic parenting.
Parenting can be, I think,
the ultimate pragmatic pathway to enlightenment. So
please, blow me away with an
issue all about enlightened or
integral childrearing!
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Your Heart, Hormones, and Emotions
by Peter Ragnar
?FND8EP=FCBJ do you know who are fuming over economic conditions? Are you one of them? Have you noticed how
addictive and contagious anger is? Maybe you secretly feel that
the emotion is justified. After all, who wouldn’t be angry watching
their 401(k) or IRA shrink like an unpicked vegetable?
Those who try to justify negative emotions rarely see the
damage those emotions do to their hearts and other organs. I
sometimes think folks would rather die than see their emotional
explosions as unjustified, irrational, or dangerous. But findings
from a 1989 study at Harvard Medical School should be sobering
to those of us who have a tendency toward emotional tirades.
Researchers interviewed 1,623 heart attack victims four days after
their attacks and discovered that the heart attacks had taken place
a mere two hours after angry venting and that anger had actually
doubled their risk of an attack.
For most people, statistics like these aren’t powerful enough to
override emotions. Indeed, we can only counteract negative emotions with positive ones. Why is this? It’s because we’re dealing
with very powerful chemicals called hormones. As we explore this
further, keep in mind that all your thoughts are chemical reac-

True strength of character is
measured by how skillful you are at
gently letting go of your demands,
addictions, and attachments.
tions processed in your brain and body. When you’re assaulted by
the negative emotions of anxiety, depression, and frustration, you
are also ramping up the production of free radicals and increasing your levels of the stress hormone cortisol. (As research by Dr.
Sapolsky of Rockefeller University in New York has found, cortisol
levels also spike upward two to seven days before you die.) Even
if you’re lucky enough to survive this cortisol spike, your immune
system will be greatly impaired because your body’s production of
disease-fighting antibodies will shut down while the few remaining antibodies will be destroyed. Not a rosy picture at all.
So what can you do about anger? Here are a few timehonored basics: get on a regular exercise program, learn to
meditate, improve your diet, learn some new jokes, and smile
more. Remember, no one needs a smile as much as those who
have none left to give.
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Let me share a little experience I had back in the 1970s.
I was alone on a beautiful forested ridge on a blue-sky day
in the fall, building my log home by hand. I had no bills, no
worries, no real concerns to speak of—in other words, not a single
reason to get angry about anything. Yet I did, and it stopped me
in my tracks. On such a perfect day, how could I experience this
emotion and not have a clue about where it came from? Baffling!
Then I realized that I was insisting that my project move faster
than it was. I was demanding that life occur in a specific way, a
way that happened to be out of harmony with the way events
were actually happening. I suddenly had a good laugh over the
fact that my suffering was all caused by my own mind as I realized
my life wasn’t ever going to meet my mental model of perfection.
True strength of character is measured by how skillful you are at
gently letting go of your demands, addictions, and attachments—
a 401(k), an IRA, a job, a home, or a spouse. Look at all the things
you have to be thankful for. Bear in mind that there are many
people who emotionally accept what you’re making yourself upset
about, even if it currently seems unacceptable to you. There are
only two things involved here: the outside event and your mental
programming. Which do you think might be easier to change?
The secret to staying alive and regaining peace of mind is to
convert your demands into preferences. After all, if you downshift
your emotional addictions to things you simply prefer, will you
throw a fit if you don’t get them? Of course not. Nothing changes
except the space you are coming from, and in reality, it’s only
from this space that real change can take place. So give the world
a sincere smile—it costs you nothing but creates so much! Good
health to you! ■
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Evolutionary Enlightenment
Daring to Bear Witness
by Andrew Cohen

@KËJ89@>:?8CC<E>< being a spiritual teacher in a secular
culture. What could be more disconcerting than being a religious authority in a world where there is no consensus about
whether God actually exists! In traditional cultures at least,
there was some agreement as to who God was and where He
lived and how He could be reached. But for those of us who
live in a post-traditional worldspace, the Creator has long since
disappeared from the sky above, and with Him has vanished
any sense of that which is higher than, or transcendent to,
our earthly existence. The “rational” values of the culture that
we live in may have freed us from the myths of the past, but
unfortunately they have also undermined our capacity to have

Our rational values may
have freed us from the myths
of the past, but they have
also undermined our capacity
to have faith in the unseen
metaphysical domains of
our innermost interiors.
any faith in the unseen metaphysical domains of our innermost interiors. So any individuals who are bold enough or
crazy (or sane?) enough to assume the position of being
representatives of that which is transcendent, within this culture of secular relativism and scientific materialism, are putting
themselves in a very difficult position indeed.
I remember soon after I became a committed seeker in
my early twenties being asked by a casual acquaintance what
I “did.” After briefly describing to him my day job, I then proceeded to explain what I was really up to and what I was trying
to attain. His puzzled look seemed to go on forever. Then there
was the beautiful blonde I’d been flirting with at around that

same time. All was going well until we went out to dinner one
fateful evening and I inevitably shared my passion for enlightenment and higher consciousness and spoke of how fascinated
and compelled I was by all the Eastern masters I was meeting
and spending time with. That was the last time I ever saw her.
Awakened men and women are those who have recognized spiritual domains as being more real and true than
anything else. But if our shared culture doesn’t have the eyes
to see what they see and know what they know, such men
and women usually end up being perceived as irrational,
self-deceived, and deluded—as representatives of the false.
Indeed, authentic holders of timeless spiritual truths are
often thought to be hucksters and con artists because they
boldly dare to bear witness to the unseen.
In the ancient premodern world, that ultimate context
was validated by shared myths and religious beliefs and was
empowered by the supercharged energy of awakened consciousness in inspired prophets and seers. Today we no longer
have myths to rely on to validate our spiritual illumination.
Together we need to create a post-traditional consensus about
the great significance and place of Spirit in the human experience, and this has to be generated by those of us who have
seen beyond the veil of appearances and have experienced
those deeper metaphysical domains to such a profound degree
that we’re willing to bear witness in public. But to be taken
seriously, we must do so in a way that points us not only
beyond the myth and superstition of the ancients but also
beyond the naïve idealism predominant in so much of New
Age thinking. We must be ruthless in our rationality in order
to authentically transmit the light of the trans-rational God
in the twenty-first century. This is an enormous task, but
our willingness to take it on will slowly but surely make
a profound difference.
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